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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
ELECTION RESULTS
The Ledger & Times is today
publishing two full pages of
election coverage, in addition to
the regular coverage on the
front and back pages. Readers
are invited to turn to pages 12
and 13 for additional news.
MEMBER OF ASSOCIATED PRFSS
& UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, November 8, 1972

PRESIDENT NIXON SWEEPS ELECTION
Unparalleled Ticiet-Splitting
Gives Victory To Huddleston
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LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP),-In tiring incumbent John Sherman for Nunn, a lawyer of Lexington and close friend of the
an unparalleled demonstration Cooper.
With 99.7 per cent of Ken- President.
of ticket-splitting, Kentuckians
With the same tally in the
have elected a Democratic U.S. tucky's 3,092 precincts counted
senator for the first time in 16 unofficially, Huddleston had presidential race, Nixon had
years while also giving Presi- 524,406 votes or 51 per cent to 670,153 votes or 63.5 per cent.
dent Nixon a landslide major- 490,278 votes or 47.7 per cent and Democratic Sen. George
McGovern 366,728 votes or 34.8
ity.
per cent.
Walter Dee 1 Huddleston, a
The overwhelming Nixon
46-year-old radio station execumargin was on a par with Lyntive and comparatively obscure
don Johnson's landslide of 1964,
state senator until he camwhich made Huddleston's victopaigned, defeated former Rery
all the more surprising.
B.
Nunn,
publican Gov. Louie
congressional
Kentucky's
-48, in the contest to succeed relineup stayed at 5-2 Democratic, with six incumbents winning
and Democrat Juhn -Brecleinridge defeating Republican Laban Jackson for the post vacated by Democrat William
Curtin.
Slightly more than 1 million
voters turned out in mostly soggy weather, a normal figure despite an estimated 200,000 new
registrants.
Nixon carried all seven conSenator George McGovern
gressional districts, and only a
` was humiliated by the Nixon
handful of Kentucky's 120 counlandslide, winning only the
ties went to McGovern.
and
District of Columbia
Huddleston took five districts,.
Massachusetts and losing his
losing only the 4th-including
home state.
the Louisville fringes and
Northern Kentucky-and the
This happens every so often in
5th, a rockbound GOP strongpolitics.
hold in Southeast Kentucky
which, however, failed to proChecking around we atEven though weather contempted to find out if Calloway ditions were unfavorable, the duce the customary party marCounty ever went Republican Haunted House, sponsored by gin.
Huddleston, who managed
before. Ed Thurmond says the Kappa Department of the
never, even when Hoover won Murray Woman's Club, was a Gov. Wendell Ford's campaign
over Al Smith in 1928. In success for the second year, a last year, hit hard at Nunn as a
MilloOraY County, Smith beat club spokesman said. Ap- "supertaxer" because of the
Hoover nearly three to one in proximately 2,000 people toured former governor's successful
push for a 2-cent sales tax inNovember 1928.
the house on the four nights
crease in 1968.
during Halloween.
Nunn emphasized his close
We hope that this election is a
Proceeds will complete the
personal tie with Nixon and
Trianifistationig the.reversal
repayment of a $2,000 loan
the liberal trend. America must made to purchase materials for said it would make no sense for
get its feet back on solid ground the Murray Middle School voters to choose the President
once again and place its values Library two years ago. This again and then send an "obon the things that count. The could not have been possible structionist" to the Senate.
Each candidate claimed foul
idea must gain ground once without the cooperation and
again that the individual is patronage of the community, play by the other in campaignresponsible for his own and not according to Mrs. Robert ing.
Huddleston said Nunn has
the government.
McCoart and Mrs. Joseph Rose,
falsely accused him of being
co-chairman for the project.
We believe that the church, They also said we received soft on dope pushers and favorlocal organizations and the such good response from the ing legalization of marijuana,
family must assume their citizens and businesses in liberalized abortion and general
responsibilities and quit relying Murray, that we feel this was amnesty for Vietnam War
on the Federal government to really a community project." deserters.
In a short victory speech at a
do the things they fail to do by
Since the operation of the
downtown motel here Tuesday
default.
house required approximately
night, Huddleston introduced
100 persons per night,- Kappa
One good thing in this election members were assisted by Ford as proof, he said, "that
is that it should clarify things in Alpha Sigma Alpha, Alpha when you keep your word, the
the Asiatic mind. With such a Delta Pi, Sigma Sigma, Sigma, people of Kentucky will revote the policies of President Sigma Chi, and Alpha Tau spond."
Nixon in Asia gets a vote of Omega,- from Murray State
confidence and solidarity. University. These groups Thanksgiving Supper
Asians foolishly think that donated their time and services
because of arguments on this to the project and acted in all
Planned At Church
side of the Atlantic that the US capacities on all four nights.
would fall apart. They just do
A Thanksgiving supper will
Mrs. Glen Grogan, chairman
not understand the democratic of the Kappa Department, said be held at Deward's Chapel
form of government.
that all those people who stood Pentecostal Church on Saturin the rain waiting to see the day, November 11, at 6:30 p.m.
North Viet Nam, China and house were directly responsible
The *church is located on
Russia should get the message for the success of this project Highway 94, East, nine miles
if they have not before.
and for those who were not able from Murray The public is
to attend they missed some invited to attend, according to
We firmly believe that Japan great fun and entertainment, the pastors, Rev. and Mrs. W.C.
had the idea in WW It that if Halloween-style.
McKinney.
(Continued on Page Sixteen)

Calloway Votes GOP
First Time Since 1880

Billington Announces
Sale Of Holiday Inn
The Holiday Inn of Murray,
located on South 12th Street,
which has been owned by the
Murray Investors Inc. and
operated by Guy Billington as
Innkeeper, has been sold to
Murray Holiday Inc. of
Louisville, Ky. The new owners
are Bernard Berman, Myron
Horvitz and Leon Simon, who
operate the Downtown Holiday
Inn and the Midtown Holiday
Inn of Louisville, Kentucky. f
The new owners announce
that there will be no change in
personnel except that Max
Russell, who'has been assistant
Innkeeper to Guy Billington the
past 2 years, will be the new
Innkeeper.
Russell is well known to the
people of the area, since he
served as acting Innkeeper
several weeks while Mr.
Billington was incapacitated by
a heart attack, earlier this year.
Several new units were added
July one of this year ahd the
new owners plan to. add other
units,as needed,to keep up with
the growth of Murray and the,
surrounding area.
In addition to adding 23 rental
units this year,a new direct dial
telephone system has been
installed with the latest and
most up-to-date equipment
available. Mr. Billington has
also put in color tv sets in every
room since taking over the
management in May 1970, as
well as new drapes, new carpets
for the dining room, and general redecorating prograin
for the dining room,coffee shop,
lobby and front desk area.
The parking area has been
resurfaced and enlarged and
new parking lines painted.
veral shade trees have been
added, as well as additional
shrubbery and landscaping in
general. Three additional

Jackson Purchase
Sunny and cool today. Highs
in the upper 50s. Clear and cold
tonight. Lows mid to upper 30s.
Thursday,increasing cloudiness
and warmer. Highs in the mid
60s.
Winds, west to northwest 6 to
10 miles per hour today, becoming light and variable
tonight.
Outlook for Friday, clouk;
with showers and turning cooler.
Probabilities of measurable
precipitaton, near zero per cent
both today and tonight, • and
again Thursday.
Rain Friday clearing and
turning a little cooler Saturday
and Sunday. Highs mostly in
the 50s. Early morning low
temperatures in the 40s Friday
lowering to the 30s Saturday
and Sunday.

By DAVID HILL
Parrish ran unopposed in Senatorial candidate for the
Ledger & Times Staff Writer Divisions Five and Four Peoples Party
William E.
Bartley, Jr., received 75 votes
Apparently for the first time respectively.
since 1880, a majority of
On the Less Federal Taxes
In the Murray Board of
Calloway Countians has voted
for a Republican presidential Education election, Maurice ticket, John M. Katterjohn in
Ryan and Dr. C. C. Lowry, his bid for U.S. House of
nominee.
No official verification has current chairman and vice- Representatives, received 127
indicated that Calloway voted chairman respectively, also ran votes.
Of some local interest were
Republican for James A. unopposed. Lowry received
Garfield in 1880, but most local 1,428 votes, while Ryan was seven write-in votes for Murray;
sources agree that a majority of credited with 1,018, according to Board of. Education. County
Clerk Harris reported two
Calloway voters did
vote Harris.
The county followed a general write-ins each for Beth Belote
Republican in that year.
Some local speculation in- state trend in ticket-splitting and Jack Belote, and one each
-Nitwit • earry4ing-gea4isky---7411z‘attel- -OM- -a
Shuffett.avid
Worley, and Kenneth Harrell.
majority was recorded in 1924 by a large margin.
In minority parties, John
for Herbert Hoover, but Ledger
and Times files show that Schmitz, American Party
Tle'inncrarAtSiiiittrcaii atthe eandttiated,pocketed ft& votes in
by a 3;492-1,534 margin Calloway
County,
and
American nominee for Senate
on November 9, 1928.
President Richard Nixon Helen Breeden received 28
carried Calloway County easily, ballots.
Socialist party* presidential
turning long-time Democrats
against Sen. George McGovern nominee Linda Jenness was
by the tally of 5,167 to 3,468, credited with eight votes, while
Hall
according to Marvin Harris, Communist hopeful
received no Calloway votes.
County Court Clerk.
Peoples Party candidate Dr.
U.S. Senate hopeful Louie B.
Nunn, Republican, was not so Benjamin Spock received four
storage room have also been fortunate, however. Hoping to votes from Calloway County.
added to the facilities.
ride the coatails of President
Max Russell is a native of Nixon to victory in Kentucky, he
Calloway County and succeeds
was thwarted in his bid for the
Guy Billington in the position as Senate by Democrat "Dee"
Innkeeper. Russell has been
Huddleston.
5.
employed by the Holiday Inn for
C
Huddleston carried Calloway
o
5.
L5
County with a 5,289-3,129
margin, nearly the same as the Precinct
margin in the presidential race, N
NFo
oa..x003
1
indicated a widespread policy of No 2
The county to county vote in "ticket-splitting" in Calloway No. 4
the First District Congressional
No. 5
272
193
County.
race is as follows:
Murray native Frank Albert C
Graves: Stubblefield 6,405;
14
0
8
981193
3712
2234
2
94
31!
32
851 5
41
2
N
Ao:m
nco
6ord
Stubblefield had little trouble in
Banken 2,036, Katterjohn 165;
returning to the House of.
Livingstone: Stubblefield 1,646,
Dexter
9e 100
Representatives for his eighth Jackson
Banifen 938, Katterjohn 22; "
103
101
151
89
term of office. Harris' records Kirksey
Hickman: Stubblefield 1509,
89
Coldwater 151
showed a 6,400-1,810 spread for
Banken 605, Katterjohn 16;
Gr
111
70
Fulton: Stubblefield 1924,
Stubblefield over Republican Harris Gr 27260 217178
Hazel
Banken 732, Katterjohn 52.
candidate Charles T. Banken, Providencr
199
83
Jr.
Crittenden: Stubblefield 1308,
74
Clayton Cr 128
In the race for Calloway Calloway 243 124
ub496st;Kbalettfeierljd
(
Bak
aink)e
wna y 1
113
50
County School hoard, Bill Absentee
6,400,
Totals
5167 3468
Stubblefield registered an easy
Banken 1810, Katterjohn-127;"
victory over John Wells by a
Caldwell; Stubblefield 2288,
REPRESENTATIVE
506-140 margin in Division Two.
Banken 1544, Katterjohn 27;
Ferrell Miller and I.ubie E.
Lyon: Stubblefield 1065, Banken
544, Katterjohn 12.
Carlisle: Stubblefield 1446, ._.
Banken 229, Katterjohn 8;
Precinct
Ballard: Stubblefield 2191,
No 1
324
No 2
353
95
6
Banken 576; Katterjohn 29;
No 3
620
145
9
McCracken: Stubblefield 11,420,
No 4
876
268 31
Banken 4,613, Katterjohn 377;
No 5
360
87 10
532
No 6
174 12
Marshall: Stubblefield 4,650,
A Christmas Community stored in the building adjacent
302
Concord
143 11
Banken 1,788 , Katterjohn 99;
397
Faxon
102
Auction, sponsored by the to I.indsey's Jewelers on the
365
120
Almo
4
Butler: Stubblefield 1,096,
Murray Rotary Club, will help west side of the courthouse
1
Dexter
166
29
Banken 2,323, Katterjohn 17;
158
36
kick off the holiday shopping square formerly occupied by
Jackson
5
157
Logan: Stubblefield 3,579,
78
1
Kirksey
season in Murray and Calloway Kuhn's. Announcement will be
178
48
2
coldwater
Banken 2,032, Katterjohn 31.
County on November 25, the made at a later date when the
Lynn Gr
149
25
1
Ohio: Stubblefield 1,198,
Harris Gro. 329
Saturday after Thanksgiving. building will be open to receive
68
3
Banken 1,862, Katterjohn 22;
Hazel
376
97
7
Proceeds of the auction, items donors may wish to
Providence 202
67
5
McLean: _Stubblefield 1,721,
which will begin at000n on the personally deliver to the auction
Clayton
. 153
37
5'
liaken 1,249, Katterjohn 20;
Calloway .........v7 west side of the Court Square, location.
-Adbsentee
130
29
Henderson: Stubblefield 5,182,
0
will be used to finance a number
An essay or poster contest"has
Total
6400 1810 127
Banken, 2,858, Kat)erjelin ,481;
of community projects, ac- been proposed among_ first
Union: Stubblefield 2,625,
cording to Pete Waldrop, grade students of the county's
Banken 1,010, Katterjohn, 49:
general chairman of the event. nine elementary schools,
Webster: Stubblefield 2,493,
"We hope everyone in Murray winners of which would receive
Banken 1,105, Katterjohn. 52.
and Calloway County will go prizes and possibly a fire truck
t
Hopkins: Stubblefield 4,942,
through their closets, garages, ride to visit Santa. Santa is
Banken 3,974. ; Todd: Stuband attics in search of items of scheduled to arrive at the court Precinct
blefield 2,075, Banken 788.
285
111
value to contribute to the square when the auction No 1
No?
o - 4-1- Katterjohn 19; Trigg: Stub294
166
auction," Waldrop said. - -- -- loses-probably about 4 No 3
]
10
312
493
blefield 2,254, Banken 718,
498
A pickup committee chaired o'clock- where he will be met No 4
778
No 5
2
22 Katterjohn
170,
39; Christian:
255
by Forrest Priddy will arrange by civic and business officials, No 6
2
5
306
429
Stubblefield 6,605, Banken 3,380.
for the pickup of items donated after which the Christmas lights Concord
2
4
173
280
168
1
0
346
to the auction. Until -the day of in the downtown area would go Faxon
Almo
307
191
2
2 (Continued on Page Sixteen)
the sale, auction items will be on signallling the start of the pester
54
2
0
149
Jackson
59
0
0
145
Christmas Season.
K IrkSey
0
0
142
100
Eight other committees have Coldwater
77
1
166
been named by Rotary Lynn Gr
64
0
1
114

Christmas Auction To Kick
Off Holiday Season Here

(Continued on Page Sixteen)

MURRAY HIGH STUDENTS ATTEND 25TH ANNUAL QUAD Si ATE FFSTIVAL-(left to right)
Carol Jewel, Susan Hopkins and Paula Lyons, all students at Murray High School, were among 350
students from five states to attend the 25th annual Quad State Festival ('horns held in the W aterfield
Student Union Building on the Murray State University campus Nov. 6.

A hearing
clinic will be
Friday, November 10, at the
Ellis Community Building on
Ellis Drive, under the direction
of Dr. Bartholomy, from
Murray State University.
The Clinic will be held from 10
a.m. to .12 noon This will befree
of charge for all Senior Citizens.
If a difficulty in hearing, is
detected, the person will be
referred to the Murray State
University, for a speech and
hearing diagnostic evaluation,
a spokesman said.

CORRECTION
Stan Usher, owner of one of
.the .g'eneral stores at Kirksey,
was the person who was first
summoned for help by Roy
Jonesat the fire at the home of
Mrs. Virgie Clark on Sunday
morning. The story in Monday's
Ledger & Times listed his name
as Roger Usher. •
RUMMAGE SALE
Members of St. Leo's parish
will have a rummage sale in
Gleason Hall,412N. 12th street,
on Saturday, Noel], beginning
at 7 a.m. until 3 p.m. "

Harris Gr
Hazel
Providence

Clayton
Calloway
Absentee
Total

284
343
152
129
213
85
5289

118
148
122
68
156
68
3129

A
8
0
0
1
28

0
2
1
0
3
0
75

COUNTY SCHOOL BOARD
Precinct
Wells
Stubblefield

Cvaton

CITY SCHOOL
Precinct
Ryan
No I
56
No 2
72
NO'3
703
No 4
342
No 5
117
No 6
164
Absentee
64
Total
1018

57

Tom Halcomb Will
Make Commercials

Tom Halcomb,son of Mr. and
Mrs. Dee Halcomb of Murray
Route Five, has been selected
to do a series of television
commercials for Chevron.
Halcomb operates a Standard
Oil Service Station on Interstate
75 between 'Williamsburg and
Corbin. He and his wife, the
former Joyce Jones of Winchester, and their two sons,
Brent and David, reside' at
Williamtburg.
..Halcomb is a graduate of New.
Concord High School and attended Murray State University. He is the brother of Mrs.
Edd Phillips of Murray.
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A Mark Of Progress
The release yesterday of anticipated population
S
growth figures in the state by the Kentucky
Program Development Office, Division of Planning
and Programming, came as pleasant news to
Calloway County. The projection indicated that the
growth in Calloway County topped the average in
the state by three percentage points, and, along with
Marshall County, showed far greater anticipated
growth than any other county in the Purchase Area.
The total growth in population in the Purchase,
projected to the year 2020 amounts to about 58,000.
Calloway County's projected growth amounts to
nearly half of the total expected growth. The 48 year
period from 1972 to 2020, shows that Marshall County
may expect a growth of 18,000. The remaining 15,000 —
increase comes prim: arily in Fulton. Graves and
Nr•spapers
McCracken counties.
In the report ofthe Program Development Office,
TZGIATIWWIS-LXP
we noted that the location of colleges or universities,
plus four lane highways is considered a great asset.
Murray has a university and is in close proximity to
ST. JOHN
the twin-lakes area which is the reason given by the
Office for its healthy growth pattern.
This is one more reason why we constantly urge
the construction of more four lane highways leading
ues to push a policy that has
By JEFFREY ST. JOHN
done more to plunge the Afrifrom Calloway County and decent highways leading
Copley News Service
can continent into bloodshed
to Kentucky Lake and to the south. The upgrading of
than anything that was done
LISBON — "Time is a key
Highway 94, both East and West is almost manby the European colonial
factor in the Portuguese overdatory for continued growth here.
powers."
seas territories," a ranking
While the Portuguese are
The continuation of the four-laning north of the
U.S. official told me in a
much happier with the Nixon
background briefing, "but the
city of Murray is also a must for the growth of this
administration than they
Portuguese do not have a conarea.
were with Presidents Lyndon
sciousness of time. This attiPeople must be able to get into and out of Murray
Johnson and John F. Kentude is reminiscent of other
nedy, they continue to be bafwithout risking their lives on narrow, high crowned
colonial European powers
fled by what they see as the
back a few decades ago."
roads.
dangerous contradictions of
While the official was
This situation has existed for many, many years,
U.S. foreign policy. The U.S.
making this statement the
with little improvement over the past twenty-five
official position of "self-deterformer British colony of
years. The four-laning of south 12th. Street and the
mination" for the African
Uganda was being torn apart
continent, in view of the
four-laning north of the city, is the first real effort
by bloodshed and terror.
Protuguese, has brought
"The Uganda situation,"
to upgrade the
entering and exiting from
about a decade of dictatorone Portuguese official told
Murray.
ships, tribal wars and bloodme, "is one more illustration
We- hail the—Projected growth of Murray and
shed unequalled in recent hisof why we plan to stay on in
tory of the continent It has
Calloway County and we feel sure that other citizens
our African territories. In the
also led to the increased penelast decade the doctrine of
do also.
tration of the continent by Pe'self-determination' in Africa
We can speed this growth with a decent roadway
king and Moscow.
has been a disaster for both
system and we believe that it behooves the Highway
The guerrilla wars going on
blacks and whites.
Department to spend an appreciable amount of
in Portuguese Guinea, Mo"It remains a mystery to us
zambique and Angola, for exwhy the United States continmoney in this end of the state to make this long time
desire of many people a firm reality.

r,

U.S. policy puzzles Portuguese

•

t014, ,4k

Staid old New England is on
a gambling binge that would
make some of the forefathers
shake their heads — and yet
the lotteries that are now padding the public purse in Massachusetts, Connecticut and
New Hampshire are of a pattern known to the founding
fathers.
The U.S. Supreme Court in
1880 declared flatly- .....Lotteries are demoralizing ... Society built on such foundations
would, almost of necessity,
bring forth a population of
speculators and gamblers,
living on the expectation of
what change might award
them from the accumulation
of others."
This was the Victorian view
that lasted well into this century. It caused Hampden
County in Masachusetts to
throw out by referenda an expensively built horse race
track and a well-patronized
dog track during the depression times of the '30s.
In an earlier American day,
however, the gambling device
had more honorable status.
'The-Congress in 1746 provided- -a national lottery, warmly
supported by Thomas Jefferson and other of the first _
statesmen. Some 70 acts were
passed by Congress before
1820 authorizing lotteries for
the building of schools arid
roads and other public works.
But, editorialized the 1890
Encyclopaedia
Britannica,
"A sounder opinion now prevails on this subject in Ameri-

ample, are largely inspired
and the terrorists trained and
armed by both Moscow and
That "sounder opinion" was
Peking, according to the Porheard in the legislative halls
tuguese.
of Massachusetts and ConThis had been largely disnecticut before the recent
puted and disbelieved by
votes that brought the return
rnany Americans. Earlier this ,
of lotteries, but the primrose
year, however, a team of Britpath was appealing. The grim
ish investigators from the.,
warnings of the moralists
London Otserver published a
brought pooh-poohs in a socireport supporting Portuguese
ety that had become well acclaims of heavy Communist
quainted with the pari-muinfluence in guerrilla groups
tuels at the tracks and the iloperating in Portugal's Afrinumbers pools operating
legal
can territories.
almost everywhere.
The U.S.-Soviet wheat sale
The competitive angles
is another baffling aspect of
played a part in the thinking.
U.S. foreign policy. Officials
Here were the hoodlums ex'nigh in the Lisbon governtracting millions of untaxed
ment fail to understand why
dollars and here were the lotthe United States is shoring up
teries from states outside
a regime like Russia which is
New England and from forworking to subvert and coneign countries taking cash
trol nations in Africa.
:from local coffers. In self-deWhen they were told that
fense we must legalize gamthe major thrust of the wheat
bling was the reasoning of
deal was to gain from the Somany lawmaking.
viets badly needed gold in exWhat some legislators did
change for U.S. wheat and
not foresee was the competithat it politically helps the adtion within their own areas.
According To Boyle
ministration with the U.S.
The New Hampshire lottery,
farmer, the Portuguese were
off to an early state, drew
shocked at such an expedient
heavily on the Massachusetts
policy on the part of the most
population near Roston and
powerful nation in the world.
near its borders. When the
the kind of help we got from
By AAL BOYLE .
"We could have made our
Bay State started its own lotNEW YORK (AP, — Re- you, defeat would have been own deal with the Soviets," an
tery the take in New Hampmarks you can't escape from impossible."
official told me, ''but we
shire fell off drastically, and
hearing after a national elec"No, I can't say we didn't turned it down because we
the northern neighbor is now
tion:
have enough principles and is- knew it would be a shortcut to
weighing the possibility of re"The people have spoken."
sues. What we were short of suicide for us and the North
gaining some business by
"I told you right at the start was a little thing called mon- Atlantic Treaty Organization
dropping the price of its ticknations."
who the winner would be."
ey."
ets below the 50-cent tab in
"We may have lost the
"Well, I'm glad the whole
Massachusetts.
What this official was talkbattle, but that doesn't mean nonsense is over for another ing about was a story in the
The same competition prewe have lost the war."
four years."
American press of how,
vails along the border of Con"I don't know whether the
"To tell you the truth, the through a third party in the
necticut and Massachusetts,
best man won or not. All I last one I really trusted was U.N., the Soviets offered a
where there are shopping
know is that my man lost."
Calvin Coolidge, but I forget "deal" to the Lisbon govern-_
areas and ticket sellers in
"I admit I told you that if we
ment, .
common assembly points.
The "deal" was ailotloirli — The sad lesson of diminishing
didn't win this one, I'd push a
"What difference does it
The Soviets would discontinue
returns — which might have
peanut from Times Square to make to us, anyway? We still
been learned from the history
Pike's Peak, but — uh — I was have to go on working five days any arms to insurgents in
Portuguese Mozambique and
books — suggests that the bojust kind of exaggerating a a week from here to eternity."
Angola if, in return, the Lisnanzas might be short-lasting.
little to make my point."
"The way those fellows
bon government agreed to in"It's all a lot of hot air any- talked, I thought that when we
It is true that the New Enway."
woke up the day after the elec- dependence for the Cape
lotteries have all been
gland
Verde Islands and nearby
"Maybe, now that we've got tion the world would look comrealizing, thus far, even betPortuguese Guinea. That
Ott out of the way, everybody pletely changed. But everything
ter-than-expected returns.
would have meant that Mosin the office can get back to looks like it's still in the same
Millions of dollars have
critcontrol
a
cow would then
poured
into the deficits-ridden
business."
mess it always was."
ical island stepping stone off
public purse, and in Massa"The whole thing reminds me
"Well, if that's the way you
the western coast of Africa,
chusetts and Connecticut the
of a three-ring circus67---_ voted, both of us might as well
which would provide a linkup
lotteries are still a novelty
"I think the mud we threw. have stayed in bed and saved
southern
Atlantic
the
across
and getting good patronage.
was better than the mud they ourselves a trip to the polls."
to the Western Hemisphere
The promoters are wise to adthrew, but the trouble was they
"Now that it's over, Henry,
and Cuba.
vertising, and some come-on
had twice as much mud to are we still going to move to
"Such a deal," a Lisbon ofdisplays in the public press
throw."
Australia like you said we
mean
"would
me,
ficial told
are such as to make the
"The time has come to thank would if it didn't turn out the
that the Russians in control of
moralist squirm. The little
our loyal supporters. Without way you wanted it to?"
Cape Verde Islands and Cuba
man is constantly reminded
could cut the Atlantic in half."
that for a 50-cent investment
The Portuguese, therefore,
he might win an income for
find the wheat deal with the
life.
Russians shortsighted. And
"It's all a far cry from the
they become concerned at the
by Carl Riblet Jr.
Boston of 1699 when a body of
refusal of Washington to proministers denounced lotteries
Invention of the computer was ballyhooed as a vide more econamic aid to
as cheats and their managers
country.
their
wonder of the world that would cut the cost of living
aS "pillagers of the people."
The United States insists
and make life better. But look what happened: that
Massachusetts imposed a
Lisbon loosen its adprices are higher, life is chancier and there is no mitted dictatorial control in
fine of $2,000 for promoting
lotteries under a law of 1869,
place to hide because some damned mathine order to move this nation furand most of the U.S. states
somewhere has got our number and tells ,another ther along the road to, ecohave had such penalties on
nomic progress. but is unwilldamned machine whether to dial it, subtract it or ing
their books in the last century.
to help Lisbon toward that
erase it.
"."
Many of the states have-had
Ironically, the United States
"The tragedy is that ill America
sad experiences with lotdoes not make the same dethe land of the free, somebody
teries, both legal and illegal.
mands an Russia. Little wonFraud and bribery were com. in government is always trying
der the U.S. foreign policy is
mon. The New York Society
to hamper freedom."
bewildering to the Portufor the Suppression of Vice
—Dictionary of Opinions
guese.
waged a long drilIe against

the illegal variety in the last
century and boasted that by
1885 every betting office was
closed. That was a day for the
Victorians.
The Britannic& of 1890 notes
that although the laws of
every state are "against these
schemes, they exist, a public
nuisance, a scourge to the
poor, a temptation to the
weak, and demoralizing to the
States which gave them
birth."
In England a similar reaction had taken place two centuries earlier. The first lotteries sanctioned by the government there were in 1569 to
repair harbors and in 1612 for
the Virginia Company, but in
1696 lotteries were prohibited
as common nuisances, by
which children, servants and
other unwary persons had
been ruined. Despite this,
however, the English government from 1709 to 1824 held
annual lotteries authorized by
Parliament for public improvements.

Eugene D. ( Jake ) Shipley, age 64, died this
morning at his home on Murray Route Five.
'A full schedule is planned for the homecoming
festivities at Murray State College Saturday with
the highlight being the Murray-Western football
game.
Dr. James C.*Hart presided at the meeting of the
„ Executive Board of the Four Rivers Council of the
4
: Boy Scouts of America held at Murray State
College.
Births reported recently at the Murray Hospital
include a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Junior Garrison, a boy
to Mt. and Mrs. Jam-es Billington; alioyto-Mr. and
Mrs. Bobby Starks, a boy to Mr. and Mrs, Max
Smotherman, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Wayne
Wilson.

10 Years Ago Today
LEDGER•TIMES FILE

Randal W. Raspberry, William Lee Scarberry,
James William Kelley, Garvin Phillips, R. Ray
Starks, Robert Dean Morgan, Earl H. Adams,
Burton Wayne Holsapple, Dan V. White, and Ervin
Dean Springer were inducted into the U.S. Army and
sent to Fort Meade, Md., for assignment.
Lt. Evelyn A. Bradley, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
C.J. Bradley of Murray, was graduated today from
the Associate WAC Company Officers Course at Fort
Lee, Va.
Murray High School Tigers defeated Butler High
School of Princeton, 14 to 12, in a. football game,
according to a story of the game written by-Joe
Wilson.
Dr. J.A. Outland, Calloway County Health Officer,
announced today that preparations for the health
department's demonstration dental program in the
schools were advancing rapidly.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
And the multitude said. This is Jesus the prophet
of Nazareth of Galilee.—Matthew 21:11.

One of life's finest qualities, spiritually, is to be
able to recognize Christ and the eternal values of
His life and message, wherever they are found,

Isn't It The Truth!

France, too, used lotteries
of various forms for a century
before the suppression of all
private ones in 1776. French
bishops and financiers denounced them as demoralizing and debasing to money,
and the royal lottery was suppressed in 1836. The chancetaking was revived, however,
in 1844 for the assistance of
charity and the fine arts. One
of the first lotteries in France
was for the building of a
bridge at the Louvre.
Lotteries were apparently
started by the ancient Romans. For amusement the
emperors gave their guests
tickets for prizes: Nero presenting a house or a slave.
Heliogabalus made it a
joke, with one ticket for a
golden vase, another for six
flies. This custom was continued for the amusement of
the guests of the feudal
princes of Europe. It was a
feature of the court hospitality of Louis XIV.
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Johnsons
Store Hours

6
TURKEY

7 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Wed.- Carl Rowland
Thurs.- George Farmer
Fri.- Beatrice Lewis

FOOD SAVING

Preserves
Peanut Butter

49'
79

18 OZ.

FULL QUART

4167110

ROLLS 89C

Scott Tissue
Viva Napkins
Frostings
Sweet Peas 2 16C
Cranberry Sauce
C
CRACKERS
2
Co
Pickles
Mix
Pancake
.
.
Biscuits IT IIIETEETRL 5

GIANT SIZE

/$100
3

140 COUNT

16 01. CAN

RED AND WHITE 2 SIEVE

:NZ.

OCEAN SPRAY WHOLE OR JELLY

15 oz. can

7 OZ. BOX
routettes KELLOGG
FLAVOR KIST
1 lb. box

C

49c
49'
29'
39
25t

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS YELLOW OR WHITE

303 CANS

CREAM STYLE

;RFLIES
FREE

rn

RED & WHITE
SOUR & DILL

16 OZ.

HUNGRY JACK

2
BOLX8
Oz

FOR

10
OTTZLE

in
(PG)

OW!

dm. 81.25

1801.

FANTASTIC

Bathroom Spray
Liquid Woolite
Golden Corn 2

170z.

16 0/.

WITH COUPON

RID & WHITE Whole Kernel

RED a
Will

o611.416.1.,•11

Johnsons-

AXWELL HOUSE
COFFEE
R40 With
coupe.,

12 oz.$1 19
Repeated
L: 2 C., .9

15 OZ.
CAN

Expires 1I/1477

hnsonS
SCOTT TISSUE
omits Of AliOri/d

R10

REDS.
WHITE

RI A
"a

W'th C"PG"

3 Rolls

Ex ires 11

SLICED SMOKED

OL
CAN

lb.

Jowls

DC

KREY

FROM OUR FREEZERS

PILLSBURY

35t
39c
49'
99c
$100
69c
39'
59'
49'
99
35t

PURE GROUND

b.59

WITH
TAMALES

3

lb.

MARKET MADE

CAKE
MIXES
WHITE YELLOW
GERMAN CHOCOLATE

29°

QT.

Pie CrustimsgASCKGEIRAHAM 3
Heinz 51 Sauce
Preserves
HEAVY
--Reynolds Wrap
BP:AA

PORK

—

59'

•

SALAD BOWL

Start
7:00

Perk Loin
Pork Chops
794:
Sausage
69t
Beef
th.
Sausage
594:
53,
Wieners
FIE'S

KELLYS

PILLSBURY READY TO SPREAD

HAWN
HECKART
D ALBERT

CUT INTO CHOPS

CENTER CUT

SOAP
--POWDER

Af"ft-

RED
HI

3

WHITE
ASSORTEDO
R

RED & WHITE

AS:ORRTED a WITH RCOLISPON35C

".° the SO
,
A'
Or

I

9it
lb.7

WHITE

Id
e you
u'd
9!

FROM OUR BUTCHERS

FROM OUR SHELVES
BAMA STRAWBERRY

1101a0WEIS

Hireave

FOOD
where
STORES
friendly people
help you saveI

Prices Good thru Tuesday, Nov. 14

Sat.- Myrtle Grogan
Mon.-Victor Olazabal Jr.

VIVA BIG

11111M111111110
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WHITE

TO BE GIVEN AWAY EVERY DAY
* THIS WEEK'S WINNERS *
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CHEF HASH BROWN

Potatoes
Doughnuts

2 LB.

EVER FRESH

12 in a
box

Sun Spun
Gallon

29c
59'
69'

I
Orange Juice 39'
ce Cream

FROSTY ACRES

12-oz.

FROM OUR FIELDS
NO 1 RED

Potatoes
Grapefruit
Oranges
YELLOW

10 Lbs.

PINK OR WHITE

RED & WHITE

4

CATSUP
14 oz 1190

each

Bag of 12

3 Lbs.

41:41.1;11;0011."

-TOhnsons •
LIQUID
WOOLITE
With Coursof,

is... ggc

Ex.re 11/14 72

Radishes

Bag

59'
10$
39'
39'
5'
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Workshop Meet Is
Held By Creative
Arts Department
The Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's
Club held its October workshop
meeting at the club house.
Mrs. A.W. Russell, chairman,
presided. She announced that
S&H green stamps are still
being accepted toward the
purchase of a kidney dialysis
machine for the county. Mrs.
Russell also commended the
members of the department
who won ribbons for their
handiwork at the First District
meeting held in Paducah.
Mrs. Toni Hopson announced
plans for the Bazaar to be held
November 9 and 10 at Littleton's
on the north side of the court
square. Each year the Creative
Arts Department sponsors a
bazaar as a means of raising
money for their annual art
scholarship award.
Mrs. Donald Hunter said that
the new Woman's Club cookbooks will be available before
Christmas and the price will be
four dollars.
Mrs. Henry Holton helped the
group with their paper mache'
crafts which is the project that
the club members are now
%Working on.
r•Haptesses for the meeting
Owe Mrs:-Thornas Brown, Mrs.
A.W.HasseIII, Mrs. Robert
Hopkins and Mrs. Al Koertner.

KNIGHT BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Knight of
Mayfield are the parents of a
baby boy, Joe Tad, weighing six
pounds seven ounces, born on
Friday, November 3, at the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
-The father is executive
Oirector of the .J.U. Kevil
Mental Health and Retardation
Center at Mayfield.
Grandparents are Mrs. Noble
Knight of Murray and Mr. and
Mrs. Enoch Wilson of Tri City.
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Armstrong-Spillman Vows Are Read

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I need help desperately. Please don't tell
me that I am stupid to be worrying about something like
this with so much real unhappiness in the world today, but
here is my problem.
My husband and I have been happily married for 24
years. I am 45 and he is 46. We have three children. About
a year ago I caught my husband smoking a cigaret after he
had promised me he'd quit three years ago. Well, I bumped
into him accidentally downtown and he had a cigaret in his
mouth! I was sick with disappointment.
He promised me on bended knee that be would never
smoke another cigaret as long as he lived, but when he'd
come home, sometimes I smelled smoke on his clothes and
in his hair. He said he'd been around smokers, and I
believed him.
Well, I caught him smoking again in the basement and
then I really, went to pieces. I am especially heartsick
because his father, who was a chain smoker, died of throat
cancer at the age of 53. I love him, Abby, but I feel like
leaving him. He has disappointed me so terribly, I've lost
all respect for him. And here I was bragging to all our
friends that he had quit when his brothers didn't ha* the
guts to. Whir* foot I've made of myself. Can you help
HUMILIATED AND MISERABLE
me?
DEAR HUMILIATED: Let's put first things first. Are
you miserable because you were humiliated, Or because
you are concerned about your husband's health? I know
you love him, but your husband's smoking has turned into
a power struggle between you two. Quit nagging him and
making him feel like a little boy who has to sneak a smoke
behind the barn. He knows the hazards Involved, but the
poor man is hooked. He needs your love and understanding
—not threats and punishment. You can't MAKE him quit.
But be can quit If be really wants to.
DEAR ABBY: I am very much in love with a young
man, and we plan to marry soon. I have a 2-year-old child,
but I have never been married.
My fiance of course knows all about it, as the child
lives with me. The problem is how to tell his parents. He
says they are from the old country and may not understand.
I have never met them as they live in another state,
but they have been asking their son to bring me to meet
them. How do we go about breaking the news?
CHICAGO PROBLEM
DEAR PROBLEM: When you go to meet them, take
your child along. His parents will probably assume you are
widowed or divorced. If land when I they inquire sheet
the
child's father, tell them the truth. They'll survive.
DEAR ABBY: Someone wrote in asking if it was okay
to ask a stranger if he was wearing a toupee—and where he
bought it. You advised him against it, saying if it looked
like a toupee it was no compliment.
Listen to this: a woman I had never laid eyes on before
came up to me while I was waiting for a bus, and said,
"Excuse me, but if you are wearing a brassiere, would you
mind telling me what make it is?"
I was, and I told her. But I've never been so shocked in
STOPPED COLD IN EUGENE, ORE.
all my life.

Published at,
1505 Stadium View Drive, Murray, Kentucky
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The "Gazette" hasn't been printed in a few weeks because
the editor has just been too busy welcoming new members to
our lodge family.
So all of their friends will know where to phone them, come
visit with them and send their Christmas cards,,I want to
publicly welcome them:
Mrs. Tommie Brandon, Mr. Edd Prince, Mr. Bun Ray, Mr.
and Mrs. Jess Elkins, Mr. Henry Farris, Mrs. Effie Ellison,
Mrs. Laura Waggoner and Mrs. Edmona McCuiston all from
Murray; Mr. Murray Carr and Mrs. Connie Sims from
Mayfield; Mrs. Gertrude Sturtevant from Grove, Oklahoma:
Mrs. Ida Colson from Saint Clair Shores, Mich. and Mrs.
Mary Holbrook from Fulton, Ky.
If you see a familiar name among the above mentioned, we
encourage you to be in touch with them. You'll be glad you
did because when walking, talking and laughing with our
"senior citizens", the universe itself seems somehow to grow
greater and life infinitely grander, more precious and more
worth living.
This "editor" has also been busy answering questions the
past few weeks. If I may, I'm going to anticipate some
questions you might have about FERN TERRACE and
answer them for you:
Question: "Does someone give and order medicines for the
residents?"
Answer: "Yes, an R.N. or I..P.N. orders all medications and
sees that it is taken properly."
Question: "My father has a Medical problem. He is a
diabetic. If your meals are served family style, how do
you control-the diet for a diabetic?"
Answer: "We have a -Diabetic table" in the dining room,
every one who sits at this table has the same medical
problem, they are diabetics. We find that staying on a
diabetic diet can be fun when you have others to share it
with."
Question: "Do you have nurses at Fern Terrace"
Answer: "With the exception of two, all of our nineteen
employees, I except the four cooks, and three kitchen
helpers), are experienced' Nurses or orderly.
Questkon: "Does Public Assistant help pay for your stay at
Fern Terrace?"
Answer: "If a person is now receiving old age assistant
benefits they will be eligible for, lip to 1186.00 from the
State, depending on what other income is available to
them.
If you...have other questions, give us a call or, better yet,
come see us. Every day is "Open House" at Fern Terrace
this.keeps us on our toes.

Wednesday, November 8
Evening Circles of the United
Methodist Women of the First
Church will meet at 7:30 p.m, as
follows: Hannah with Mrs.
William E. Maddox, 1005 Irence
Terrace, Ruth Wilson with Mrs.
Z.C. Enix, Kingswood Drive,
and Wesleyan with Mrs. Joe
Cowin, 1508 Story. Members are
to bring their World Thank
offering.
The Murray Duplicate Bridge
Club will meet at Gleason Hall
at seven p.m. No reservations
are necessary.

Beautiful in its simplicity was
the autumn candlelight wedding
of Frances Mildred Armstrong,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Lee Armstrong, Route
Seven, Murray, and Eugene
Ray Spillman, son of Mrs.
Everett Ray Spillman and the
late Mr. Spillman of Route
Four, Bardwell. The doublering ceremony was read by Don
Hall, a family friend and
minister of the Henderson,
Kentucky, Church of Christ on
Tuesday, October 10, at seven
o'clock in the evening at the
Williams Chapel church of
Christ. A family Bible of the,
wedding couple was used in the
ceremony.
Presenting a program of
nuptial music was Mrs. James
Gough, Mrs. Webb Caldwell,
and Miss Debbie Johnson of
Murray and Mrs. Tommy
Payne of Mayfield. Their
selections
included
the
traditional wedding marches
for the processional and
recessional,"True Love,""One
Hand—One Heart," and "Hear
Our Prayer, Oh Lord."
The wedding vows were
exchanged before a lovely
setting of an arch of lighted
candles entwined with gladioli
complimented
with
an
arrangement of white gladioli,
jade and Fuji mums used in the
background. Brass. spiral
-candlelabra; bolding wh4e
tapers, were used on either side
of the arch. To complete the
setting the family pews were
marked with 'lighted candles,
greenery, and large white fluff

Bride's Dress
The bride was escorted by her
father and was given in
marriage by both her father and
mother. The bride was attired
in a formal length "Bridal
Original" gown, fashioned with
an Empire waist and a Victorian neckline. The bodice of
the gown and the long full
sleeves were of Chantilly lace.
The A-line skirt was etched in
handclipped lace and tiny seed
pearls. The chapel train held by
a white bow fell softly from the
back of the gown.

BEL AIR SHI

The bride's blonde beauty
was enhanced by an elbow
length veil of silk illusion which
was secured to a Juliet cap of
lace encrusted with seed pearls.
Her bridal bouquet was a
Continental cascade bouquet of
white rosebuds, baker's fern,
and cathedral pearls. The
bride's sorority, Beta Sigma
Phi, presented her with the
traditional blue garter which
she wore for her wedding.

We Reserve The
Prices Good

Swift's

The bride chose as her only
attendant, Miss Judy Hughes,
who acted as her maid of honor.
She wore a "Sylvia Ann" floor
length gown of printed floral
silk organza forming the skirt
over an underdress of blue. The
printed flowers of the gown
were in shades of green, blue,
aqua., and pink. Featuring . a
Victerian neck, self-pleated
ruffles were at the neck, front,
and cuff of the gown. The
Empire waist was accented by
a blue velvet band with a self

Self BASTIN

14-20 Lb.

Riversi

Two Members, Murray Quota Club
Attend District Meet At Memphis
Mrs. Gaynelle Williams,
second vice president, and Mrs.
Helen Spann, president, of the
Quota Club of Murray, recently
returned from Memphis, Term.,
where they were delegates to
the 18th Annual Conference of
the 23rd District of Quota Internationa, Inc.
The District Conference
theme was "Take Time To
Consider, Then Act Through
Love and Concern." The International theme was "Zoom
Ahead Together—In Fellowship
and Service." The Hostess Club
was the Quota Club of
Whitehaven.
The meeting opened on
Friday with a dinner and entertainment by the Lions Club of
Whitehaven in which the lions
presented a humorous style
show.
On Saturday morning, Mrs.
Spann was a guest at the
District Governor's Breakfast
for Presidents, after which she
and Mrs. Williams attended the
first business sessions as voting
delegates.
Both Mrs. Williams and Mrs.
Spann were recipients of red
carnation
corsages
in
recognition of their first conference attendance.
During the Saturday morning
session, Mrs. Spann was star of
a skit entitled "Dr. Quota and
Her Pills" in which all club
presidents. performed.
Other Saturday morning

New Shuffleboard
Equipment Enjoyed
By Senior Citizens_

A number of the Senior
The United Methodist Women
of the Mason's Chapel Church Citizens have enjoyed the new
will meet at the church at 7:30 shuffleboard equipment
donated to the group by the
p.m.
Letter Carriers Union, whose
president
is Donald Crawford
Thursday, November
A board meeting of St. Leo's and vice-president is Robert
Preschool will be held at the Wright.
Senior Citizens who have
home of Mrs. Patsy Fain, 1000
Gatesborough, at 9:30 a.m. A participated in this activity are
as follows:
baby sitter will be provided.
Mr. and Mrs. Ivie Culver, Mr:
The Town and Country and Mrs. E.G. McReynolds,
Homemakers Club will meet at Charlie Marr, Mr. and Mrs. Toy
the home of Mrs. E.C. Wallin at Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Erwin, Mr. and Mrs. Truman
7:30 p.m.
Smither, Mrs. Dolly Haley,
The
Contemporary Harry Hawkins, Mrs Jewel
Homemakers Club will meet at Parks, Mr. and Mrs. Jack
the home of Mrs. Danny Cun- Attkisson, Agness Maier, Mr.
and Mrs. Carl Miller Ovie Sue
ningham at 1:30 p.m.
Galloway, Jo Bement, Essie
Bazaar by the Creative Arts Blalock, Mrs. Novie Hale,
Department of the Murray Grogan Roberts, Bascom
Woman's Club will be held at Wilkerson, Evelyn Hicks, Mr.
I ittleton's from nine a.m. to and Mrs William Cooper, Mr.
and Mrs. Pitman Thomas,
five p.m.
Vernon Roberts, Carl Todd,
The
Welcome
Wagon 011ie Riley, Charlie Sparks,
Newcomers Club will meet in Ruby Harris, Gary Nance, and
the community room of Federal Mr. and Mrs. W.J. Gibson.
Also participating in the
Savings and Loan Company,
activity have been Jerry
7th and Main Streets, at 7:30
Pierre, Nelson Blalcok, James
p.m.
R. James, Charlie Lamb, Loyd
Back-to-School night will be Boyd, Donald Edwards, Jerry
held for all parents and in- Fulton, Dan Jones, Cullen
Brownie
Jones,
terested citizens at Calloway Erwin,
County High School at seven Margaret Bazzell, Jerry Ford,
and Ray Newsome.
p.m.

events consisted of the officers
and committee reports. Mrs.
Spann served as a member of
the
District
Nominating
Committee for the 1973 district
officers.
Entertainment at the Saturday luncheon included "It May
Be Your Life" presented by
Lieutenant Jim Ballard and
Policewoman Sue Siko, of the
Memphis Police Department.
A workshop involving service
to hearing and speech handicapped was held on Saturday
afternoon.
The conference highlight was
the banquet held on Saturday
nigh. Entertainment consisted
of music by Las and Sara
Sarrell. . Mrs. William V.
Lawson, Jr., spoke on "Drug
Abuse," another area of service
of Quota International. The
Quota Club of Murray was
recognize for its contribution to
the Flood Relief Area which
totaled $565.00.
Mrs. Spann also took part in
the installation ceremony of the
1973 District Officers by
presenting one of eleven keys to
success to the new governor and
lighting the appropriate candle
symbolizing youth.
Mrs. Doris Faust of the
Raleigh-Bartlett Club was installed. Governor. The installation was conducted by
Mrs. Viola Ammons, East Area
Vice President and International Representative to
the 23rd District Conference.
Following the installation
ceremony, a reception was held
in the East Tennessee Room
honoring the new governor.
Sunday morning activities
consisted of a breakfast with
special music, a devotion and
memorial service.
First place winner of the
scrapbook award was taken by
Knoxville Quota Club, and
secona by the Paris, Tennessee,
Quota Club.
The first place mileage award
was taken by the Quota Club of
Paris, and second by the Quota
4 Greater Little Rock.
l'fle Membership Award was
taken by Raleigh Bartlett Club,
with second place going to the
Whitehaven Club.
Winners of two fifty dollar
awards to be used for service
were Chatanooga and Knoxville.
Following the conference,
Mrs. Spann met with the
Presidents of the other Quota
Clubs and the District Officers
in
a
Post Conferences
Presidents Council.
A visual aid display depicting
the activities of the Murray
Club, including money making
projects and service projects,
was displayed throughout the
conference.
Past International Presidents
attending the meeting included
Vivian Ingram, 23rd District,
Vera Hall, 9th District, and
Charlotte Shaffer and her
husband, Harold, Immediate
Past International President.
The theme for the new year is
"Seek New Ways to Serve."

(Photo by Cody Jones)

Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Ray Spillman
bow at the back forming long
flowing
streamers.
Her
headpiece was identical to the
velvet waistband.
She carried a French hand
bouquet of blue and green
carnations and baker's fern.
Serving the groom as best
Man was the bride's brother,
James Henry Armstrong. The
groom wore a boutonniere of a
white rosebud and the best man
wore a white carnatien.
Mrs. Armstrong chose for her
daughter's wedding a double
knit ensemble. The long sleeved
dress consisted of a beige top
with a gray printed skirt accented at the waist with a wide
gray patten belt. A threequarter length gray printed vest
with a wide patterned border
matching the skirt completed
the outfit. She chose accessories
of gray and she was presented a
corsage fashioned of a white
cymbidium orchid.
The groom's mother, Mrs. •
Spillman, selected a royal blue
textured knit dress of an A-line
design. She chose black accessories and was also
presented a white cymbidium
orchid corsage.
Mrs. Merl Baker, maternal
grandmother of the bride, was
attractively attired in a beige
and green patterned knit dress
fashioned with a tunic waist and
belt made of the material. Her
accessories were brown and she
wore a white gameliel shoulder
corsage.
Reception
Immediately following the
ceremony, the bride's parents
hosted the reception at the
Murray Woman's Club house.
The color scheme of blue and
green was carried throughout
the house. Mrs. Henry Hargis
and Mrs. Louis Kerlick greeted
the guests as they entered the
foyer. Mrs. James Henry Armstrong, a sister-in-taw of the
bride, presided at the register
table. The hostesses and those
assisting in the serving were
presented with blue and green
carnation corsages accented
with blue bows.
The round register table was
draped with a white satin cloth
and was held in place with pearl
pins. A crystal and silver bud

vase, holding blue and green
carnations and baby's breath,
completed the setting. Mrs.
Oneta White rendered wedding selections at the grand piano
during the reception.
The bride'slable was covered
with a cloth of peau de soie.
Garlands of similax, entwined
with strands of pearls, were
draped from each corner of the
table and held by tiny stain
bows. The centerpiece was a
four-branched
- Candlelabra
holding
an
arrangement of green and blue
carnations.
The lime green fruit punch
was served from a silver punch
bowl containing a heart-shaped
ice ring decorated with assorted
fruits. Nuts and mints were also
served from silver compotes.
All other appointments were
crystal and silver. The couple's
first names and the date of their
wedding were shown in silver on
the napkins.
The beautiful four-tiered
wedding cake was white with
Nue and green rope icing, and
Jriy flowers encircled the cake.
Grecian columns and tiny
wedding bells outlined with
pearls were attached to the
cake. Four satin and lace
wedding bells were placed on
the top layer of the cake.
Assisting in the serving were
Mrs. Marvin Burchfield of
Frankfort, and Mrs. Joe Dyer,
Mrs. Herbert Hughes, Miss
Ronda
Kavanaugh, Mrs,
Jimmy Nix, and Mrs. Edward
Thomas, who was in charge of
the reception, from Murray.
Rice bags of blue net tied with
blue bows were given to the
guests by Misses Bonnie Burchfield, Melissa Manning, June,
Janet, and Lone Murdock.
The couple left for a wedding
trip to the Great Smoky
Mountains following
the
reception. The bride chose to
wear for her going away ensemble a navy pant suit accented by a red knit top and a
navy and red scarf at the neck.
She wore navy accessories and
she also,wore,the . orchid from
her mother's corsage.
The couple is now making
their home in Frankfort.
Kentucky at 125 Elm Drive,
where the groom is assigned to
the Governor's Mansion with
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the Kentucky State Police
Rehearsal Dinner
Following the rehearsal on
Monday evening, October 9,
the bride's parents hosted a
dinner in the Red Room of the
Holiday Inn in Murray for the
wedding party and family.
The tables were formed in a
T-shape with the wedding
couple and their attendants and
the bride's parents seated at the
head table. The centerpiece was
a lovely dried, arrangement.of
fall flowers and eucylyptui.
Gifts were presented by the
couple to their attendants prior
to the meal.

Her time is
precious.
Her timepiece
must be
trustworthy.

8 Bot
Ctn.

Yellow

Her choice?
A Caravelle,
of course.
Whether she's timing your pulse or
the baby's feeding, every second
counts And Caravelle has the
watch she can count on A special
nurse's model named the "Radcliff
8" Water resistant, shock resistant, it has 17 iewels, a sweep second hand, full numeral luminous
dial, stainless steel back case And
a practical price
$1595
CARAVELLE
by BULOVA

Furches Jewelry
113 S. 4th

753-2835
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I

te...•••••.a.
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Mrs. Hilda C. Hart
Is Now At

The Happy Yellow Store

cOil
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DIXIE FRESH

WIN FREE CASH!!

GRADE A LARGE

Treasure Chest

EGGS
Doz.

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER

Swift's GOLD CREST

TURKEY
Self BASTING

$2000°

Be Sure To Get
Your Card Punched

Card Not Punched

59

U.S.D.A. Inspected FAMILY PACK

FRYERS

Swift's

TURKEY

Buffer Ban

55t

20-24 Lb.

c
99

ICOUNTRY FRY

STEAK

99 lb.

Ramona Eaker
Rt. 6 Murray, Ky.

This Week!

One
Pound
Pkg.

BACON
SWISS

14-20 Lb.

$ 00

Limit: 3 Doz. with '7.50 additional
,urchase, excluding tobacco and dairy products.

Frontier

We Reserve The Right To Limit
Prices Good Through November 14

TW
HIISN WEEK

STEAK

lb

Best of Fryer lb 39'
Split Breast lb 49'
Thighs lb 39'
Wings lb 29'

lb

Boneless PORK
Riverside

BOLOGNA

ROAST

Chunk Style

te PolIce
1 Dinner
rehearsal on
g, October 9,
ents hosted a
Room of the
array for the
nd family.
e formed in a
the wedding
attendants and
ts seated at the
nterpiece was
rrangement of
eucylyptui. -"""4"•esented by the
ttendants prior

PORK STEAK

59
Big Chief

PEANUT BUTTER

12-oz.39C
Jar

16 Ounce
S.
epiece
orthy.

,9

(Limit 2)

3-lb. Bag

rung your pulse or
1ing, every second
,:aravelle has the
runt on A special
iamed the "Radcliff
!ant, shock resistwets, a sweep secnumeral luminous
'eel back case And

COFFEE

AVE LIE
BULOVA

Rolls
3

es Jewelry
th

753-2835

ore

'46

(1)UPON
Limit one per Family

MIRACLE
WHIP

22-oz bot.

RICHTEX

49c

Doz.

Banquet CREAM

Qt•
- 'Expires 11-14-72
Good only at Storev'c

iOUPON
COUPON
Linn( one per Farnil
Limit one per Family

$1

79c

3-oz. jar

58'

3-1b. Can

BISCUITS
8-oz. can

59

Limit. 6

:Florida

ORANGES

COFFEE
2-1b.
Can

'49c

Frosty Acres

ORNG.JUICE
sloo

$169

(With Coupon Below)
PUN
imit one per Famili

I III

19 IN
per Family

Giant Size

JOY

COFFEE

VEL
LIQUID

DRIVE

Good Onl • at Storey's

b99

Ballard

Folger's

King Size

Expire-MT:WV

4-lb. Bag

4
1
00
IES for

Folgers

2 lb can$169

1

29 BABY FOOD

p

King Size

Expires 11-14-72
Good only at Storey's

10-oz.
Jar

49c APPLES

With Coupon3
'
Below

Family Pack

Gerber

RED & GOLDEN DELICIOUS

Salad Dressing

79t
32-oz. bot.

89q,

ENGLISH CUT

INSTANT
48c la

TOWELS MIRACLE WHIP

$15"

lb.

Nescafe

Gayety
of course.

9-11 Chops

lb

PRK.
CHOPS
79;

DU7b, 'CHUCK ROAST

CHUCK ROAST,

posit

Yellow

Her choice?
A Caravelle,

ratio

Center Cut

Shortening

57,r:

ONIONS

PORK CHOPS

JOY

RC COLAS
8-Bot.
Ctn.

1/4 Pork Loin

BLADE CUT

iiiitiNscHwEiGER 5

49C,,

591, I PE;
L LHPILL

PORK SAUSAGE

GIANT SIZE

is

e

69!

COUNTRY STYLE

Lean

Cody Jones i

Boston
Butt

_49

32-oz bot.

Expires 11-14-72
Good only at Stdrey's

49 oz box

69

Expires 11-14-72
Good Only at Storey's

COUPON No. 4299$
Limit OM' per Plepanil

COUPON
Limit one per F'amth

Giant Size

Gold Medal

Giant Size

MARGARINE
_RINSO
1 lb

FLOUR

COUPON
COUPON
Limit one per Family
Limit one per Famik

Good Luck

•11.11k

49 oz. box
Expires 11-14-72
Good only at Storey's

69

- Expires 11-14-72
Good only at Sto r‘'s

5-lb. bag

49

Expires 11-14-72
Good only at„Storey's

FAB
49-oz box

oupon
Limit 1tierfamily

AJAX
LIQUID CLEANER

69C

Expitys.11-14-72
Good only at Store)'s

40 07 bot

OC

Expires 11-14-72
Good only at Storey's
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Warriors Wipe Out Buffalo
53-51 In NBA Tuesday Night
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Rick Barry noticed it. Of
course, he would have. He was
chasing a National Basketball
Association foul shooting record
and he wanted the conditions to
be perfect.
"The basket doesn't look right
to me, it looks a little high and a
little off center," said Barry
before he and his Golden State
Warriors met the Buffalo
Braves Tuesday night.
Perhaps thinking too much
about the whereabouts of the
basket Barry missed his first
foul shot in 40 tries this seasonbut the Warriors found
everything okay for field goal
shooting enroute to a 105-91
victory
at the
Buffalo
Auditorium.
The Warriors wiped out a 5351 Buffalo lead at the intermission and charged by the
Braves with a hot second half

led by Jeff Mullins' shooting
and Clyde Lee's fine rebounding
work.
Barry wound up with 16 points
in the game. However, he had 2of-4 from the free throw line, an
unlikely Barry performance.
The Warriors' flashy forward
had hit 39 straight and was after
the NBA record of 55 held by
Bill Sharman.
In Tuesday night's other NBA
games, the Atlanta Hawks
nudged the Baltimore Bullets
109-107 in overtime and the Los
Angeles Lakers turned back the
Houston Rockets 122-109.
In the American Basketball
Association, the Indiana Pacers
trimmed the Memphis Tams
124-116 and the San Diego
Conquistadors whipped the New
York Nets 116-108.
Mullins scored 14 of his gamehigh 22 points in the last half at
Buffalo. Lee wound up with 18
rebounds in just 27 minutes of
work, also a game high.
Buffalo's Bob McAdoo had 21
points while Elmore Smith,
playing with his right arm in a
cast because of a fracture, had
11 points, 15 rebounds and seven
blocked shots.
t Georgo -Trapp's basket with
2:14 left in overtime gave

Atlanta its victory over
Baltimore. After the basket by
Trapp, who scored 22 points and
had a career-high 19 rebounds,
both teams missed scoring
opportunities.
Pete Maravich, who led the
Hawks with 28 points, hit a
layup with eight seconds left in
regulation time to send the
game into overtime tied at 101.
Mike Riordan led the Bullets
with 28 points.
Happy Hairston scored 30
points to pace the Laker
triumph. Mike Newlin had 30
points for the losers.
Indiana took command late in
the game to drop Memphis.
Memphis' Randy Denton led
all scorers with 30 points while
Roger Brown led Indiana with
25.
Paced by Stew Johnson and
Larry Miller, the Conquistadors
stopped the Nets with a secondhalf explosion. Johnson, who
scored 25 points, and Miller,
who had 24, helped San Diego
break away from a 60-60 halftime score. Jerry Chambers, a
substitute forward,came off the
bench Lo score 20 points for the
winners.
Bill Melchionni led the losers
with 20 points.

Bowling
Standings
THURSDAY COUPLES
Bowling League
Team
Red Birds
11
25
Nicht Owls
75
11
Rockets
n
13
Road Runners
21'? 14,7
B's & C's
21
15
Ups & Downs
20
16
Misfits
191,2 16' 2
Whiz Kids
19
17
Strikers
18, 7 17' 2
Demons
18
18
Alley Cats
18
18
Gene's Body Shop
18
18
Fighting Four
17
19
Strikes
15'z 201 2
Ten Pens
14
22
Super Bowlers
14
22
Pacers
11
25
Lynn Grove Four
High Team Game (SC)
Night Owls
785
Red Birds
689
Ten Pens
668
High Team Game (14C)
Night Owls
901
Ten Pens
827
Strikes
803
High Team Series (SC)
Red Birds
1950
h1,01 Owls
1887
Ups & Downs
1831
High Team Series (HC)
Pacers
2330
Ten Pens
2283
Ups & Downs
2278
High Ind. Game (SC)
Men
T.0 Hargrove
254
Carlos Black
223
Jim Neale
212
Women
Judy Park.r
198
Hilde Burket
173
Debbie Coleman
171
Nigh Ind Game (NC)
Men
T C Hargrove
268
Johnny Williams
259
Carlos Black
246
.
Women
Judy Parker
736
Debbie Coleman
227
Frances Hargrove
214
Hidh Ind. Series (SC)
Men
Jrrrrteeafe- --588
T.0 Hargrove
566
Don Stanfill
554
Women
Judy Parker
489
Patsy Neale
488
Hilde Burket
458
High Ind. Series (HC)
Men
Johnny Williams
689
Don Stanfill
647
Jim Neale
621
Women
Debbie Coleman
609
Adtudy Parker
603
Mitzi Lax
582
High Averages
Men
Jim Neale
les
Dan Jones
184
T C. Hargrove
180
Charlie Hargrove
172
Delmar Brewer
171
Ronald Pace
170
Lyman Dixon
170
Women
Patsy Neale
162
'Betty Dixon
147
Judy Parker
1.17
LaVaughn Latimer
146
Hilde Burke)
146
Burlene Brewer
138
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Seasonal Winners Crowned In
Final Press Football Ballot
By BOB COOPER .
sociated Press Kentucky High
Associated Press Sports Writer School Football Poll.
All three are still in the runLouisville Trinity, Union ning for the championships of
County and Richmond Madison Classes AAA, AA and A, with
have been crowned as seasonal Union County and Madison gowinners in this year's final As- ing for regional titles Friday

night.
Lexington Bryan Station fourth
Trinity awaits the winner of and Fort Thomas Highlands
the Butler-Thomas Jefferson fifth,
clash to play for the Class AAA Union County became
on of the
crown.
state's first teams to clinch a
Ashland, its only defeat in 10 district championsh
ip when the
games to an out-of-state foe, is Braves put down Owensboro
the runner-up to Union County Catholic
39-14, last month for
in Class AA with unbeaten I.ex- the Aces' only
loss of the season:
ington Tates Creek third, LexUnion since has breezed over
ington Bryan Station fourth and
Crittenden County and HenderFort Thomas Highlands fifth.
Defending state champion son County in prepping for its
Trigg County finished second to shot at the Class AA first reMadison in Class A while gion title.
Madison not only was an earLynch, Pikeville and Pineville
ly district winner in Class A,
trailed in that order.
Behind Trinity, it was Butler, but stopped Lexington Henry
Bishop David, Manual and St. Clay, a Class AA school, for the
second time this season for the
Xavier.
A split ballot by one of the Central Kentucky Conference
dozen sportswriters and sports- championship.
Except for an early season
casters who take part in the AP
poll resulted in 46'7 points for 28-21 victory over Lexington
Union County in the final ballot Lafayette, the Purples never
had more than one touchdown
of the season.
The voter gave the other half scored on them in a game, with
Paris' 10 points the highest of
of his split vote to Highlands.
In all, nine of the 15 teams any foe.
Ashland, which missed the
which made the inner circle in
top
spot in Class AA by only
the final vote of the season are
in championship action during 21.1 points, lost its only game of
the coming weekend, all but the season at Huntington.
W.Va., three weeks ago—misstwo on Friday.night.
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
ing an undefeated season for
In
Crass
A/c—
Union
County-Roundu
Hockey
Pro
p
'SUP mid biitzcs were worrymeets Hopkinsville, Ashland itie- 30th Sri:light year-- - - ing Louisiana State Tuesday as
The final AP high school foottakes on Middlesboro, Tates
the sixth-ranked Tigers preball poll of 1972, with records
Creek
is
host
to
Oldham
County
pared for their nationally
and Bryan Station is at home to + and first_place votes in parenttelevised football meeting with
heses and point totals on -the
Campbell
County.
Alabama
second-ranked
basis of five for a first place
CSONKA ZONKED—Larry Csonka 1381 has a bitch-biker on his
In
Class
A,
Madison
is
at
Anday which could decide the
back in the shape of Buffalo Bills safety Maurice Tyler of the
derson County, Trigg County is vote, four for second and so on:
Southeastern Conference chamMiami Dolphins in game at Buffalo War Memorial._ Stadium.
Class AAA .
host to Allen County, and
pionship.
Miami won, 30-16.
1. Trinity (10-4)) (12)
60
Lynch
and
Pikeville
square
off
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS pass, then Julia Widing contribThe Tigers studied Alabama's
2. Butler (9-1-1)
41
(AP Wirephotoi
at Lynch on Saturday night.
The Los Angeles Kings uted an unassisted goal early in
wishbone offense and safety
3. Bishop David (9-1-1)
33
While
there
were
no
startling
needed
a hand Tuesday night the second period.
blitz in a 90-minute drill that
20
changes in the final poll com- 4. Manual (5-2-2)
and got an assist from Butch
pleased
Coach
Charles
But St. Louis rallied on two
12
pared with last week's, the fi- 5. St. Xavier (6-4) .
Goring. Two assists, in fact.
McClendon.
goals set up by Bob McCord.
Others: Thomas Jefferson 7;
nal outcome of the season was
The Kings' point-a-game man Garry Unger beat Los Angeles
-"We took a goodalook at Alas.
Waggener 3,
a
drastic
scramble
from
the
helped his teammates score goalie Rogatien Vachon and
hima's safety blitz, too,"
Class AA .
first ballot just two months
two goals, leading them to a 3-2 Mike Murphy drilled in anothMcClendon said. They used it
1. Union Co.(104)(6)
46'7
ago.
National Hockey League victo- er.
effectively against Auburn's
43
Neither Trinity, Union County 2. Ashland (9-1) (4)
ry over the St. Louis Blues.
Pat Sullivan last year and they
DENVER (AP)—The
The anti-Olympics drive was nor Madison was rated among 5. Tates Creek (10-0) (2)
Third-period goals by Ed
31
Goring, who has scored at
should use it against Bert Jones
4. Bryan Station (8-2)
Olympic torch will not be led by Citizens for Colorado's the first five in their class
Hoekstra and Jack Stanfield
26
in
least a point in each of Los AnSaturday."
passed to the Rocky Mountains Future CCF composed mostly the opening poll Sept. 5. Trinity 5. Highlands (9-1-1)
gave Houston its victory over
14'7
geles' last 10 games, assisted
Jones has passed for 937
in 1976, top organizers of the of young people.
Others: Dixie Heights 7; HopChicago, Rosaire Paiement put
and Union were sixth and
on Jimmy Peters' first-period
yards and 11 touchdowns in
Winter Games said Tuesday
kinsville and Somerset 5;
Chicago in front halfway
Meg Lundstrom, 24, a CCF Madison was tied for 11th.
goal, then set up another by
leading I-SU past seven foes.
after voters in Colorado cut off director, said
through the second period, but
opponents
In the meantime, however, Owensboro Catholic 2.
Ralph Backstrom in the third
.1.,SU freshman and reserves
state funds for the event.
the 1-0 lead lasted only about
thought the Olympics would all three have remained unClass A .
period for the game-winner.
ren plays from the Alabama
Diller or Dollar
I. Madison (11-0) (8)
With 1,253 of 2,045 precincts cost too much money and would beaten and untied—and
four minutes as Ted Taylor
56
only
The victory was the Kings'
hormone, but McClendon sid
reporting, 343,832 ballots had encourage haphazard growth
scored the tying goal for the Team Bowling League W.
48
. in Tates Creek can match that 2. Trigg Co. (10-1)(4)
L
tike similarity was in formation eighth straight and . pushed Aeros.
been cast to stop state funding Colorado.
20
record—while downing 31 oppo- 3. Lynch (7-1-1)
their West Division lead to four
(lily.
Strike Outs
25
iT
4. Pikeville (9-1) •
and 232,159 persons had voted to
19
State
Rep.
Richard
Lamm,
Dnents.
Reg Fleming scored the last, PO-Getters
22
"Alabama will have the larg- points over the idle Chicago
5. Pineville ( 9-1)
continue
13
Denver,,
funds.
long-time
Pin ()rotas a
foe
of
the
The
19
three
17
-ir4
champions
have
Black Hawks and Philadelphia goal of the game, for Chicago. The Flubbers
est line we've ever played
Others: Allen Co., 12; Fort
19
Clifford Buck of Denver, Gaines,• said —the -4:00t-17
Seaga A,tola_
960 points_
Jim Harrison assisted on The Friendly Four
Flyers.
against, even larger than last
19
17
president
of
the U.S. Olympic became the dominant one at the while allowing their oppoOittat— -Campbell 8st_Beeclig
. ios
Goo
_
DoOda's
15, 2 20'.'7
The contest was the only three goals, helping Alberta top
year's Notre Dame team,"
Bardstown 3.
Committee, said, "Needless to campaign's close. Lamm said 173.
Gamma Gamma
12'
23'2
NHL game Tuesday night. In New York. The victory lifted The Daisies
McClendon said.
•
say, it is a tremendous disap- the Olympics traditionally have
12
2.1
High Team Game (SC)
Georgia and Florida, foes in the World Hockey Association, Alberta into a three-way tie for
pointment to me. I think it's a huge cost overruns.
The
Daisies
615
;pother top Southeastern battle the Houston Aeros defeated the first place in the WHA's Wes- Gamma Gamma
tragedy for the state, and a
Olympic organizers said the
599
Saturday, had a similar prob- Chicago Cougars 3-2 and the Al- tern Division with Los Angeles Strike Outs
595
tragedy for the nation that the Games would cost $35 million,
High
Team
and
Game
berta
Winnipeg.
(HC)
Oilers
beat the New York
m Tuesday-rain. Both worked
people of Colorado were not but opponents argued that the
Gamma Gamma
810
Harrison assisted on goals by The Daisies
artificial turf instead of Raiders 4-2.
aware of the great privilege and event would really cost much
808
Los Angeles took a 2-0 lead Billy Hicke, Al Hamilton and Strike Outs
ass.
- 792
great honor to host the 1976 more. Marty voters apparently
High Team Series (SC)
"We made good use of our as Peters scored on Goring's Steve Carlyle.
The Daisies
Winter Games."
thought taxes would be raised
1788
iistroturf field," Georgia Coach
Strike Outs
1693
"But the majority has because of the Games, Lamm
Pin-Drops
1614
Vince Dooley said. "The spirit
spoken," Buck said in New said.
High Team Series (HC)
displayed by the team made it
The Daisies
2367
York,"and I don't think there is
- Strike Outs
._agoodsvorkpoLytive had our
2284
any more to add."Pin-Drops
--s
NHL
2195
WHA
troubles this year but the team
High Ind. Game (SC)
As returns were coming in
East
East
Buchanan
Jape
looked like it was in the proper
W L T Pts GF GA
214
W
L T Pts GF GA
Tuesday night, Gov. John Love
Glenda Hill
9 1 4 22 55 24 Cleveland
197
frame of mind in preparing for Montreal
8 3 1 17 50 33 Bobbie
Garrison
said a fund cutoff for the
NY
Rangers
8
4
1
17
184
49
36 N
England
8 4 0 16 52 37
Our game against a fine Florida Buffalo
High Ind. Game (HC)
6 2 5 17 42 31 Quebec
Olympics would mean "the
7 . 4 1 15, 44 35
Jane Buchanan
Detroit
team this Saturday."
7 4 1 15 43 30 New York
256
.7 7 0 14 61 54
people
don't want them and we
Glenda
Hill
Boston
6
14
6
58
2
Ottawa
54
222
6 4 1 13 51 48
Florida Coach Doug Dickey
Brenda Manker
Toronto
5 6 2 12 39 40 PhilaPhia
won't force it down their
221
2 11 0 4 37 67
told his team "Georgia is a Vancouver
High
Ind Series (SC)
4 8 1 9 37 51
West
throats."
Glenda Hill
2 8 1 5 28 54 L. Angeles
team with tremendous ex- NY Island
544
7 4 1 15 43 32
WEST POINT, N.Y. (API —
Opponents of the Winter
Jane Buchanan
West
Winn,peq
544
'
7
6 1 16 47 49
plosiveness."
Sharon Johnson
Los Anq
Bob Hines, who was a flanker
8 6 0 16 54 43 Alberta
493
Games
were
7 6 1 15 AA 49
jubilant.
Cheers
Mary Smith
: Kentucky was forced inside Ph i I adef-6 5 2 le 39 41 1-4ouston
487
6 7 0 12 38 43
and flowing champagne greeted during Army's .training camp
High Ind Series (NC)
6 6 2 14 44 44 Munn
4 6 1 9 27 36
rain. "Tuesday is one of the Chicago
Jane
Buchanan
Pitts
the returns at the election night and was switched to fullback at
6 7 1 13 47 49 Chicago
670
2
9
1
5
27
39
ost important work days we Minn
Sharon Johnson
. 5...5. 12 34 31
631
Tuesday's Results
headquarters in Denver where the start of the season, found
Glenda Hill
5' 7 2 12 17 47
ve and when you miss it it Atlanta
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Alberta 4, New York 2
out late last week that he would
opponents gathered.
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Chicago
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Glenda Hill
Calif
be a tailback Saturday against
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Only dames scheduled
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the Air Force.
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Mary Smith
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Jane Buchanan
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Margaret Morton
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Pat Scott
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Hilda Bennett
more blocking at fullback.
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Candy Jenkins
141
You're going head-up on the
Irene Chitwood
140
linebacker all the time and you
IMP
get a headache after a while."
Hines, a 6-foot-1, 200-pound
FRANKFORT,
--TCY:. AP) — senior from Chester, Pa., didn't
The owner of 1968 Kentucky get a chance to do much blockDerby winner Dancer's Image ing Saturday. He was too busy
has filed suit to keep the gold carrying the football 38 times
trophy from going to runner-up for 202 yards—sixth best in
Forward Pass of Calumet Army history—including a 49yard run in the final period
Farm,
Members of the Bowling
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Fuller
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Peter
Franklin
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Hines has been Army's worUnjust to all that Ricky lived,
that Calumet should have the
maim family
bin If
the
two
delegates
from
Murray
- 604 lask--atiseas._
khorse, carrying 2.3 times'
For we indeed want to capture
se ell settees
attending the business meeting trophy also.
against Nebraska and Texas
The
days of his life in an
early Saturday morning, Oc0,
A&M, 24 against Rutgers and
.Everlasting present.
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38 against Air Force. As Cahill
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ered with a fondness
replace
divots,
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League
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By Carol Simons
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Preparing
For Alabama

Kings Pick Up Eighth
Straight Win Over Blues
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Hines Named
College Back
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By HERSCHEL NISSENSON.
Associated Press Sports Writer
Reversing the old procedure
of finding young talent and
making a movie star, Oklahoma's football coaches found
Rod Shoate in the movies and
made him a football star.
Larry Lacewell, Oklahoma's
defensive coach, brought back
some films of the Spiro, Okla.,
High School team a couple of
years ago and Head Coach
Chuck Fairbanks and his staff
settled back to watch an end

named Wayne Hoffman. Instead, Shoate caught their eyes.
"It didn't take but two or
three plays to see that he was
something extra with all that
quickness," Fairbanks recalls.
Now a 6-foot-2, 210-pound
sophomore linebacker, Shoate
was something extra last
Saturday against an Iowa State
offense that ranked fifth best
nationally, averaging 444.6
yards a ga game. He was in on
22 tackles-12 unassisted-as

Oklahoma posted a 20-6 victory
and held the Cyclones to almost
100 yards below their average.
For that performance, Shoate
was named National College
Lineman of the Week today by
The Associated Press.

Calloway High To Open Season :
Against Sedalia This Weekend
Fly MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
High school basketball will
swing into action Friday night
as the Calloway County Lakers
open their season by entertaining Sedalia.
It would be safe to bet that the
Lakers will improve on last
season's slate of 9-16. There are
two very big reasons for the
expected success.
James Wells, a 6-7 sophomore
who averaged 16 points per
game last year, has matured
and should be one of the most
outstanding players in the
western part of the state. Dan
Thompson, a 6-5 senior forward
and reserve center of last
season, has developed into a
strong rebotuider.
Both big men are tough on
defense and both have been
showing strength under the
boards during the past few
weeks of practice. Wells is
virtually unstoppable from
under the basket and the
honorable mention All-Stater of
last season is a deadly shot from
the 10-15 feet range.
Jerry Duncan, 6-1 senior and
captain of the Lakers, can play
both forward and guard. Greg-Howard,a 6-2 junior, will be at a
forward position. Howard is
strong on the boards and a
deadly outside shooter.
Calloway County has a lot of
depth at the guard positions.
Besides Duncan who can play
guard, the Lakers have three

"He's played as well as any
linebacker we've ever had,"
says Fairbanks. "He's a good
tackler, a heckuva competitor
and the best pass defender
we've got. He's been making
tackles all over the field. He
hasn't had a bad game and he's
been getting better and better
every week."
Van Dyke Named AP
Shoate's speed—he covers 40
yards in 4.5 seconds, better
than most backs—enabled him
to make one play Saturday
which Fairbanks still finds
Offensive Player
hard to believe.
"He rushed the quarterback
By D. BYRON YAKE
Fry was referring to guard on an inside linebacker blitz,"
Associated Press Sports Writer Bruce Van Dyke, whose play
the coach said, "but the quarPITTSBURGH AP) — "Con- broke down the Cincinnati de- terback
got outside and gained
sistency," said
Pittsburgh fense Sunday as the Steelers about 20 yards before
Rod
Steeler offensive coach Bob rolled up a 40-17 victory and
caught him from behind."
Fry. "That's the thing that puts grabbed sole possesion of first
In winning Lineman of the
him in the company of the place in the American ConferWeek honors, Shoate beat out
best."
ence Central Division.
linebackers Glen Gaspard of
The Associated Press' Nation- Texas, Mark Weiss of VMI and
al Football League Offensive Paul Kaliades of Columbia; dePlayer of the Week 'award fensive end Cal Peterson and
usually goes to the glamour defensive guard Rk Baska,
-boys...of pro football—grinding both of UCLA; defensive
running backs, strong-armed tackles Clayton Scheurer of
quarterbacks and fleet receiv- Minnesota and Carl Barisich of
Princeton; split sigi.s Jesse
ers.
---Itta for his performance Parks of Columbia and Steve
against the Bengals, the 6-foot- Sweeney of Califonus, tight
2,
225-pound Missouri graduate end Keith Krepfle of Iowa
NEW YORK (Al) — The NaState; offensive tackle Joe
tional Football League an- received the honor.
deLamielleure of Michigan
Van
Dyke
has
a
reputation
as
nounced Tuesday the pairings
State and offensive guard Bill
for the post-season playoffs and a fine pull-out guard, a lineman
championships leading to Super who races in front of his run- Emendorfer of Tennessee.
Bowl VII Jan. 14 in Los Ange- ning backs and blocks. He was
particularly effective against
les.
Post-season play begins with the Bengals.
divisional playoffs the weekend
"I guess I got a few good
of Dec. 23.
shots in the open field this
In the American Conference, week," said the seven-year
the Central Division winner veteran. "I guess that's the
hosts the West Division cham- most glorifying thing for al
pion and the East Division wine, guard." His performance was
ner hosts the "wild card" outstanding by two counts:
team—the one with the best
—Mike Reid, Cincinnati's catCINCINNATI (AP) — It was the NL Western Division penrecord of the three runner-up quick defensive tackle, had a sunny afternoon last May nant.
clubs in the conference.
sacked enemy quarterbacks 26 when Johnny Bench sat in the
Bench finished the campaig:
If the East Division numerup times and had a raft of un- Cincinnati Reds dugout, ponder- with 125 runs batted in and is the fourth qualifier, however, assisted and assisted tackles, ing his fate as a superstar gone .270 batting average as the
the pairings will be changed so He had spearheaded a defense sour.
Reds won the NL pennant and
that the East winner hosts the that was far and away the best
The National League's Most Tuesday was named the 1972
West champion and the Central in the NFL, particuarly against Valuable Player in 1970, Bench National League Most Valuable
titlist takes on the "wild card" the rush.
had slumped to a .238 batting Player.
club.
average in 1971; and the Reds
"Winning (the award) in 1970
But playing opposite Van
--Iff-the-aiational_Canfererice,
fell from pennant winners to was a great thrill for me," he
-Doiser
to
quarter-d,idAoLget
the Western winner hosts the
fourth-place finishers.
4 said, "but this year the race
Central champion and the back Terry Bradshaw once and
In May well into the 1972 sea- was a fordiffereht-because
fourth qualifier is at the East had only three assists on son, Bench again was batting many people involved for us
winner—unless the runneraip is tackles.
at his humble 1971 level, and were having good years."
—The Steelers, once an offenalso from the East.
the pressure was showing.
Bench, a muscular 24-yearIn that event, the Eastern sive powderpuff, rolled up 230
"I know I'll hit," Bench mut- old, drew a total of 263 votes,
yards
in
rushing
alone,
and
one
champion will host the Central
tered that day. 'It's my job, my including 11 first-place votes
winner and the "wild card" of the main reasons was the profession, and I know I will from a 24-man panel of the
team will visit the Western win- way Van Dyke opened the hit. Maybe I'm pressing, I don't Baseball Writers Asssociation—
gates for backs Franco Harris
ner.
know, but I will hit."
two from each league city.
The conference playoffs will and Frenchy Fuqua.
He was right.
Billy Williams of the Chicago
be held Sunday, Dec. 31. As in
"You can say all you want
Bench slammed four of his Cubs drew second place with
the past, if a runner-up quali- about the big .names," Reid league-leading 40 home runs 211 votes, with Pittsburgh's
fier wins a divisional playoff, it said, "but Bruce Van Dyke is during a four-game Cincinnati Willie Stargell third with 201
will be ineligible to host its con- one of the best guards in the sweep of Houston in late May, votes and Joe Morgan, the
ference playoff.
league."
and the Reds were headed for Reds' second baseman, fourth
at 197.
Philadelphia's Steve Carlton,
the Cy Young Award winner as
the NL's top pitcher this season, was fifth with 124 votes.
Bench became the sixth player in National League history
to repeat as MVP. Only three
other catchers—Roy Campanella, Gabby Hartnett and Ernie Lombardi—have captured
the NL award.
Bench is one, of baseball's
most sought-after figures, a
fact often cited as one of the
reasons for his 1971 decline.
His 1970 MVP award brought
a dizzying round of banquet
appearances, a host i celebrations Bench later admitted left
him out of shape entering the
1971 season.
He endured Manager Sparky
.—•.:*J
Anderson's rigacous, spring
Billington
training program this year','yet
started slowly, drawing_ bitter
criticism from Cincinnati fans
who expected better.
The Holiday Inn of Murray has been sold to a Louisville group who
Then came the Houston
H
oliday
Inn
.
Murray
continue
plan to
its operation-here. The
will be
series, and things turned
expanded as the needs justify.
around for the 6-foot-1, 200I wish to take this opportunity to thank the people of Murray and
pound Bench, a swinger both on
and off the field.
Calloway County for their patronage. cooperation and good will

Super Bowl
Pairings
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of the
Holiday Inn

during the time that I was Innkeeper.
Your continued cooperation with the new owners is solicited.
There is no reason why the Holiday Inn of Murray cannot grow and
expand as the city and county continues its upward trend of sound
expansion.
Sincerely,

re

ass
ml Simons

other possible starters.
David Waters, a 6-2 senior
and Randy Shelton, a 6-2 junior,
will probably be seeing a lot of
work. Rick Scarbrough, a 5-9
Junior, will be in the running for
a starting berth. Mark

*-

Guy Hillington
Innkeeper
Holiday Inn of

.

Murray

Ferguson, a 5-11 senior and an
expected starter, will be
sidelined for a while with an
early season injury.
Other members of the Lakers
who will be playing this season
are Randy Conner, Mark

•.
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4
.40 "
v=41401" =Jr
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I'LL TAKE THAT BALL—Earl Monroe (15) of die New York
Knickerbockers threatens Portland Trail Blazer Geoff Petrie (45)
in an NBA contest at Portland. Knicks came from behind to win,
111-95.
(AP Wirephoto

COLLEGE STATION, Tex.
(AP) — The winner-Or-pole positions for the third annual
Texas 500 at Texas World
Speedway will receive an unusual qualifying trophy, it was
disclosed Thursday.
.Teleprompter Corp.,-in Now
York, will present 'the fastest
qualifier with 400-pound bull
calf. Tim Sullivan, spokesman
?or the firm, said iris an award
that will increase in both value
aand size.

David Waters,
6-2 Sr.
Randy Conner,
5-7 Jr.
Greg Howard,
6-2 Jr.
Rick Scarbrough,
5-9 Jr.
Randy Shelton,
6-2 Jr.
Mark Miller,
6-1 Soph.
James Wells,
6-7 Soph. '
Kenneth Cleaver,
6-0 Jr.
Jesse Darnall,
6-0 Jr.
Calloway County
High School
Basketball Schedule
Nov. la—Sedalia
Home
17—Carlisle County
Away,
21—So. Marshall
Home
28--Hickman Co.
Home
Dec. 2—Murray High
Home
8—Benton
Home
15-- -Mayfield
Away
20-24—Mayfield
Christmas
Tourn.
28-30—Paducah
Christmas —
Tourn.
Jan. 2—Fulton Co.
Horne'
5—Ballard
Away
9—Wink
Horn
12—East Carter
Awa
13—Univ. Breckenridge Away
16—Cuba
Away
19—St. Mary
Awa
23—So. Marshall
Awai
27—Murray High
Away
Feb. 2—Sedalia
Away a
6—Carlisle Co.
Home
9—Benton
Away
10—Tilghman
Away ti
16—Ballard
Horne
20—Heath
Home .1
23—Christian Co.
Home

208 South 4th Street
Downtown Shopping Center
McCormick's

NEW!
PILLSBURY'S APPLE -CHERRY - BLUEBERRY

Stokely's
CHOCOLATE

FRUIT CRUNCH

PEARS
ggt No 21/2 can 53c

EXTRACT

75C

MIX

CAKE
Bush's

2"

* MEATS *

Del Monte

WHOLE'
KRAUT
T-Bon4Steaks
BEETS
10-oz. can 3 for 3gt 303 can
19' Club Steaks

PORK

/
1
4 Pork Loin

&

CORN
Canadian
Size
303
300 Size 3 for 59'
19' Sliced
BEANS

Great Northern

Flavor-Kist
DELUXE CREME

49c

11
/
2 lb.

SAUCE

A t
3 for atj

RELISH

55'

CHOC. CHIPS

43c

71/2-oz.

Braunschweiger

69

'Frosty Acres"
20-oz. Bags GREEN PEAS-----394
VANILLA
CUT CORN
- 39c
WAFERS
BABY LIMAS------49c
BLACKEYE PEAS ----59c
12 oz box
PURPLE HULL PEAS-----59c
BUTTER PEAS
69'
MLOW
r+i
iirrl
s
12-oz. CHOPPED ONIONS
29c
CREME
"Pepperidge Farm"
7.oz
f°r 49` BLUEBERRY or CHERRY TARTS----29c
* SPECIAL *
Tall Can
COUNTY FAIR BREAD & ROLLS
CARNATION

2

MILK 2!!45'

NEW PACK
FRUITS

83

39'

Mt Farm
HOT PEPPER

N' Nut

Bacon $1 3
,

Nabisco

TOMATO

15-oz

79c'b

FROZEN FOODS

Hunt's

8-oz. can

$1231b

'Slab Bacon

BEANS
39(
2 lbs.

COOKIES

PIC'

Sliced For CHOPS

Pride of III.

van Camp

Baker's
Texas 500

Miller, Kenneth Cleaver and
Jesse Darnall.
One problem that haunted the
Lakers last season was the
weakness of working against
the press. But Coach Jerry
Conley feels that his ballculb
will be able to handle the press
better this season.
We have been working hard
during the past few weeks
trying to move the ball against
the press," Conley said. "We
seem to be handling it better
than last season but I am still
not real satisfied yet," added
Conley.
The Lakers will be using the
press themselves this season
along with a man to man
defense. Conley thinks his
toughest opposition will come
from Murray High and South
Marshall.
Managers for Calloway
County are Barry Darnall,
David. Emerson and Calvin
Gibson. The cheerleaders are
Vicki Pat Lamb, Lynn Erwin,
Wendy Williams, Gale Broach,
Marsha Ernstberger and Vicky
Butterworth.
The preliminary game will
begin at 6:45 p.m. and admission will be one dollar for
adults and 75 cents for students.
Player,
Ht... Year
6-1 Sr.
Jerry Duncan,
Mark Ferguson,
5-11 Sr.
Dan Thompson,
6-5 Sr.

Swanns Market

Bench Named MVP
Again This Year

fi
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WO-mile radius are "60 per
cent of the nation's industries
and 67 per cent of the billiondollar markets."
Toledo, at the western tip of
Lake Erie and turnaround
point for St. Lawrence Seaway traffic, is the fastestgrowing international port in
America as well as being the

RISE OF THE REPUBLIC

Everyone fought over Ohio region
Editor's Note: This is another in a monthly series of
articles looking ahead to the
nation's 200th birthday in
1976. The chronological stories describe each state's admission to the Union.
By ROBERT 13}.-1-1`a
Copley News Service
Everybody wanted Ohio, it
seems.
First it was the scene of
bloody Indian warfare. Then
came the white man — and
the British fought the French
for it.
Even after the British won
it, the region continued in dispute because of the conflicting
claims of Connecticut, Pennsylvania, New York and Virginia.
The British authorities
overrode these claims by
placing all the land north of
the Ohio River within the
boundaries of Canada, under
the Quebec Act of 1774. It was
one of the Intolerable Acts
which angered the Colonists
and led to the American
Revolution.
In that war, Gen. George
•Rogers Clark, a former surveyor for the pioneering Ohio
Company, led military operations in the Ohio country. It
was ceded to the United States
by the Treaty of Paris, 1783.
Its development still had to
wait, however, for the settlement of conflicting claims by
Connecticut, Massachusetts
and Virginia. Almost all of
these were relinquished when
the Ordinance of 1787 created
the Northwest Territory. A
governor was appointed by
Congress to control the territory until any portion of it
having a population of 60,000 or more might apply for admission to the Union as a
state.
Ohio was the first region developed under that ordinance
through the activities of the
Ohio Company of Associations, a group of New England men, most of them
Revolutionary veterans.
The westward stream of
settlers went on swelling, and
by 1800, the Ohio and Mississippi valleys were becoming a
great frontier region.
"Hi-o, away we go, floating
down the river on the 0-hi-o,"
becamethelong of thousands
of emigrants. Ohio had been
taken from an Indian word
meaning .'great."
Hunting, trapping and fur
trading had been the chief occupations of the first white
men following in the trail of
the Indians. Later settlers became farmers as well. Much
of Ohio was forest, but there
was also fertile soil for growing corn.
On March 1, 1803, Ohio became the 17th state.
Its development, temporarily interrupted by the War
of 1812, and again by the Civil
War, surged ahead as the
growing network of canals
and railroads helped the expansion of industry and commerce.
Today Ohio is the nation's
third greatest industrial state,
and ranks high in agricultural
and mineral output. It leads in
a variety of products, among
them being machine tools,
business machines, tires,
dishwashers, clay and metal
products, glassware and cutlery.
Manufacture also includes
automobiles, aircraft, boats,
industrial and electrical machinery, metal products,
chemicals, rubber and plastic
products and food processing.

NEU YORK 11/P11 —
Acorns ‘s• ere among the
decorations for the first
Christmas trees. In the
country. acorns were plentiful.
small. lightweight and cost
absolutely nothing. Gathering
them became a happy holiday
event.

kinds of hardware from jet
planes and refrigerators to
cement mixers and heating

The capital, Columbus, has
nearly a thousand manufacturing plants, producing all

i

and air-conditioning units.
Cleveland, the state's largest city, boasts that within a

GENTLE PINK

SELLING IT
MAKES CASH!

Place Your
CiassifieiLAL
Now
753-1916
f.

nation's third largest rail center, served by nine railroads.
Ohio's population is a little
over 10.5 million and twothirds of the work force is engaged in industry.
The state also has become
important for industrial research. In addition to several
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Delinquer

historic Indian mounds still
existing in parts of the state.
Historic memorials include
Fallen Timbers Battlefield
where, in August, 1791, Gen.
Anthony (Mad Anthony)
Wayne decisively defeated
the Indians and secured the
American Northwest frontier.

FRANKFORT,
Ky.Welfare Commissioner
Tracy has announced th
number of youths en
delinquent institution
Kentucky has decrease(
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PEOPLE'S CHOICE BEEF

BOSTON ROLL

KELLOGG'S

ROAST

Corn Flakes
KROGER

SIP

Vienna Sous
CAMPBELL'S

•

Tomato Sou
ALL-VEGETABLE

KROGEI
OIL
48-0
BTL

LB

Simi1ac
PEOPLE'S CHOICE BEEF

FAMILY PAK OF MIXED PARTS

Frying Chicken

21

LB

TENDER. FRESH

Fryer Quarters

49'
59c
47'

LP

GRADE A - 10 TO 12 LB

Butterball Turkeys

I P

FRESH YOUNG

Split Broikrs

LB

PEOPEE'S-CNOTIrE BEEF -

88c

Semi-BnIs.Chuck Roast LB
PEOPLE'S CHOICE BEEF TENDER

Club Steaks
PEOPLE'S CHOICE BEEF

FAMILY PAK OF 3 OR MORE
LB

Boneless Rib Eye

LB

[PEOPLE'S CHOICE BEEF

$249
'239

/FAMILY PAK OF 6 TO 10

Chuck
Steak
LB

LB
MEDIUM SIZE 3 TO 5 LB

Boneless Rat Brisket
PEOPLE'S CHOICE BEEF

Buis. English Roast

$109
$ 108

Pork Spare Ribs

918

TENDER SLICED

LB

PEOPLE'S CHOICE BEEF BNLS

Shoulder Swiss

LB

FROZEN

LB

PEOPLE'S CHOICE

Beef Spare Ribs

LB

GENUINE. LEAN

Fresh Ground Chuck

LB

39'
69'
89'

&tines
Kroger
Chili with B
Kroger
Bar-B-0 Sau
BANCi.01--T

(
-KROGER FINE QUALITY

Cube
Steaks

PEOPLE'S CHOICE BEEF

-

'
Boiling Beef —

LB

WHOLE OR HALF

Boneless K.C. Steak

Kroger

--3a-E.OPLE'S CH01-014

Boneless Strip Steak
Boils. Rib Eye Steaks

LB

$139 Ground
$ 1 09
Round
lb
111
• _9
79c
79c Lean Pork Steaks
29c Lean Fresh Ham
69'
59,
39c Pork Roast

Country Oven
Chocolate C
Big Value
Sandwich C
Kroger Mild W
Lotion Dete
Kroger
Dry Milk

FAMILY PAK OF 3-LBS OR MORE

LB

MEATY

LB

SHANK HALF OR WHOLE

Pork Neck Bones

t B

LE,

WHOLE SHOULDER

Pork Liver

LB

LB

QUARTER SLICED

FLORIDA

GRAPEFRUIT
10 99c

EACH

FOR

2 29
5 79c

Golden Ripe Bananas
FRESH FROM FLORIDA

Juice Oranges

LBS

BAG
.L8

PREMIUM QUALITY RED

DELICIOUS
APPLES 99c
D'Anjou Pears
28c

10c

ESCAROLE.-12,Q444MIX4EIR

Fresh Endive

13rH

TENDER, GREEN

Fresh Broccoli

RIPE FRESH

LB

CA 11E014,4 1,

RED
POTATOES 2o

ITS THAT TIME AGAIN

Fresh Cranberries

Le

FRESH

Cut Turnips

IN

FLORIDA TANGELOS OR

e,olt

Tangerines
DOZ

39c
19c

10 14
MIXED
CHOPS

LB

Loin

Turnip Greens
;
Waxed Rutabagas

79c

each

TURKEY WINGS OR

Turkey Drumsticks

39c

LB

FAMILY PAR
OF 1 LEIS OR
MORE.
LB

' Pure Pork Sausage
PIN 39`C Pork Sausage
EACH

19C

Florida
Corn
A
I /

OR

780

LB

Roasting Chickens

LB

47"--

LB
12 oz
PH G

KWICK KRISP

_ Sliced Bacon

69C
75"
89"

Breast

69c

Legs
LB

59

Frozen Taters

COLD CON FR'

rOILWPAPPE

Alka-Seltz

a

4

4
Mixed Vegetables 4

HAIR
SPRA1
Contoc Ca

ONCE IN THE

FIVE
9-INCH

KROGER

Sliced Bacon

LB

Pt /MP YOUNG 4-5 LBS

ORANGE 3
oz $119
JUICE
93' Pie Crust Shells
85'

fAMILY RAPS, OF 3 TO 5 LBS FRYER
FRESH GOLDEN

JUST WONDER
LB

C ANS

MORRELL PRIDE

29;

PURNELL S CHILL-PAK

Fresh Fryer Wings

PET-RIT-Z FROZEN

HE A'

lb

49c

KROGER FROZEN

MARKET MIME FRESH

• sl/A414iT4ARE1- CAC14.4.-FIDS OR

LB

IN PACKS OF 4 OR MORE

Cornish Game Hens

- WILLIAMS' WHOLE HOG

Brussel Sprouts

Pork Roast

894

SLICED
BACON

SNOW WHITE

Fresh Cauliflower

FRESH PICNIC STYLE

COUNTRY STYLE

LB
BAG

TUNDFR YOLIN/

5-lb. bag 99c

Navel Oranges

29c
39c

'Pork

FF

MEAT P

RUBY RED OR WHITE

BAG

STORING IT
MAKES WASTE!

notable research centers,
there are 90 institutions of
higher education.
The tourist industry brings
in more than $3 billion a year.
There are 58 state parks, over
300 roadside parks and many
historic monuments. Traces
of the region's earlier inhabitants may be seen in the pre-

KANDU

LUX LIQUID

HEST SNACK EVER ,

Eriwn mighty oaks
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SCOPI

I -LB
PH GS

FROSTY ACRES TINY OR BABY

Lima 'Beans

10-0Z
pK GS
FROSTY ACRES TINY PEAS, CORN OR
10-0Z
PH GS

r

HEAD & SHO

Shamp

9'

BOTTLE OF

Chocks
BOTTLE OF

KROGER FROZEN_C-RINKLE-CUT

Potatoes

Chocks
DEODORAN
•
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Delinquents Entering Institutes Declining
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Child
Welfare Commissioner Evans
Tracy has announced that the
number of youths entering
delinquent institutions in
Kentucky has decreased sub-

stantially over the last few
months.
Tracy said statistics comelled
for the months of July, Aujist,
and September show that 123
youths entered the Kentucky

Reception Center during those
months this year as opposed to
229 youths entering the
Reception Center for the same
months in 1971.
At the time the study was

made, the Kentucky Reception
Center was the intake point for
all adjudicated delinquents in
Kentucky. Since then, a new
reception center has opened in
Northern Kentucky.

The Commissioner said for the same three months in
recommitments
to
the 1971, 79 youths were recomReception Center, that is, mitted.
Tracy explained the departchildren committed to the institution for a second offense, ment has been aiming at
also declined substantially. For reducing commitments to its
the three months included in the delinquent institutions in favor
study this year, there were 45 of treating the child in his own
recommitments, he said, while community, and the 46 percent

VALUABLE

.()

Pcroer

Anniversary Sale Special!

PURE VEGETABLE

KROGO

e9c

-LB
CAN

28-oz.
Bottle

KROGER COUPON 1

U.S.D.A. GRADE A KROGER

LARGE EGGS

MIM▪ I
MIS

PEPSI COKE
or

delinquent institutions was also
a major factor contributing to
the decrease in commitments.
In all, the legislature adopted
pertaining
to
bills
10
and
these
delinquency,
measures paved the way for
expansion of the department's
treatment
community-based
programs, Tracy said.
Basically, Child Welfare's
community-based programs
are geared toward preventing
delinquency by helping to
resolve a child's problems
before he gets into trouble. This
is done by working with the
family to keep the family unit
intact and trying to teach the
parents how to provide better
care for their children.
Even if a child has already
committed an offense, Tracy
said, the department will often
try to work with the child in the
community and only use the
department's
institutional
program as the treatment
method of the last resort.
Bill Ryan, Child Welfare
deputy commissioner, explained the rationale behind the
community-based
treatment
program by saying, "Most
minor offenders do best when
they are supervised in their own
homes and communities, and
especially when society refrains
from ,causing deviant behavior
to become entrenched by attaching the stigma of the label
'juvenile delinquent."
Ryan also pointed out that .it
costs about $6500 to support a
child in an institution, while
placing a child on probation in
his own community only costs
about $500.
He added, It is our belief,
backed by experience,that if we
send a child with a behavioral
problem to an institution and
return trim from -there to-the - same home and community
situation, the child stands a
lesser chance of being successfully rehabilitated and is
more likely to eventually return
for another offense."

drop in commitments "indicates our programs are
working."
He added that new legislation,
adopted by the 1972 General
Assembly, which prohibits
placing truants, runaways and
incorrigibles, offenses for which
no adult could be convicted, in

MARKET BASKET

KROGER
MEN

1

$

Min
Mai
▪
1.1.

DOZEN

DOZEN

SIM

SIMB
UNA
NMI
MAI

ADDITIONAL PURCHASE
WITH THIS COUPON AND SS 00
EXCLUDING TOBACCO AND IN AOCHTIONs TO ANY OTHER
NOV
PURCHASE REQUIREMENTS GOOD THRu TuES
LIMIT ONE Sue.,ECT TO APPLICABLE TAXES

Inn

FREE-40 BAGS of GROCERIES
1 BAG OF FREE GROCERIES EVERY 0 MINUTES-9 am to 1 pm—FRI. & SAT.

ne Every 10 Minutes
Plus 80 MORE PRIZE
Friday & Saturday - No Purchase Required
COMPARE THE.SC
XTRA LOW DISCOUNT
EVERYDAY PRICES!
KELLOGG S
12-0Z.
PKG.

Corn Flakes
KROGER

5-01.
CAN

Vienna Sausage
CAMPBELL

1 6'4 -oz

Tomato Soup

31-lb. box $ too

Saltines

79c,.
69c
59c

ROLLS
FOR

KROGER

Si
4
29c
Facial Tissues
$1
Salad Dressing
4,LI3 89`
Garden Sweet Peas
Hunt's Ketchup
43`
1•LB
CANS

Fruit Cocktail
SCOTTIES

200
FOR

KROGER 1900 ISLAND

KI3GER

Kroger
Chili with Beans
Kroger
Bar-B-Q Sauce

$1 00
cans '
a 18-oz. $loo

26-07
BTL

lc

Z

Country Oven
2-lb. box
Chocolate Chip Crescents 796
Big Value
Sandwich Cookies Rib. box 496
Kroger Mild White
Lotion Detergent 12-oz. bot. 276
Kroger
20-qt box $2.49
Dry Milk
MACARONI & CHEESE

180

KRAFT
DINNER

... Plus DISCOUNT PRICED
HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS

TOMATO _2 $1
JUICE
‘dr6Acr.:f
Kroger
3-oz. pkg.

KROGER BLUE LAKE

4

Cut Green Beans
KROGER

1 -LB
CANS

39c

16-0Z
JAR

Spaghetti Sauce

47c

HAIR
SPRAY

190
1 -LB
CAN

PEGULAR OR INSTANT
4-0Z
BOXE';

Kroger Puddings
KROGER STUFFED

7-0Z
JAR

Queen Olives

COLD CONTROL WITH

490

Conte( Capsules

I Cl

FOIL WRAPPED

Alka-Seltzer
CH
-LB
1< GS

85c
Si

98c
88'

9
ONCE IN THE MORNING WITH

SCOPE

21-0Z
JAR

Salad Olives

f 3 OZ
CAN

A
7-0Z
JAR

Stuffed Olives

CHEESE
FOOD

129

24 OZ
TWIN
PAK

10-02
PKG

N OR
0-01
'K GS

:UT

Shampoo
BOTTLE

or

ROT T

Sweet Pickles
Nome Pride Foil

WIN A FREE HOG- (Hog
and entry blanks on display
in meat department.)
All cut and wrapped for
your freezer.. Ail-you
have to do is guess its
weight.
Do Not FG've To Be
Present To Win

Si

Oleo

$1

KROGER
CORN

1 LB
CANS
III1

Apple Jelly

49`
49`
79`
Si

J A F.

Grape Jelly

1

Spotlight Coffee

LE3

KROGER

Italian Diessing

moTT.s
APPLE
JUICE

3

694

4

Kroger

Kroger Instant

Egg Nog Mix
COUNTRY OVEN

Sandwich Cookies

make 1 qt.

31407
PKGS

COUNTRY OVEN

Chocolate Chip Cookies

294

Si
°59c

IY L
PKG

Min 111KNEILt=
BATH SIZE

Lifebouy Soap
.1)

er

3

ON

SANDWICH
324-01
Round Honey Wheat

$11
3

10-0Z
PKG

Dinner Rolls
Club Rolls

'1
19`

1 -LB
LOAVES

itrorter'
1111=
.
i

erattnINESCIal
VACCUM PACK

Folger's Coffee
ewer

CAN

WITH THIS COUPON TNRU WED
I SUBJECT TO wr•L,r wO,i

79'
V
A

.4

CrM
O
11111 )4,14141414,,,,.

rntamistast;

WORTH 10'
TOWARD PURCHASE OF ANY

LB BAG

,-;•=s:t

COLONIAL VILLAGE CANDY
"WITN'TTHE cOu4.0.4-.4
U MAE0 NOV tO
LIMIT I SUBJECT Ye, Ar•LICAEICE TAX
rOaer
h1i1

r

t-)

EE1/1114141/1/IFIItie liMilliSIFiel/INISEEINJWFIFIFIWIIIIMIEditern

The new
Funk &Wagnalls
encyclopedia.
_
49c $199
OW"

MEL 0 SOF T

49

WITH THIS COUPON I HRU WED . NOV_ 14
LIMIT I SUBJECT TO APPL,C ABLE TAX

(i9

Hot Tea Bags 100 count $ 1 1 9 it

•

LBS.
FOR

-

QUARTS
FOR

BROWN fit SERVE
10-0Z
PKGS

8-0/
NT L

3

WIENER ROLLS OR

990

49'

Maschino
Cherries3
ra

BROWN et SERVE
HALF
GAL

CLOVER, VALLEY

01
CAN

25-FT
ROLL

HILLCREST

Dinner Rolls

Chocks Vitamins

EXTRA DRY
ARM ,

59

HEAVY DUTY 18 INCH

E OF 60

DEODORANT

ZZ-OZ,
JAR

KROGER

Biscuits
Danish Rolls

Chocks with Iron

Hamburger Pickles

FULLY BAKED

KROGER BU I TER ME NOT

60

16-0Z
JAR

734
434

16-0Z
JAR

Midget Pickles
KROGER Oleg_

KROGER

ke Cream

HEAD & SHOULDERS

WIN A FREE
HOG

KROGER SWE!

ROUND WHITE LOAF OR

KROGER COLBY

COUNTRY CLUB
0-0Z
KGS

49'
79'
99`
59c

KRAFT AMERICAN SL ICED

Longhorn Cheese
24 01

39,

814

2/111PRIPPINPNIMIMINWIR

GRIND IT FRESH

DELI CHEF

KROGER MANZANIt

89(

14-qt box $ 1 83

Dry Milk

APPLE
SAUCE

1 2;

woe

'TOPTrjp
Myr
%AEA&

EMBASSY APPLE OR

KROGER
JUST WONDERFUL

2

EMBASSY

Gelatin

eel
wee

with this coupon and $500 purchaie. exouciong tobacco and fresh or frozen milk products, May be
combined with other Triple Heod•r Coupons for up to
450 stomps. Limit one. Expires NOV Is

CREAM STYLE WHITE OR GOLDEN

I

MEAT PIES 11
8

RICH TOMA TO FLAVOR

mai•

EXTRA Top
Value Stamps

RQ.LL
PAK

CANS

BANCf
.
O.Er FROZEN

09
_

11

13 TLS

Kroger

39(
69c
89'

29

13-oz. can

Similac

•

Tissue

Viva Towels

26,
25,
14,

gra!! Mc

.11,11516WOMMUTURfol?ler

JUMBO ROLLS

PUNIS I is
Are. •1124,,,

Forestry To
Begin Handing
Out Seedlings
FRANKFORT, Ky.—
Although most trees are planted
in the spring, fall also is a good
time for planting, according to
Harry Nadler, director of the
state Division of Forestry.
The division operates three
tree nurseries, located at
Gilbertsville, Pennyrile State
Forest near Dawson Springs
aricFniMorgan Couttty. The-- facilities annually produce 10-12,
million tree seedlings for use in ,
reforesting idle land.
Nadler said the nurseries will
start shipping tree seedlings to
the state forestry districts for
distribution in mid-November.
"Anyone considering fall
planting should be aware that it
requires good ground cover
(grass or other vegetation) to
be successful," Nadler said.
"The ground cover is necessary
to protect the seedling from
being pushed out of the ground
by freezing and thawing during
winter."
Anyone wishing to purchase
tree seedlings from the Division
of Forestry can obtain an order
blank from any of the division's
local offices, County Extension,
Soil Conservation Service, or
Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation offices.
Order blanks also are
available at the division's main
office in*Frankfort.
Species available this fall
include cottonwood, black
locust, cherrybark oak, white
oak, white pine, shortleat pine,
loblolly pine, scotch pine,
Virginia pine, yellow popular,
black walnut, sweetguni and
sycamore.
Seedlings sell for $10 per
thousand, with the exception of
black walnut and scotch pine,
which are $15 per thousand. All
orders should be in multiples of
500.
Landowners desiring more
information on fall tree planting
or assitance should contact the
nearest Forestry office or write
the Frankfort office.
r

Malaysia crude oil
output increasing
% The daily production of
crude oil in the Malaysian
state of Sarawak is expected
to reach 100,000 barrels shortly with the discovery of new
oil fields.
Al present, the fottr off;
shore oil fields in Sarawak are
producing about 94,000 barrels a day

k
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of fair
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Bel Air Shopping Center

P!
111
PI
HI
P!

Open 9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday

III

Phone 153-8304

mi
iii

P!
int

HATS OFF

UI

iii
P!
iii
III

iii
!I!
iii
ill

!
'
II 4oil

To The Bristol Myers
Company for Their Fine
Health and Beauty Aid
Pr. • t Clip The Coupons For

'Ili; is Tr.•t
•
i 4111

,f,.......4

•• . 411112,-

........,- 0. ....
''."
.0",

1.

,

P!ii
ill

nly at Say-Rite

51*

81111171IN

100's
ONLY e.e

0

7T

0

$175

With This Coupon

Value

Limit one coupon per family.

100 Tablets

8, Unbelievable Savings

HI

iii
iii
lii

WAY COLD

7 Ounce Size

BRAND

iii

r
ReOulaTABLES
Valu
9.09

lii

in
Good Only at Say-Rite

III

L

VitaIi
401.
29c

iii 0
a.

4-Ounce Size

Relieves Congested Nasal Passages,
Breathe Easier!

•

0

LIQUIVitalisD kAin
"PlirT

GROOM

ONLY

z

*

111*
With This Coupon

**

Limit one coupon per family. *

P!

With Coupon Above

iii

*(

!
!
I
II

iii
III
in

III

93'value

*

Offer Expires 11/11

111

ill

if! *

60 Chewable

Good Only at Say-Rite

Excedrin iedys
il—bTedrin
*i*,
TWA

jrn111491 Pfilill SUN

100 TABLETS

With This
Coupon

Offer Expires 11/11
754* *C Limit one coupon per family

ill

0.4

SILENCE IS GOLDEN

10

111*

With This Coupon

, .-Off

iii

IU
III

i

11/11

SAVE $'s

Shop the Say-Rite Way * SAVE $'s

V

When You Buy
4 Large Size (12 if

!"

Get required certificate at our
store when you see our display
for details Mail in by
December 30. 1972

HI

Regular
51.29 Value

III
ala

special

body wave

exclusively for body
Iii for curls with body
TAKE
YOUR
EITHER ONLY
CHOICE
III
III
Ill
S.

III

hi

Prell

III

HI
HI
ill

CONCENTRATE
SHAMPOO

HI

5 Ounce Family Size

Ill

hi
In

III

MILK OW INACINRIBIA

ortoreugg

SUPER, REGULAR
or GENTLE

/1110111ANSP.,
MOMS

-

HALEY'S

Milk of
MagnesiaTablets

75 Tablets
Regular 891 Value
For upset stomach
and indigestion.

IRLAVORE0
,
LAX
ANTACID
UNIONCANT

The gentle
thorough
laxative

SpeakEasu

DOUBLE EDGE RAZOR BLADES

America's best-tasting
aerosol breath freshener

Regular

Package of 4

5 1.59 Value

Regular
89 Value

Pint
Size
Regular
'1.39
Value

FACE GUARD

S.

NI
hi

''

TABLETS
.....

Ill

HI

1PHILLIPS'

STYLE
KIT
the home permanent with the

7r
PHILLIPS

MINT FLAVORED

Millf!MOM
VPSIT STOMACH,INCIIPSTICIII

NI

hi

oz.)

SCOPE

UI

ill
III

Regular '1.35 Value

EISENHOWER $1.00 CASH .
Refund by Mail

iii

III

Contains NO
Hexachlorophene

43 $119
Value

iii

11!
ill

5 Ounce

*
*

P!

iii

3 oz.
.111...."'

1.5 Ounce Size

Prs - — ';
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III
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•
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1°1 0
o'i z
Ft! *

Limit ne coupon per family.

iii
!I!

COUGH FORMULA

ANTI-PERSPIRANT

III

561

With This Coupon

REGULAR OR UNSCENTED

111

0

Offer Expires 1 1/1 1 *

"I."'"

ULTRA DRY ANTI-PERSPIRANT

111*

flym. ONLY

**
With The
Above Coupon

s!ultra
Irian 5000

•

P!

r'4S

60's REG

5 Fresh Fruit
flavors.
5 Fun Animal
shapes.

With Coupon Above
ood Only at Say-Rite
!!20*
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*50,

Good Only at Say-Rite
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toy.'
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$1"
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By HELEN M. PAGEL
Copley News Service
Realism — or at least, what
is pretty universally accepted
as realism — is almost frantically sought after today.
Even small children are expected to be realistic according to the modern interpretation. But three or four generations ago people took a little
different view of the situation.
Childhood was supposed to
be a time for dreams and fantasies and vague thoughts
which had no beginning and
no ending. It was a time for
holding conversations with
birds and flowers and trees,
and for making friends with
the fairies.
Grown-ups knew then that
reality had a way of catching
up with you all by itself without any help.
All too soon the day came
when you found yourself shut
out of the world of magic, but
there were some fortunate
people who managed to carry
a few faries with them into the
gown-up world. And they
were usually the ones who had
known find loved the old fairy
tales during their childhood.
There was something about
those old fairy tales which nomodern story can quite equal.
Maybe it was because they
pictured the very real dream
world where most children
dwelt and which was SO much
more satisfactory than the everyday world which was managed by adults.
Besides, there were real
truths hidden in most of the
stories, and while children
• obably could not have exmecl them, nevertheless,
• ey understood them. Just as
e child in the story of "The
mperor's New Clothes" saw
e simple truth which the
own-ups failed to see beuse they were afraid to see
Hans Christian Andersen
, of course, one of the
ster storytellers of all
, and even in this materiic age, children enjoy his
when they can find
. Years ago, children
d them avidly, and spent
!Stich of their play time acting
them out.
For instance, in one of the
fields stood a tiny stone building which had once been used
for storing feed, but it made a
perfect setting for "The
Swineherd." Here lived the
disguised prince, and here
came the silly little princess
who paid so dearly for the
cheap, worthless trinkets
while she let the real treasure
slip away. Of course, no one
would do such a foolish thing
today — or would they?
There was the famous story
of "The Little Mermaid"
whose self-sacrificing love
cost her the loss of her family,
constant, agonizing pain and
finally her life. But it carried
her into eternity, symbolically, but nonetheless vividly to
children because of the
symbolism. And who can say
that in later years, some lives
were not affected because of
the unconscious unfluence of
that forgotten fairy story?
"The Seven Swans- was another favorite, but it was a
hard lesson to learn, that even
Elsa's devotion could not rescue all of her brother completely. The youngest was
forced to wear a swan's wing
forever in place of one arm.
Absolute perfection was unattainable. But the wise and
worldly grown-ups said that
the fairy tales were unrealistic.
Another favorite which is
rarely, if ever, heard of today,
was "The Silver Shilling."
Somehow,there was magic in
the very name of it. And the
adventures of the shilling
_ were fascinating. He was so
smug and self-satisfied until
he was accidentally forced
into the world where he soon
found out that he was of no
account whatever even if he
was made of silver. For he
had no purchasing power in
strange lands where his worth
had never been proved.
So there was nothing worthwhile in the old fairy tales?
And the wise and worldly
grown-ups replaced them
with practical, everyday
stories, many of them as dull
as dishwater, but, oh, so sensihIP
CRIME REPORT
One hundred twenty-six policemen were killed due to
Criminal action in 1971. One
hundred Were killed in 1970, 86
officers were slain in 1969, and
64 officers were killed in 1968.
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Let Parker's Buy Your
Thanksgiving Turkey!!

Godchaux

One

10 lb. - 12 lb. Turkey will be given away each day
until Thanksgiving, Nov. 23rd.
Nothing to buy, just register
each time you are in the store!
* You do not have to be present to win.
* Adults Only

POWDERED
SUGAR
25-lb. Bag

I ib Box

19'

Showboat

It-BEANS
2for

25c

Blue
Bonnet

MARGARINE
Yellow Quarters

Family Scott
ok

familyStott

BATHROOM
TISSUE
4-Roll Pkg.

(with coupon below)

3for

PAPER
TOWELS
Twin Pack

3for $1 19

[Morton PUMPKIN
FREE! 1 pt Frosty Whip
with the purchase of.......
'Mt
Pies. I J
Frosty Acres Orange

(with coupon below)

PIES

98
'

220-oz

••••••••.•••••••••"

MEAT

JUICE

SPlECIALS
CHUCK ROAST

Pepperidge Farm 3 Layer
17-oz.
Choc., Devil Food,
Van., Coconut

79c

Center
lb. •
•
•
Lean, Meaty
•
BEEF SHORT
•
•
•
Bake, Boil or ,9 •
•
Bar-B-Q lb. Ai
•
•

Mix or Match

RIBS

I9

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
49d lb. •
•
•

VIVA

PAPER TOWELS
Twin
Pack

lb.89'

Legs

59db

49' lb

Necks & Backs

Thighs
Wings
19c lb

29db •
0
•
•

OUR QUALITY...YOU

3 packs

$119

with this coupon
Good Only-at Parker's. -!
Offer Expires 10/25/72
Q9 UM 9.9INS9QQIQ99Q QQj
PARKER'S MARKET

SCOTT TISSUE

CHICKEN PARTS
Breast

39c

12-oz. can

4-roll
pkgs.98'Farmly*Scot
125-ft. Roll
with this coupon
Good Only at Parker's
Offer Expires 10/25/72

with coupon
Good Only at Parker's
Otter Expire .10/25/72

I' \;,)
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What Happened to McGovern?
By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Political Writer

disclosure of past mental and, in the process, aggravated
treatments.
the problem. He overstated his
Those, and an assortment of case, then had to defend the
WASHINGTON ( AP) - Sen. other incidents, statement
s and overstatements.
George McGovern's quest for slipups, enabled Nixon's forces
It was a campaign McGovern
the White House was doomed to make McGovern himself the began
on Jan. 18, 1971, in desby the blunders of its infancy, central campaign issue.
perate need of exposure and aterrors that all his campaigning
That effectively denied him tention to propel him out of
could never undo.
the traditional offensive role of single figures in the publicTo the end they plagued his the challenger, and shielded opinion
polls. At that point, no
candidacy. And in the end they Nixon from the necessity
of any one could foresee that Sen. Edhelped President Nixon attain intensive personal campaigni
ng mund S. Muskie of Maine, then
one of history's great land- to defend his conduct in office. the
towering favorite for the
slides.
It was particularly valuable Democratic nomination, would
In part, the fatal flaws to a president whose own cam- be toppled
in the 1972 pristemmed from what McGovern paign organization
had been maries.
had to do-or thought he had to implicated in the June 17
For a year, McGovern camwiredo-to catch up and win the tapping of Democratic national paigned
almost unnoticed. He
Democratic nomination in the headquarters, and whose
top went through three press secrefirst place.
White House aides had been ac- taries .in search of someone
But two problems stand out cused of political sabotage
and who could help him command
above all the rest:
espionage.
national attention.
-The admittedly ill-conAnd it was particularly frusThat quest. and the effort to
ceived McGovern proposal that trating to McGovern
, struggling shape an identifiably different
every American be given $1,000 to take the attack,
but always position among Democrati
c
by the government. He dropped forced to defend. Nothing
net- contenders, helps account for
it, but was never able to forget tled him more than the
fact the
error
that
haunted
it. And the Republicans used it that his own credibility
, once McGovern to election day: the
to help implant the notion that, rated his greatest asset,
was $1,000-grant proposal.
if elected, McGovern would put in question.
McGovern unveiled it on Dec.
give away the money of the
It was the image of radi23, 1971, saying he would drop
workingman to people who re- calism on one
hand and in- the welfare program and
infuse to work.
decision on the other that apstead give about $1,000 a year
-The case of Sen. Thomas F. peared the central
McGovern to everyone from "the poorest
Eagleton, the vice-presidential .pfoblem.
migrant workers to the Rocknominee McGovern deposedIn that situation, McGovern efellers."
The money was to be
after promising him 1,000 per steadily
escalated the tone and taxed back from
the relatively
- edit'SIII)porrdesprite-his tardy -wording of
his attacks on-Nixon
He offered no estiniate.al the
cost.
As with his other proposals of
those early days, it went almost unnoticed-to emerge
months later as a major issue
and a major problem.
That came during the California presidential-primary campaign, when .McGovern defeated Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey of Minnesota in the contest
that clinched his spot atop the
Democratic ticket.
Humphrey hammered at the
issue, called McGovern "the
handout candidate," accused
him of playing "the politics of
deception."
Nixon's Republicans were
carefully taking notes.
On Aug. 29, in a Wall Street
speech, McGovern dropped the
income-grant plan in favor of a
federally financed welfare system to provide about $4,000 a
year to a needy family of four.
Again and again, he said it
would give nothing to anybody
able to work.
But the old proposal, and the
impression it left, never
stopped haunting his campaign.
The Eagleton case really began with a question, put, by the

..•••••

George McGovern

Dan Walker Spoils GOP
Sweep Hopes In Illinois
CHICAGO ( AP(-Democrat
Dan Walker spoiled Republican
hopes for a sweep of major Illinois offices today by taking
the governor's office from incumbent Richard B. Olgilvie.
Sen. Charles H. Percy, R-Ill.,
easily rolled to a second term.
Walker quit a $100,000-a-year
corporation counsel job . two
years ago and launched-an
amazingly long campaign
which included a 1,200 mile
walk across Illinois and his refusal to accept the endorsement
of the Democratic party regulars.
Walker not only ran up a substantial lead in Chicago as exDAN WALKER
tpected, but also scored well in
normally Republican downstate connection
with a 1969 police
areas. Ogilvie did well in the raid in which
two Black PanChicago suburbs.
ther leaders were slain. He had
With 84 per cent of the pre- been dropped by Daley
from
cincts counted, Walker led 1,- the regular Democrati
c ticket
956,735 votes, 52 per cent, to 1,- after his indictment was made
4345,927 votes for Ogilvie.
public, but ran without official
• Percy, who pointed to his backing in the primary
and
votes against the ABM and won the nomination easily.
some Nixon appointees as exNixon ran well ahead of
amples of his appointees as examples of his independence, de- Democratic presidential nomifeated Democratic Rep. Roman nee George McGovern, piling
tip a margin of more than 600,C. Pucinski.
With 84 per cent of the pre- 000 votes.
cincts reporting, Percy led 2,The Republicans appeared to
285,153 votes, 62 per cent, to 1,- be realizing their hopes of
441,398 votes.
breaking the 12-12 deadrock in
Mayor Richard J. Daley's the Illinois congressional deleDemocratic regime in Chicago gation. They took two seats
suffered a loss when incumbent .from the Democrats.
• Edward V. Hanrahan, the conU.S. Rep: Abner Mikva, Dtroversial Cook County state's ill., was forced by redistricting
attorney, was defeated. Ber- to move from the South Side to
-nerd' Carey became the first a north suburban district and
Republican to hold the post in lost his seat. The Republicans
more than a decade.
also won in the newly drawn
Hanrahan was acquitted third district which had been
recently of a charge of con- Democratic. No incumbent was
spiracy to obstruct justice in running in the district.

Voters Leave Congress Firmly
In Control Of Democrat Party

Missouri senator's account, by
That, too, left its scars, noFrank Mankiewicz, a top
tably in Chicago, whose Mayor
servative incumbents here and chose a Democrat, Rep. James
McGovern aide: "Tom, do you
By EDMOND LeBRETON
Richard J. Daley was denied a
liberals there.
Abourezk, for the Senate seat
have any skeletons rattling
seat in the convention that
WASHINGTON ( AP) - The
Democrat William D. Hath- vacated by Republican Karl
around in your closet?"
nominated McGovern. While voters who gave President Nixaway ended the 24-year Senate Mundt.
Eagleton said no, and hours
Daley came around, some in on
his landslide victory career of Margaret Chase
later, on July 13, he was duly
And in Kentucky, Democrat
his organization never ap- Tuesday also left the Congress Smith of Maine,
chairman of Walter Huddleston defeated exnominated to run for vice presipeared to be wholeheartedly be- firmly in the control of the op- the Senate Republica
dent with McGovern.
n Confer- Gov. Louie B. Nunn to win the
hind McGovern.
position Democratic party.
ence and senior Republican seat formerly held by RepubliThen, on July 25, the runningThere were the highly publiThe Democrats widened their member of the Armed Services can John Sherman
mates appeared together in
Cooper.
cized. defections of Democrats margin in the Senate to 57 to
Committee.
Custer, S.D., Eagleton to anThe
youngest
victor
was 29for Nixon, notably that of John 43, a gain of two.
But the Democrats lost a Sen- year-old k)emocrat Joseph R.
nounce that he had three times
Connally, Nixon's former
B.
With only three House races ate seat in North Carolina, Biden Jr., Who defeated Sen. J.
been hospitalized for nervous
secretary of the Treasury. undecided, Republicans had
Rep. Nick Galifianakis, who de- Caleb Boggs, Republican, in
exhaustion and fatigue, and
riddance,"
said made a net gain of 11 with 41
"Good
twice had undergone electricfeated Democratic Sen. Everett Delaware.
McGovern. "We didn't kick needed for control. Elected
shock treatments.
Jordan in the primary, was deSen. Jack Miller of Iowa, one
Connally out, he left."
were 243 Democrats, 188 Re- feated in turn by a self-de- of the principal Republican
"I am 1,000 per cent for Tom
But there was evidence that a publicans and one Democrat
F:agleton and I have no inscribed conservative Republi- Senate spokesmen on economic
good many other Democrats who ran as an independent.
tention of dropping him from
can television editorialist, Jesse matters, lost to Democrat Dick
were leaving, too, concerned, Some of the new Republica
ns Helms.
the ticket," McGovern said.
Clark.
Connally
said,
about replace conservative Southern
But six days later, he did just
A stunner was the defeat of
Rep. Hale Boggs of LouiMcGovern's proposed defense Democrat
s who already were Sen. Gordon Allott of Colorado, siana, Democratic leader of the.
that, saying that F,agleton's
posture: the nominee advocated voting generally with
the ad- chairman of the Senate Re- House who has been missing
medical history would othercuts of some $30 billion in de- ministrati
on.
wise come to dominate the
publican Policy Committee and since his plane disappeared in
fense spending over a threecampaign.
The Senate outcome was an an administration stalwart, by Alaska, was re-elected without
year period.
especially hard blow to Re- Democrat Floyd K. Haskell. Al- opposition.
Long afterwards, McGovern
McGovern had presented a
publican hopes. The GOP had lott had been expected to win
said he believed "the Eagleton
Rep. Nick Begich, D-Alaska,
detailed defense-spending blue- '
written off the House as prob- easily.
thing" was at the root of what
missing
with Boggs, also was
print, a document that had the
had then become his credibility
ably unwinnable, but needed a
In Rhode Island, Democratic re-elected.
virtue of telling the voters pregain of only five to take control Sen. Claiborne Pell, once reproblem "I've tried to explain
With returns still incomplete,
cisely what he proposed to do.
of the genate and thought there garded as an underdog, won by it appeared the number of woto people that a political leader
But it had the political drawwas areal chance.
who won't change his mind is
a comfortable margin over men in the House would inback of permitting the Republireally a menace rather than a
But there was consolation for John H. Chafee, who resigned crease from 12 to at least 15.
cans to assert that it would cost
Republican strategists working as Secretary of the Navy to and that the number of black
leader.
jobs, and to churn out figures
for a full two-party system in carry the Republican standard members would go from 13 to
"But I think that was the reaabout where, and how many.
the South, where many voters in the Senate race.
son,- he said.
16.
McGovern remained a candiin recent years had shown
McGovern acknowledged, too,
Four Senate seats vacated by
Rep. William R. Anderson, Ddate in search of a theme that
readiness to vote for Reputali- incumbents changed hands- Tenn., former captain of the
that he was hurt by the bitter- would grabthe American voter,
ness of the primaries, particucan presidential candidates, but and.the net result was a stand- atomic submarine Nautilus,
._
He never found it.
stuck with Democratic candi- off.
larly the Humphrey attacks in
Was-defeated by Republican
He said he was especially
dates at other levels.
California.
Republican Dewey F. Bartlett Robin L. Beard.
3
_puzzled as to why the WaterTwo Republicans were elect- defeated Democratic Rep. Ed
With Eagleton off the ticket
Rep. Bella S. Abzug,
.1 gate sabotage charges didn't
ifrMls --Edmancisaft- -in Oklahoma-McGove.ra embarked on what take hold. He called Nixon's the ed to the
Priscilla Ryan_wiclow
could only be damaging, semi- most corrupt, wasteful and siasippi and one from Loui- take over the seat vacated by of Rep. William F. flyan, Dpublic quest for a replacement. reckless administration in siana, the first since the Recon- Democrat Fred R. Harris.
N.Y., who died shortly after he
struction period after the Civil
The New Mexico seat left won the nomination over Mrs.
Only when he came to a candi- American history.
War. And in Virginia, William open by Democratic Sen. Clin- Abzug. She opposed him in the
date with no constituency of his
What it got him, in his own
own, Sargent Shriver, did campaign television appear- L. Scott defeated Sen. William ton P. Anderson went to Re- primary after a redistricting.McGovern find a new partner. ances, with voters telephoning B. Spong to become the first publican Pete V. Domenici, After his death, she was desigThe Democratic National their questions, was the sugges- Republican senator from the who defeated Democrat Jack nated the Democratic nominee.
Daniels.
Committee nominated Shriver tion that he was mud-slinging, Old Dominion since 1892.
Mrs. Ryan ran as a Liberal
In South Dakota-George party candidate after losing the
The ticket-splitting voters
on Aug. 8.
that he changed his mind reacross the country conformed McGovern's home state which Democratic nomination to Mrs.
But what was designed to be peatedly.
to no pattern, but ousted con- he failed to carry-the voters Abzug.
a six-week Democratic headIn the primaries, McGovern
start on the campaign became,
instead, a time of disarray. had used maximum organAmid the Eagleton case and its ization, door-to-door canvassaftermath, the flow of cam- ing, and emphasis on positions
paign donations-never specifically designed to appeal
to the left side of the party, to
enough-diminished to a
come from behind and win. It
trickle. The polls showed
McGovern losing ground to Nix- worked: He captured 10 of 23
prtsidential primaries.
on.
Early in the campaign,
By WILLIAM BRADFORD
Nunn had broken his word by
Most of Huddleston's victory
There were organizational
McGovern
said he had to reach
Associated Press Writer
promising not to raise taxes statement was given over to
problems
out, broaden his constituency
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - when running for governor but Praising the efforts of fellow
Starting from nowhere in his
without compromising his prin- Democrats at Walter "Dee" then pushing such an increase Democrats whom
drive for the nomination,
he credited
Huddleston's campaign head- through upon taking office.
with the victory.
McGovern had of necessity put ciples.
Huddleston supporters vir"Much more than a victory
together his own organization
"I can't win with the 30 per quarters took their candidate's
in the primaries, usually run- cent of the people who gave me victory in stride-as though tually took over Stouffer's for for Dee Huddleston," the victor
they'never had any'doubt.
the whole evening but it was declared, "this has been a vicning headon into the opposition
the nomination," he said.
Even the cheers by the hand- not until well after news tory for all of you-and
of the party establishment.
He was right.
ful of supporters onhand when agencies proclaimed their man thousands of other Kentuckians.
the polls closed Tuesday eve- the victor that they began pour"I'm determined this will be
ning were restrained as initial ing into the ball room.
a victory for all Kentuckians"
returns posted on a huge blackBy the time the Senator-elect he added. A cry from the
board showed Huddleston with appeared with most of his fami- crowd agreed "Right on."
a slight lead from the start.
ly, the crowd was massed in
Huddleston also asserted that
A crowd was slow in gather- front of the platform where he "no candidate has ever been
ing at the headquarters in the was to appear. Newsmen al- blessed with greater support of
ballroom of Stouffer's Louis- ready posted there to catch his party-from governor and
ville Inn. And although the Huddleston's words were nearly lieutenant governor right down
to spark opposit on to merger
today with leased Green Line cheers gained in volume as trampled upon in the process.
the line-and that's what this
proposals.
equipment if the levy was ap- Huddleston's lead over RepubliThe only discordant note victory is all about."
opposition to merger proposals. proved.
can former Gov. Louie B. Nunn sounded during the evening
Referring to state DemocratIn addition county voters
The unofficial vote in Camp- edged upward, they never be- were a few jeers when Huddles- ic Party Chairman J. R. Miller,
were faced with the threat of
ton said "our opponent was a Huddleston declared: "The
bell County was 18,453 in favor came wildly exuberant.
more than 50,000 residents
It wasn't until hours after the worthy adversary-he proved coach has coached his greatest
to 7,417 against. Florence vobeing annexed by 1980 under a ters approved
the measure 2,- polls closed, and shortly before that on previous occasions."
game."
court order. They would then
385 to 1,036, and Kenton County Huddleston was to appear for
have to pay city taxes with no voted 26,906
in favor to 10,362 his victory statement, that the
assurance they would receive against.
crowd began to chant "We Want
city services.
A change from the magis- Dee!"
The passage of the FayetteAnd although wild enterial form of county governLexington merger is expected
ment to the fiscal court was ap- thusiasm greeted the appear- By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
87 NEVADA 3-N
to add impetus to similar drivMcGovern Schmitz
103,019 6.1
59,529 36
proved in Johnson County by a ance of Huddleston and his pct Nixon
Precincts
ElectVote
es contemplated by Frankfort
92 NEW HAMPSHIRE
4-N
Vote PO Vote Pct
vote of 2,024 to 1,674. Starting family it took rousing rhetoric
Vote Pct
183,821 64
100,908 35
2,869 1
and Ashland. Ashland has a
85
ALABAMA9
-N
by
Gov.
91
NEW
Wendell Ford to send
-Jan.1,the county will be govJERSEY
17-19
641,864 76
charter committee which had
700,252 23
9,747.1
1,650,926 62 987.977 18 23,0320
erned by a Three-member fiscal - the-crowd into a frenzy.
34 ALASKA 3-N
94 NEW
hoped to have a merger proposMEXICO
4-19
15,934 59
That came when Ford an9,583 35
court and a county judge, rath1,740.6
228,373 62
136,469 36
8,561 2
al ready for residents of Boyd
81 ARIZONA 6-61
Si
NEW
YORK
nounced:
"Nunn's done. Dee's
4141
er than by eight magistrates.
331,745 66
160;823 31 17.0151
County this year, but lack of
3,879,709 61 2.506,516 39
Boone county voters turned the one."
87 ARKANSAS
6-N
95 NORTH CAROLINA 13-N
time and money kept them
383,805 69
174,323 31
Wild cheers also greeted
1,012,132 70
down for the second time a pro415,1341 29 23,473 1
from reaching that deadline.
41 CALIFORNIA
4$-N
79 NORTH
DAKOTA
3.N
posal for a $751),000 bond issue Ford's statement that "I feel 1,886,256 55 1,433,078 42 94,4473
138,057 62
81.933 37
In Jefferson County,residents
4,236 1
89 COLORADO
7-N
to pay for a new jail and police I've been vindicated by Hud90 OHIO'
25-14'
voted strongly in favor of a $17 building.
532,915 63
299.730 35 16.818 2
2,201p921 60 1,422,924 39 70,098 1
The vote was 3.991 in dleston's victory.
95 CONNECTICUT
8-N.
million bond issue and property
98 OKLAHNMA
8-N
"This
favor to 3,714 against-or 52 per
victory serves notice to
763,880 60
507,331 39 16,452 1 ,
728,505 74
236,106 24 22,407 2
tax hike to help fund an Ohio
100 DELAWARE
3-141'
cent-with two-thirds required all candidates of the future-if
73 OREGONG6-N
139,796 60
River floodwall and drainage
91,907 39
2.615 1'
334,806 54
257,525 41 31,247 5
for passage. The issue failed you cannot keep your word
100 01ST
COLUMBIA
3-M
97 PENNSYLVANIA
improvements in southeastern when gained
27-N
then
29,697
21
109,974 79
stay out of the race, Ford
only 53 per cent
it
1 63 970 60 1,746,412 39 64,708 1
Jefferson County. The unofficial
100 FLORIDA 17-N
99 RHODE
declared amid continued cheer- 1,750,503
ISLAND
last November.
84-N
72
690,414 28
vote was 55,875 in favor and
708.161 53
184,455 47
Boone County voters gave ap- ing.
.
77 GEORGIA
_
I2-N
94
SOUTH
CAROLINA
34,591 against with 557 of 561 proval, though,
8-N
That theme had marked c 649,076 75 225,866 25
to the transition
464,107 71
183,524 28
9,950 1
77 HAWAII
precincts reporting.
4-N
78 SOUTH
DAKOTA
4-N
to the commission form of much of Huddleston's cam123.246 63
74,189 37
97,06 53
87,312 47
The outcome of a $3.2 million county government.
91 IDAHO
941
The cur- paign, referring to charges that
99 TENNESSEE
10-N
bond issue proposal for air-pol- rent county magistrat
176,103
65
77,70/
26
25.069
9
796,467 6rn 346,505 29
es will be52,767'
66 ILLINOIS 26•14
lution equipment for the city in- come commissioners
86 TEXAS
26-N
and be
2. 5,04159 1,677,814 41
1,873.331 67
ci
957,883
cinerator remained uncertain elected countywide,
havcS
95 INDIANA 13-N
rather than
84 UTAH
444
with 30,643 in favor and 15,002
1.321,161 67
669,811 33
154,583 68
99,298 27 22,265 S
by districts.
95 IOWA G 3-N
97 VERMONT
against. A two-thirds majority
3.N
663,634 58
At Henderson. A.J. (Tony)
470,008 40 13,593 1
112,428 64
64,933 36
was required for passage, and Wathen, 41, defeated
90 KANSAS 7•N
GETTYSBURG. Pa. ( AP) 99 VIRGINIA
Albert H.
12-19
522,268 68
227,924 30 18,988 2
the outcome hinged on absentee I.ukash
973,799 69
430.789 30 19,103 1
in a city commissioner Mamie Eisenhower arrived at
99 KENTUCKY
9./4
78 WASHINGTON
ballots.
9-N
the
polls two minutes before
667,714 64
366,990 35 18,308 1
election to fill a vacancy left by
526,783 57
368,520 39 37,665 489 LOUISIANA
A $5.4 million bond issue for
10-N
86 WEST
VIRGINIA
the resignation of Ron Jenkins they opened Tuesday and, after
4-19
676,515 66
307,565 30 51,151 4
a five-year operation of a pub- in August. Lukash
416,844 63
249,520 37
95 MAINE
had filled casting her ballot, told news4-N
99 WISCONSIN
11-N
lic bus authority was approved the post lay mayoral
Men:
134,494
62
"Nothing is certain until
145,533 38
appoint976,394 54
801,657 44 47,122 2
100 MARY AIO
by voters in Caopbell and ment prior to the
10-N
91 WYOMING3-N
election The all the votes are in."
797,295 62
4t6.570
37
113,450
93,056 70
41,079 30
Kenton counties and the city of Vote was 3,633 for
The widow of former Presi78 MASSACHUSETTS
Wathen and
14.M
Popular Vote Totals
Florence.
821,673 AS
986,637 55
dent Dwight D. Eisenhower
2,150 for Lukash. .
Votes
Pct
66 MICHIGAN
2144
The measure required a two-'
11,xon
39,295.257
62
Democrat Ralph N. Walter was accompaineetby her grand- 1,377.541 56 1,064,214 43 44,881
1
Mc
Govern
23,739.708
thirds majority vote.
37
60
son,
MINNESOT
David,
A
and his wife, the
10-N
was elected circuit judge in the
Schm.t7
844.459
01
659,759 51
608,465 18 25,193 2
Bus service for Northern 37th Judicial District to fill
Spoc k
45,221
On
the former Julie Nixon.
93 MISSISSIPPI
7-19
Electoral Vote
Kentucky ended Nov. 4 as the unexpired term of William
Asked to predict the election
46177v 79
120,792 20 10,999 1
KibWon
91
MI
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Democrats Take Huddleston
Victory In Stride Tuesday

Fayette County Voters
Approve Merger Measure
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The first city-county merger
proposal to reach the ballot
stage under a 1970 Kentucky
law was approved by more
than 2-1 margin in Lexington
and Fayette County Tuesday.
"I'm very delighted," said
Lexington Mayor Foster Pettit,
who, along with County Judge
Robert Stephens, had worked
for passage of the merger and
made television appearances on
its behalf.
The merger will take effect
in January, 1974, following 1973
elections for a 15-member governing body. The 15-member
commission will have 12 of its
members elected by districts.
Pettit said Lexington and Fayette County became the second city-county in the country
to adopt a merger on the first
ballot. He said Jacksonville,
Fla., was the first.
"Lexington has established itself as the leading city in the
state in the merger effort),"
he said.
Pettit said the proposal was
adopted by a margin of between 2-1 and 3-1, which he said
coincided with polls taken by a
local merger commission headed by William Lyons.
The unofficial vote stood at
35,374 in favor to 15,308 against.
The vote was the first time a
merger proposal had reached a
vote since passage of the 1970
law permitting counties with a
second-class city to set up an
"urban county government."
That privilege was extended to
all other counties except Jefferson by the 1972 General Assembly. •
The Lexington and Fayette
County proposal was made
palatable in part by the fact
that Lexington was the only tin*
incorporated area in -tfie
county-whereas a host of
smaker incorporated cities tehd
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Kentuckians Show They Still
Know How To 'Scratch' Ballot
By'GARY LUHR
Associated Press Writer

seat in the House of Represen- 304 (98).
tatives by a mere 211 votes in
-Fifth District: Carter (RI
1970, in a race that included 106,793; Lyle
LEXINGTON, Ky. (API Willis ( DI 39,222
Kentuckians showed Tuesday sevenl recounts.
( 100).
that they still know how to
All of the Democrats ran well
-Sixth District: Breckinridge
"scratch" a ballot as they ahead of their party's presiden- 66,543;
Laban Jackson 59,324;
elected five Democratic con- tial nominee George McGovern. Thomas
Lundeen t People's) 887
gressmen
while
overThe biggest winners, how- )92).
whelmingly supporting Republi-Seventh District: Carl Perever, were Republicans M. G.
can President Nixon.
"Gene" Snyder in the 4th Dis- kins 92,032; Robert Holcomb
The only Republican repretrict and Tim Lee C'arter in the 58,436 ( 99).
sentatives elected were in5th, whose margins were the
Breckinridge won 10 of 17
cumbents as were four of the
largest of their careers. Carter counties in the 6th but only
Democrats.
even ran ahead of Nixon.
barely squeezed past Jackson
In the state's closest contest
Here are the unofficial re- in Fayette, the new congressthe Democrats held onto Centurns with nearly all of the man's home district and the
tral Kentucky's 6th District
second rnost populous in Kenvotes counted:
seat as former state Atty. Gen.
tucky.
-First
District: Frank
John B. Breckinridge defeated
Breckinridge's biggest marStubblefield ( Di 80,931; Charles
two opponents.
T. Banken Jr.(R) 41,876; John gins-all over 60 per centThe other races provided no
M. Katterjohn Less Tax) 1,906 came in Franklin, Harrison and
real surprises. In the 3rd DisScott Counties.
( 99 per cent reported).
trict, where some GOP supportJackson captured his own
-Second District: William
ers held out hopes of capturing
Natcher (D) 75,562; J. C. Car- county-Shelby-plus
a Democratic seat, incumbent
Jessamine, Kenton, Mercer,
ter (RI 46,377 (100).
Rep. Romano Mazzoli soundly
-Third District: Mazzoli ( D ) Pendleton and Woodford. Three
defeated Republican Phil Kae- 85,563;
Kaelin ( RI 50,927; Wil- of those-Pendleton and porlin and an American Party
liam P. Chambers ( A) 1,210 tions of Campbell and Kentonchallenger.
were added to the 6th by reapI 100).
The victory was particularly
-Fourth District Snyder(R) portionment last summer.
Carter won all 29 counties in
sweet for Mazzoli, who won his 108,231; James Roger•(D) 38,-

Huddleston Described
Consistently 'Quiet'
By WILLIAM BRADFORD
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) One word is consistently used
to describe Kentucky's first
Democratic U.S. Senator in 16
years - quiet.
Walter "Dee" Huddleston,
whose only previous political
office has been two terms as a
state senator, is not given to
stem-winding speeches or rousing rhetoric.
Although some of his political
advertisements slashed at his
GOP opponent, former Gov.
Louie B. Nunn, on a personal
level, Huddleston himself did
little more than to refer to his
foe as "super taxer." He also
made references to Nunn's not
being a man of his word.
Such statements were about
as far as Huddleston would go
to remind voters that Nunn had
promised not to raise taxes
when he ran for governor but
then pushed a three per cent
rise in the sales tax through the
General Assembly upon taking
office.
Up until Tuesday's victory,
Huddleston's only significant
role in a statewide political
race was as Ford's campaign
chairman in last year's gubernatorial campaign.
Huddleston's quiet manner
and acknowledged lack of
"burning ambition" for high office himself led some observers
to question his selection as

campaign chairman. That was
especially so in view of Ford's
being up against such a formidable political figure as former
Gov. Bert T. Combs in the primary last year.
But Ford's stunning upset of
Combs in that primary and
comparatively easy conquest of
Republican Toni Emberton a
year ago forced skeptics to
reappraise both men.
Huddleston, 46, did not get
into politics himself until he
was elected to the state senate
in 1965 and re-elected in 1969,
representing Hardin and.Larue
e. duhties. His only previous political experience was as state
youth chairman for former Lt.
Gov. Wilson's Wyatt's race for
U.S. Senator in 1962.
After just one regular session
of the General Assembly, he
was harried Democratic-tau...di
chairman in the Senate. Two
years later, at the beginning of
his second term in the senate
and for his third legislative session, he was made Democratic
majority leader in the Senate, a
post he retained in 1972.
He already was being mentioned as a possible statewide
candidate, for lieutenant governor, in 1969 after he first was
named Senate majority leader.
When asked about that possibility, Huddleston commented:
"If it were that important to
me to seek a higher office, I
guess my biggest failing would

be that I just don't have that
burning ambition."
Huddleston was born in Cumberland County but lived in
Greensburg, Bowling Green,
Livermore, Smiths Grove and
Monticello before graduating
from high school in Jeffersontown in 1944.
His father, a Methodist minister, was a registered minister.
After serving as a tank gunner in World War II, Huddleston got a degree in radio arts
from the University of Kentucky.
He went into radio broadcasting, first in Bowling Green
and then in Elizabethtown, in
1952. He now owns part interest
in radio stations in Elizabethtown and Lebanon.
He and his wife, the former
Martha Jean Pearce of MiddleStapheir.
and Phil.

Nixon Sets
Conference
With Aides

WASHINGTON( AP)- President Nixon, wasting scant time
on celebration, scheduled three
meetings with key aides and officials today to look toward the
next four years.
Nixon set up sessions with
members of the White House
staff, the Cabinet and heads of
federal agencies.
Press Secretary Ronald L.
Ziegler said the purpose was
COLUMBUS, Ohio (API - dex of his strength came in the "to look ahead to the next
President Nixon captured
big industrial cities of the term."
Ohio's 25 electoral votes for the north, where McGovern and his
Nixon returned to the White
third time Tuesday on his way
vice presidential running mate, House about 1 a.m. today after
to landslide election.
Sargent Shriver, focused their attending formal GOP victory
He smothered Sen. George
main efforts in more than two celebrations in a Washington
McGovern downstate and beat dozen trips into Ohio.
hotel, then went immediately to
him in the industrial north.
Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey his office in the Executive OfThe Nixon avalanche, a small carried Cleveland by about fice Building next door. Ziegler
sample of his national victory, 125,000 votes in 1968. Nixon took said the President wanted to
took set/en of Ohio's eight ma- the city this election by about return some of the phone calls
he had received from promijor cities - even Cleveland, 19,000 votes.
Humphrey took Toledo by 22,- nent well-wishers.
Toledo and Akron. None had
The press spokesman said
gone into the Nixon columns in 000 in 1968 and Nixon had piled
his two previous Ohio victories. up a 7,100-margin with about a Nixon was likely to fly to his
quarter of the vote in.
Key Biscayne, Fla., home late
With 10,060 of the state's 12,Akron, narrowly for Humph- this afternoon. Asked if the trip
826 polling places reported, the
rey in 1968, gave the nod to would amount to a vacation, he
unofficial tally read: Nixon
Nixon - 65,087 to 62,134 - with said key staff aides would go
1,884,775; McGovern 1,250,191 more
than half the polling along and that he expected it to
and John Schmitz, American
places tabulated.
be a working trip..
Independent Party, 59,537.
Among the major industrial
In a televised election night
Voters ignored a cold fall
cities, only in Youngstown, the statement from his Oval Office,
rain to crowd polling places,
steel center, did McGovern win, Nixon said he may have won
possibly in record numbers.
a victory well below predicted one of the great political vicelection officials expected the 67 67
per cent. He led in only tories of all time.
total vote to top 4 million, near
three of 88 counties with about
"In terms of votes that may
'the 1960 record.
70 per cent of the vote record- be true," he said, "but in terms
In part the voters came out ed.
of what a victory really is, a
to protect the state's 10-monthThe Nixon landslide had little huge landslide margin means
old. income tax .against kepeal. impact on Ohio's 23 congres- nothing at all unless it is a vicThey gave tax retention'a big- sional races. Incumbents, whe- tory for America. It will be a
ger edge than they gave Nixon. ther Republican or Democrat, victory for America only if, in
With 7,335 of 12,826 polling sailed in.
these next four years we, all of
places reported, the unofficial
Party control of the Ohio'del- us, can work together to
count was. For repeal 611,029; egation wasn't at stake. Re- achieve our common great
against repeal •t,335,620.
publican&-hold a...12-7.-edge,goa Okla_ of peace at home and
As expercted, Nixon swept the-. ing in and figured to come out peace for all nations-in the
ruralcounties, and the Republi- with a 16-7 margin. Ohio lost world; and for that new progcan concentrations of Cincin- one congressional seat in the ress and prosperity which all
nati and Columbus. The real in- 1970 redistricting.
Americans deserve."

Nixon Captures Ohio
Vote For Third Time

the 5th including Madison, Garrard, Lee and a portion of Jessamine, which were added
through reapportionment. It
was his fifth congressional victory.
Perkins, the dean of Kentucky's congressional delegation, won at least 21 counties
returns weren't available for
Elliott(.
His biggest margins came in
Breathitt, Floyd, Knott and
Morgan, his only losses in
Johnson, Lewis and Martin. It
was his 13th congressional
triumph.
Stubblefield won all of the 24
counties in his district except
Butler, Crittenden and Ohio. It
was only the third time he
faced opposition in eight congressional elections.
Natcher carried 19 counties
in the 2nd and lost only Grayson. He returns for his 10th
term.
Snyder won at least seven of
the eight counties in the 4th,
with no returns available for
Gallatin. His least margin was
56 per cent in Trimble.

Moore Jolts
Rockefeller
In West Va.
CHARLESTON, W. Va.(AP(Republican Arch A. Moore Jr.,
becoming West Virginia's first
re-elected four-year governor,
has jolted the budding political
career of John D. Rockefeller
IV.
The 35-year-old outgoing
Democratic secretary of state
enjoyed a registration advantage of almost 2 to 1, but went
down to his first political defeat. Moore's • victory margin
was somewhat larger than expected in a race that had been
projected as close, either way
it went.
Rockefeller, a transplanted
New Yorker and heir to a vast
financial enipire who had been
mentioned as a future national
__-passiboys
Tuesday night that he wouldstill rule West Virginia's Democratic Party in 1976.
He insisted he harbored "no
regrets," and said he would remain active in politics while
"enjoying life in West Virginia
and time spent with my family" for the next four years.
With votes in from 84 per
cent of the state's 2,367 precincts in Tuesday's election,
Moore had 362,197. or 55 per
cent, and Rockefeller 305,723,
or 45 per cent.
President Nixon carried the
state by a much wider margin,
gathering 63 per cent of the
vote to take the state's six electoral votes.
However, Democratic U. S.
Sen. Jennings Randolph, 70,
and four Democratic House incumbents easily defeated GOP
challengers. Also, Democrats
were leading and apparently
winning in state office races
other than for governor.
Rockefeller campaigned hard
as a strip mining abolitionist,
while Moore, who served six
terms in Congress before becoming governor, took a more
moderate stance on the issue.
Rockefeller said he "probably" underestimated opposition to his position.
A key factor in Moore's victory was cutting down Democratic margins in traditionally
Democratic southern West Virginia coal mining counties.
Rockefeller said this "certainly
must have something to do with
my stand on strip mining."
An aide to Moore, however,
said, "Coal was an issue but
not strip mining. Jay's biggest
blunder was trying to offer a
simple solution to a complex
problem.-

Rockefeller vowed that the
"organization
built
we
throughout the state will last
four more years. We formed a
cohesive team that isn't about
to fall apart now."
Moore called his victory "almost a command to greater
things.
"We knew it was going to be
a great night," he said. "If you
think the last four' years' have
been good and great• for our
state, you just watch these fiat
lout,"
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Nunn Announces Plans To
Practice Law After Defeat
By BOB COOPER
was expecting to ride into ofAssociated Press Writer
fice on Nixon's coattails, it was
LEXINGTON, Ky. (API - only minutes after the
polls
"I'm doing to practice law. closed that his people
realized
That's what I started out to do it wasn't happening.
and what I will do now," ReFor more than two hours, no
publican Louie B. Nunn said as returns were posted on the big
he conceded defeat in his bid tote board in convention center
for a seat in the U.S. Senate.
and insiders said there were orBut Sen. John Sherman Coop- ders not to post any unless
they
er, the man Nunn sought to were favorable.
succeed, had other ideas about
Instead, people in the hall
Nunn's future in public life.
clustered around several
"If you want the opportunity television sets and
what they
for further public service, I'm learned there told them
their
sure the President would like to candidate was a
loser.
have you in his cabinet," CoopAn hour after the vote count
er said Tuesday night.
had started, a group drew close
Four years ago, Nunn beto a TV set hopeful of good
came the first Republican govnews. Instead, they were told a
ernor in 20 years. His loss this
computer figured Huddleston
time gave the Democrats their
the winner.
first senatorial seat from Ken"Oh, shut up your pretucky in 16 years.
•
dictions,"
one
teenager
.••
About LOW of Nunn's followsnapped.
ers who packed into his headRichard Nixon
Those closest to Nunn, meanquarters here had tears in their
eyes when it became obvious time, were keeping the faith.
that Democrat Walter I Dee) His daughter, Jinny, gleefully
Huddleston had upset Nunn and said her father had carried two
counties by 4-to-1 margins;
Nunn chided them for it.
"I don't know why you all Campaign Chairman Gene Goss
are so gloomy. We re-elected added, "it's nip and tuck a
the president and that is more real horse race."
important than this," he said.
Republican Chairman John
"No, no," they shouted back. Kerr, 75 minutes after the polls
WASHINGTON I AP)- Pres- "We want Nunn. We want
closed, said he was receiving
ident Nixon, acknowledging his -Nunn." • •
only sporatic reports and
massive re-election victory,
While the former governor 6Ouldn't tell their meaning.-- told the nation Tuesday night
"it is time to get on with the
reat
- tasks that lie before us."
Speaking from -'ffie White
House, Nixon said he had watched on television as state after
state gave him a landslide victory.
"But the greatest landslide in
history means nothing unless it
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) - publicans "had some disis a victory for all Americans,"
Louie B. Nunn, a man who appointments
and
were
he said.
upset the Democrat four years disappointed in Jefferson
"The next four years will be
ago to become the first ,Re- County, although all the voters
the time we try to make ourpublican governor in 20 years, there aren't in according to our
selves worthy of that victory,"
himself was upset Tuesday in
tabulation."
Nixon said a short time later
his bid for a seat in the U.S.
The Nunn supporters around
when he appeared at a victory
the hall, hoever, obviously felt
celebration at a Washington ha Senate.
it was over. They cheered Pres"I don't know why you're all
tel.
gloomy," he told his follow- ident Nixon's sweeping victory,
"Thanks for making our last so
before making his con- but avoided talk about the Sencampaign the very best one of ers just
"We re-elected
speech,
cession
ate race.
all." he added to the cheers of
the President, and that's more
A seven man band hired to
supporters.
whoop it up at the planned celeThe President said he hopes important than this."
His supporters shouted back, bration did a rendition of "Rain
that "years from now people
will look back to the generation "No, no- and "We want Nunn, Drops Keep Falling On My
Head."
of the 19'70s, at how we con- we want Nunn:"
Sen. John Sherman Cooper,
Just an hour after the polls
ducted ourselves, and they can
the man Nunn hoped to re- closed-and no votes had been
say, 'God Bless America."
Nixon said he seeks "a new place, said he was surprised at reported in the hall-a knot of
era of peace" among the great the defeat but predicted that youngsters crowded close to a
-pirkers-orthe world.- • president_ Nixon _might offer television-set to see how their
"We are on the eve of what Nunn a cabinet post. "I am candidate was doing. When a
could be the greatest gener- sure the President is not going computer projection of a Hudation of peace-true peace- to lose him for the country," dleston victory was announced,
one viewer said through
mankind has ever known," he Cooper said.
The Somerset Republican clenched teeth, "Oh, shut up
added.
who is retiring this year said your predictions.'
A dozen teen-agers, hired to
he saw a Democratic effort to
just "cast (George) McGovern post county totals on a tote
to the winds and center on board, sat sadly for more than
Nunn. They put everything in tva. hours before they 'write put
there they could to beat him," to work.
WASHINGTON(AP)- PresNunn's daughter, Jinny, took
Cooper said.
ident Nixon became the first
Nunn, standing with his wife two telephone calls that reportRepublican in history Tuesday
and family, told some 1,000 ed sweeps for her father on a
to sweep the 11 Southern states
people at his headquarters, "I ,percentage basis, but no vote
that comprised the Conmade this walk before in 1963 totals were available.
federacy.
Republican chairman John
( when he lost his first bid to
The election also marked the
become governor( and am big Kerr appeared briefly in the
first time since 1944 that the 11
convention hall with a report
enough to take it."
states, the one-time "solid
He said he has no present showing Nunn trailing with
South" that voted consistently
plans for any other public of- more than 1,000 precincts
Democratic, had united behind
"I'm just going to practice reporting but when asked about
fice.
one party.
I've always done," he the vote count said he had no
In 1968, Nixon carried five, law like
report.
said.
Alabama Gov. George C. WalFrom the start, it was oblace carried five and Hubert H.
headquarters in
Humphrey kept Texas in the vious at Nunn's
Hotel that his bid
Phoenix
the
Democratic column.
Kentucky's senatorial
The 11 states are Alabama, to keep
representation in the RepubliArkansas, Florida, Georgia,
trouble.
Louisiana, Mississippi, North can column was in
It was more than two hours
Carolina, South Carolina,
Tennessee, Texas and Virginia. before the first voters were
By BILL RAWLINS
posted on the board in ConAssociated Press Writer
vention Hall and most of the
early returns released by ReNASHVILLE, Tenn. (API publicans were in favor of Republicans rode a landslide by
Kentucky U.S. Senate
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS Democrat ,Walter "Dee" Hud- President Nixon Tuesday to win
control of the state's congres1st Dist. Nunn-RHuddleston-D dleston.
Nunn, himself waited about sional delegation for the first
Ballard
857 2,088
Butler
2,543 1,234 two hours after the polls closed time in modern history.
Republican Robin Beard, who
Caldwell
2,080 2,136 to arrive at his headquarters
Calloway
3,129 5,289 and then behind locked doors, resigned as state personnel
Carlisle
553 1,275 refusing 94-meet with newsmen. commissioner, unseated DemoHis Campaign chairman, crat William R. Anderson in
Christian
4,881 6,340
1,745 1,381 Gene Goss, said it was "still the sprawling 6th District
Crittenden
Fulton
1,153 1,798 nip and tuck, a real horse around Memphis.'
All other incumbent congressGraves
3.581 6,201 race" but added that the Re.
men,including Republican Sen.
3,116 6,579 Railroad Commissioner
Henderson
Hickman 841 1,559
LOUISVILLE, Ky. )AP) -- Howard Baker, were re-elected
Hopkins
5,274 5,140 Republican Chester L. Rigsby giving the GOP a 5-3 split in
Livingston
1,150 1,658 won a seat on Kentucky's Rail- the House and both U.S. senaLogn-1
2,792 3,164 road Commission in Tuesday's tors.
The landslide margin by NixLyon
709 1,027 election.
McCracken
6,552 11,607
With only a few precincts re- on, who has never lost
McLean-1,479 1,974 maining to be tabulated, Rig- Tennessee in five national
Marshall
2,557 4,601 sby led Democrat John Man- races, even extended to the legMuhlenberg
4,196 4,672 ning by 170,207 votes to 162,609. islature, where the GOP unOhio
2,196 1,540
Rigsby, a Louisville lawyer, seated several Democrats and
Todd
1,218 1,755 once served as chairman of the threatened control of the state
Trigg
1,023 2,224 commission. The 66-year-old House of Representatives.
Union
Nixon trounced Democrat
1,217 2,514 winner was elected to the office
Webster
1,472 2,744 in 1967 but did not seek re-elec- George McGovern and left the
American party candidate,
Totals
56,234 80,520 tion to the $3,000 a year job.
I-Indicates county's vote is inA widower, Rigsby has four John Schmitz, out of the running, even though Schrnitz's
complete.
children.

Nixon Seeks
'A New Era
Of Peace'

Louie Nunn
Then, at about 10 p.m., it was
over.
"The people of Kentucky,
have made their choice," Nunn
said. "I respect that decision.
"It is not always as plea-sing
to lose as to win, but I've always believed that out of every
adversity there is something.
good that can come from it,"
he added,
"We haven't lost our respect)
or love and affection for you,",
Cooper told him, "but we must,
accept the people's vote."
Nunn consoled those around
him. "I've made this walk before in 1963 ( when he lost his
_first bid to become governor).
I'm big enough to taken."

'We Re-Electeci The President_ _
Nunn Tells Supporters Tuesday

President Sweeps
11 Southern States

Another prominent Republican, who asked not to be
named, said "I've got a gut
feeling and I don't like it,. of
course, if it is a clifftranger we
could slide in."

Bracken County
Measures Pulse
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
Bracken County, which has accurately measured Kentucky's
political pulse in every presidential election since 1920, did
it again Tuesday.
The county went for President Nixon over Sen. George
McGovern by &Imo gilearl-,601to 859 votes.
Nixon, as he did in 1968, won
Kentucky's nine electoral votes
by a substantial margin over
the South Dakota Democrat.
No one knows why this little
northeast county becomes the
barometer in presidential
years.'
The county is 7 to 1 Democratic in registration and thus
much more politically lopsided
than the 2 to 1 Democratic registration in the state over-all.
The county, about 50 miles
east of Covington, is more rural
and somewhat more isolated
than other counties in Kentucky.
In short, Bracken would appear to be an improbable
mirror for the rest of the state
but it has been accurate.

GOP Takes Control Of
Tennessee Delegation

1st District Vote

running mate was Tennessee's
Tom Anderson.
Returns from 99 per cent of
the state's 2,447 precincts gave
Nixon 790,630 votes to 344,602
for McGovern and 54,683 for
Schmitz.
Beard, who had attacked Anderson's defense of the antidraft Berrigan Brothers and his
"ultra-liberal record," picked
up a 20,000 vote margin in suburban Memphis, new to the
sprawling district as a result of
reapportionment.
Baker had an easy race for
re-election against Democrat
Ray Blanton, a retiring Dwest
Tennessee congressman.
Returns from 100 per cent of
the state's precincts gave Baker 690,947 votes to Blanton's
434,403.
Others re-elected to Congress
included Republican Rep. John
Duncan of Knoxville, without
opposition, and Republicans
James H. Quillen of Kingsport,
Lamar Baker of Chattanooga
and Dan Kuykendall of Memphis; and Democrats Joe
Evins of SmittrAlle,- Richard
Fulton of Nashville and Ed
Jones of Yorkville.
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Crossword Puzzle
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00 0000 EP'
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00 0(23 3000
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030000M03 0M3
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Pealing
Kind of
material
Supposed
Section of
hospital
Broods of
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Masonic
doorkeepers
Argues
Hebrew
month
Trick
Metal
Brother
of Odin
Posed for
portrait
Blunted
Gaelic
Unwanted
plant

AckL,Y,
1
5
9
12
13
14
15
17

1

Vehicle
3
Cook slowly
Possess
9
Winglike
10
Group of three
Remuneration
11
American elk
Artificial
16
language
18 Anger
19 Tie
20
21 Alights
22
23 Reveals
27 Exist
a
23
28 Girl s name
24
36 Take unlawfully 48 Manifestation
29 Evil
49 Ripped
25
37 Anchoring
31 Condensed
50 Part of face
moisture
40 Wing footed
26
54 Bishopric
34 Note of scale
43 Intertection
56 Rocky hill
35 Mistake
45 Man's
30
57 Period of time
nickname
38 Note of scale
32
47 Condescending 58 Obstruct
33
39 Tie,,3 del
looks
61 Near
Fuegan Indian
It Drunkard
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6
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•
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42 Slack
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48 Quiet
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52 Jump
9
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ACTUALLY NE5 A VER4 5E1'4511111E
PER5ON EVEN THOUGH HE FAINTS A LOT-. HE ADMITTED
THAT HE'S NEVER REALLY READ
MI55 54./EET5TORY5 !MK_

NAV,I p\HO
YOU'RE 5ATI5FIE
I TALKED WITH
MK PEDIATRICIAN..

1-75 Rolls Through Varied Landscapes
From the churning-4)14oRiver in the north to the
southernmost tip of Daniel
Boone National Forest, Interstate 75 rolls through 1985
miles of varied Kentucky
landscape.
But the ease of traveling on
the four-lane superhighway can
lure you past many a turnoff
that can lead to adventure arid
discovery. For instance: After
traveling through lake-dotted
northern Kentucky, take the
Georgetown interchange of 1-75
and either head west for 22
miles on US-460 to Kentucky's
capital city, Frankfort, or turn
east on US-460 for 18 miles to
Paris in historic Bourbon
County.
Kentucky's Capitol building,
a magnificent melange of Greek
and French architecture, is one
of the handsomest statehouses
in America and is open to
visitors daily. A floral clock and
reflecting400l grace the lawn of
the Capitol Annex.
Sharing the grounds with
these state buildings is the
Governor's Mansion, to some
extent styled after Marie Antoinette's villa, the Petit
Trianon.

Duncan Tavern in Paris. ooen
10-5 daily, is a museum of
early Kentucky ...furnishingsincluding items that belonged to
Isaac Shelby,the first governor,
and the Clays of Virginia and
Kentucky. Built in 1788, Duncan
Tavern is
on US-68, which
meets US-460 at Paris.
Stoner Creek Stud, east of
Paris, is a home of both
thoroughbred and trotter
champions. Also near Paris is
Claiborne Farm, where Bold
Ruler stood and where
Damascus is stabled.
North of Lexington at the 1-64
Junction, the traveler can again
head east, this time on the
Mountain Parkway, to Natural
Bridge State Resort Park at
Slade. Located in the Red River
Gorge of the Daniel Boone
National Forest, Natural
Bridge features complete
vacation facilities and offers
guests sights of massive sandstone arches, hollowed by
centuries of erosion. Natural
Bridge is well worth the 50-mile
drive from 1-75.
Today, all over the world,
Kentucky and horses are one
and the same, and Lexington is
the horse capital of America.

HE 5A10 HE ONLY READ5
MEDICAL JOURNAL5-

ALTHOUGH SOMETIMES THE
PICT1JRE5 UPSET HIM
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TODAY
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FOR TELLING ME
ABOUT IT

More than 300 horse farms
cover the Bluegrass landscape
around Lexington. Kentuckybred horses have won 75 of 98
Kentucky
Derbies,
and
although they constitute less
than one-fourth of the conti nen t's thoroughbreds
they win more than one-half the
important stake races in North
America.
Such names as Citation,
Whirlaway, Oil Capitol, Tom
Fool, Nashua and, of course,
Man 0"War, are spoken softly
and with reverence in
Lexington. Some horse farms in
the Lexington area are open to
the public, some aren't-seasonal conditions make all
the difference, so local inquiry
is the only answer. One sure
way to get inside the farms is by
Blue Grass Tours, which conducts tours of the horse farms
and historic Lexington spots
daily, leaving the chamber of
Commerce building at 1 p.m.
White Hall State Shrine, the
restored 19th-century home of
Kentucky's great abolitionist
Cassius Marcellus Clay, and
Fort Boonesborough State Park
are off 1-75 at the Us-227421
junction, 18 miles south of
Lexington. You turn west and in
less than a mile there is White
Hall; east six miles takes you to
Fort Boonesborough.
Authentic mountain music
lures travelers off 1-75 at Renfro
Valley. The Renfro Valley Barn
Dance breaks into a footstempin' musical show each
Saturday night that is not
encumbered with the commercialism that plagues other
country music establishments.
A museum of mountain lore,
and a country store complete
with cracker barrel, are
pleasant bonuses at Renfro

Valley. The Valley also has a
KOA campground, just off the
Mount-Vernon-Renfro
Valley
interchange.
William Whitley built what
was probably the first oval
race track in Kentucky, and the
first brick house, which is still
standing. Remains of the track
can be seen at William Whitley
House State Shrine on US-150, 18
miles from the Mount Vernon
interchange.
Levi Jackson Wilderness
Road State Park, six miles off I75 at London, houses a museum
complex that is a tribute to the
early settlers in the "land west
of the mountain." Complete
camping facilities are available
here along with a planned
recreation program. 1-75 forms
the
darn for Wood Creek
Reservior, north of London, that
offers good quiet fishing. This
section of 1-75 is nestled between two portions of the Daniel
Boone National Forest.
Kentucky's southern portion
of I-75 leads travelers to the
"land of the falls." From
Corbin, west on US-25W and Ky90, is Cumberland Falls State
Resort'Park, where the Cumberland River drops 67 feet into
a wooded gorge. The park is one
of Kentucky's quieter vacation
resorts; an enormous lounge in
DuPont Lodge is filled with easy
chairs facing an
immense
fireplace.
And east of 1-75, traveling 25
miles on US-25E and Ky459, is
Dr. Thomas Walker State
Shrine, with a reproduction of
the first log cabin any pioneer
built in Kentucky. It's a modest
monument to the man who was
Kentucky's first tourist-who
started the happy habit so many
people now have-sightseeing in
Kentucky.
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WASHINGTON - Single
women - those who have
never been to the altar - are
more aggressive when it
comes to choosing and making investments than divorced
or widowed women.
This was a key finding from
a recent survey of single
women who own mutual fund
shares.
The survey on "stocks and
the single girl" showed that
young single women tend to
concentrate their investments
in growth funds.
-In the mutual fund marketplace, the young single
women - 42 per cent of them
bought growth funds, compared to 22 per cent of the divorcees and 11 per cent of the
widows.' said Julius Jensen
III, chief executive officer of
Continental Investment
Corp,, which conducted the
'survey.
He added that income funds
attracted 64 per cent of the
widows, 41 per cent of the divorcees and 27 per cent of the
never-marrieds.
"Divorced women want
additional income mainly to
help support children," said
Jensen. "Widows prefer extra
income to supplement their
deceased husbands' pension
and Social Security benefits."
Systematic accumulation
plans showed up as most popular with the never-marrieds,
closely followed by divorced
women. The widows - 57 per
cent of them -- own plans
which pay out dividends as
added income.
The Boston-based investment firm made its survey
based on this sampling from
major U.S. urban areas•
I. One hundred sixty-seven
single girls - never married;
median age 23.7; 93 per cent
employed; four per cent had
dependents, mainly parents
or other relatives.
2. Two hundred forty-four
divorced women; median age
29.2; of these,81 per cent were
employed; 73 per .cent had dependents, usually small children.
3. One hundred thirty-nine
widows:. median age 61,4; of

these 34 per cent were working, mainly at part-time jobs;
31 per cent had dependents,
mostly teen-age children.
The survey showed that besides owning mutual funds,
many of the women owned
other equities. A large proportion of the widows held
stocks and bonds accumulated by their late husbands.
Savings accounts were reported by 44 per cent of the
never-marrieds,47 per cent of
the divorcees and 71 per cent
of the widows.
women
Never-married
showed strong loyalty to the
first mutual fund they had
purchased - over 70 per cent
of them still own shares in
their original fund. The rate
dropped to 34 per cent for divorcees and 27 per cent for.
widows.
.For the most part, the few
never-marrieds who left their
original fund did so to pay for
college tuition, to buy a new
car, or to take an expensive
vacation," said Jensen.
What happens when single
women cash in their mutual
fund shares'' Did they go on a
shopping spree for clothes?
Some apparently do. But
the survey showed that
among divorced women, 33
per cent reinvested capital
from redeemed fund shares in
other funds with slightly different investment objectives.
More than 11 per cent of the
widows reinvested redeemed
share capital in other funds
while another 26 per cent have
completed
accumulation
plans and are withdrawing
funds for supplementary family income.
"The never-marrieds
among the single' women
showed up in the survey as the
most aggressive by their preference for growth mutual
funds," said Jensen.
"But my analysis of the survey results also shows that all
women like to be smartly
dressed - financially."

LIINT-FONTANNE
Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontonne first appeared together
in "The Guardsmen" in New
York City

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

I,AKE PROPERTY: THREE BEDROOM year around
house,good well, easy access from Morgan Boat Dock Road,
on the lake near Cypress Creek.Check with us for the low off
season price.
2 - 100 ACRE TRACTS FIVE MILES east of New Concord
near the lake.
WE AISO HAVE SOME REAL GOOD BUYS IN LAKE
LOTS.

John C. Neubauer
Real Estate
208 South Fourth Street (Swann Building)
Murray, Kentucky Phone 753-0101
John C. Neubauer, Broker resi 753-7531,
Robert Rodgers, Salesman (res1 753-7116.

Help

Wanted
If you are interested in helping
lo help themselves to be
better people, I have an opportunity available to you.
This is a selling job, part time
or full time. Opportunity for
advancement.

Phone 354-8665
Lifestyle
Development
Programs

NEW THREE bedroom brick, on
150 x 200 lot, one mile southwest
of Coldwater on blacktop road.
Priced at $15,800 If interested
call 489-2110.
N8P

Real Estate ror Sale
34etIroorn Brick
Carpeted Living room,
-den, 2 baths, kitchen
with built-ins, carport,
utility room, outside
storage building. Air
Conditioned. On Covey
Drive,

Phone 753-8126

80 ACRE FARM Southwest of
\ Lynn Grove. Contact B. H. Giles,
•Route 2, Fulton, Ky.
NIX
NEEDED ONE salesman to work
Murray area. Company car PANORAMA
SHORES lots 242,
furnished for business and 243, 244, located
across street
pleasure. Group hospital and life from lake front,
One side of 243
insurance, retirement paid 100 and 244 border
government high
per cent by company. $8,000 to water mark.
Phone 436-2322. N1OC
$12,000 first year potential. Must
have previous sales experience
or sales aptitudeinterviews will 'BY OWNER; four bedroom
be held any day after 5:00 p.m. or ihome, with large den, large
on Saturday if necessary. Call private patio, large utility rpm,
Orkin in Paducah 442-8251 collect maple cabinets, dishwasher.
garbage disposal. Close to Carter
for appointment.
TFC
and Middle Schools. Priced to
." Bank toint avaNable_ta rightENGINEER.
INDUSTRIAL
light metal fabricator of con- person. Phone 753-1822 days, or
TFC
sumer products has immediate 753-6342 nights.
openings for experienced inAPPROXIMATELY 154 acres
dustrial engineers in plants
near Buchanan, Tenn. Priced at
located in Western Kentucky and
$75 per acre. If interested call
Western Tennessee. Applicants
489-2110.
N8P
should be experienced in time
layout
plant
control,
study, cost
FIVE ROOM house with bath, on
and
tooling. We offer an at- three acre lot near Olive in
tractive salary, benefits, plus Marshall County. Phone Fairgrowth potential leading to plant dealing 354-6665 or 354-8294. N9C
inanageent. Send complete
resume to P.O.. Box 32-B, 16
SPACE BOARD of health
Murray, Ky, 42071. Equal op- approved
trailer park. Two miles
portunity employer.
N11C east of
Murray. Good investments at $13,000. Phone 753OLAN MIIIS needs ladies to do 3648 or 753-6202.
N14C
survey work, by phone. Also lightl
delivery work. Apply in person to
WANT TO BUY
Mrs.
Higgins, Monday,
November 13 at 9:00 a.m., WANT TO BUY used trumpet.
Midtowner Motel.
NIIC Phone 753-8552 after 5:00 p.m. N9
WANTED:
COOKS
and
waitresses, full time. Apply in WANT TO BUY small used
person to Southside Restaurant, maple hutch. Phone 753-3992 after
N9c 6:00p.tn. r
N9(I'
South 12th Street.
WANT TO BUY good used house

COOKING trailer,8' or 10' by 30' or 35'. All

electric. Phone 436-2167 after 400
N9P

IS FUN P.m

••

afilDwhisioNg

AFTERNOON COFFEE
Praline Cake
Coffee
PRALINE CAKE
This old-time dessert is
worth reviving
White or yellow cake batter
from scratch or a cake mix
1/3 cup butter. melted
1/2 cup firmly packed light or
dark brown sugar
1/4 cup light crear•
1/2 teaspoon vanilla
1 cup flaked coconut '
Ise cake batter suitable for a
square cake pan t9 by 9 by 2
inches) and bake it in that pan
While rake is baking mix together the remaining ingredients When cake has finished
baking remove it from the oven
and with a small metal spatula
spread the coconut mixture, a
little at a time, over the top of
the hot cake Return to a 375degree oven and bake tool topping is golden brown JO minutes Serve warm or cold, cutting cake in pan and removing
with the spatula

753-191

•-4
•

GROCERY AND FIVE BEDROOM brick house on one acre
lot on Ky. 94 west of Murray. Large concrete block building
now being used as a grocery could be used as a cleanup shop.
Price includes grocery stock. Reasonably priced.

HELP WANTED

Call

753-1916

•7"
•
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WANT TO BUY old furniture,
attic junk, or anything of value
Phone 436-2135.
Novetnber21C

kfitiqui, Clocks
We buy and sell old clocks.
cases, works and parts.
Over 150 in stock. We
repair clocks. J & B Music
Center. 753-7575.
WANT TO BUY good used maple
twin size bed, night stand, chest
and desk. Phone 753-7546. N1OP
WANT TO BUY rails to build rail
fence. Would take used rails.
Plaine Charles Ryan 7536453
N1OC
HELP WANTED

WANTED
GRILL COOK
Apply In Person to
GRECIAN STEAK HOUSE

AUCTION SA
Auction
Sale
November 11, ten
Liston Norsworthy
north off Highway 97,
southeast of Sedall
will be a large sale of
antique furniture,
and collector's items
shop equipment. Th
nice six foot glass
showcase, old see
eight day mantel cl
picture frames and
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AUCTION SALE

R SALE

Auction
Sale
Saturday,
November 11, ten a.m. at the
Liston Norsworthy farm, turn
north off Highway 97, three miles
southeast of Sedalia, Ky. This
will be a large sale of modern and
antique furniture, glass, china,
and collector's items, also lots of
shop equipment. There will be a
nice six foot glass and China
showcase, old secretary desk,
eight day mantel clock, nice old
picture frames and trunks, fancy
sleigh bed and Matching dresser,
over 200 years old, little pie safe,
extra fancy oak buffet, coffee
mill, metal wardrobe, end and
coffee tables, like new maple
dining table and chairs with large
hutch, there will be an extra
special 12 gauge double barrel
antique gun, there will also be
lots of heaters, fans, and modern
furniture. I will not attempt to list
and describe all of the glass and
china as there is several hundred
pieces of it.
SHOP EQUIPMENT: Lincoln
electric welder and accessories,
large vice, skill saw, drill press,
anvils, tool boxes, chains, and
lots of small tools.
Sale oonducted , by Otto
Chester's Auction Service. For
Information call 435-4042. Otto
Chester, auctioneer, Dan Miller,
apprentice.. "It pays to sell the
Chester
- next
week's paper for a big household
and real estate auction east of
Murray.
N1OP
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

AFRICAN GEESE, ducks,
chickens, bantams, pigeons.
Large selection. Fancy and old
Hubert
favorites.
Phone
Alexander 328-8563.
N9P

From 1 Week to Weaning Age
For Further Information ...

After 5:00 p.m.

LOST & FOUND
LOST OR strayed Irish Setter
female, Friday, area of Cobb's
Resort. Call 436-5665.
N9C
PEST CONTROL
AVERAGE HOME sprayed for
$15.00. Six month guarantee. No
monthly contract required.
Superior Exterminating Company, phone 7537266.
December5C
MUSIC

Pianos -Organs
See why more people buy
Wurlitzer , than any other
piano. Sales-Service -Rental
purchase Practice piano and
studios. J11.13 Music Center.
Murray, Ky. 753-7575.

Music Lessons
Professional teachers of
Piano,- organ, voice, guitar,
accordion, drums and band
instruments. J & B Music
Center, Murray, Ky. 7537575.

FOR RENT

SCHULT MOBILE home, fully
furnished, with washer, dryer
and air conditioner. Located in
Fox Meadows. Phone 753-4001
after 6:00 p.m.
N9C

HOLSTEIN CALVES
- BULLS or HEIFERS
Phone 489-2161

FOR RENT

Another View.

COMPONENT
COMPLETE
stereo system. Pioneer SX-990
AM-FM receiver, AKAI x 2001)
auto-rev
tape deck, Garrard
MASSEY FERGUSON number
turntable, 2 Pioneer CS-88A
410 combine, used 2 teasons. Has
BX-300
quick attach header, reel lift, speakers, 2 coral
3302 8
number
Pioneer
speakers,
P.U. reel chopper, cab, header
track player and recorder,
control. $5450.00. Farmall M with
Pioneer SE-50 head phones, plus
power steering, 2 row mounted
50
4 track reel tapes. All in excorn picker, both for $750.00.
condition. 753-0727.
N9C
Bearcat grinder mixer with cellent
magnet and feed table, $950.00.
SPECIAL
AC model 72 combine, used very
Hot roast beef sandwich
little. In like new condition,
with whipped potatoes and
$750.00. Phone 1-901-932-2151. N9C
beef gravy. 99 cents.
Here or Go. A
SERVICES OFFERED
Inn
7534953

1

It -8
T./hitU 11, PNi

00 -A.,
104. bbserbyel
0 1172 by Urweld feat. 0.0000,

"VETOES OR NO VETOES, THERE'S NEVER
60IN6 TO BE 1316 GUTS W4 SPENDING AS
LONG AS THERE 15 A oussie 013ERHOLTZ,"

JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and TWO MAPLE twin beds with
carpentry. Phone 75315807 days or mattresses and springs. Phone
N1OC
TFC 489-2101 after 6:00 p.m.
753-7625 nights.
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
WpsoiL Phone Plarclip, 3544138,
or 354-8161 after 5:00 p.m. -TFC

GARAGE SALE, Friday and
Saturday, 712 Elm Street. Old
beds, dressers, household items,
glassware,- toys, v.19thing and.
antiques.
N1OP

HAULING DONE anytime.
Garbage in county. Will haul
NINE WEANING pigs for sale.
bundled newspapers from your
Phone 753-3629.
NIOC
home. J.D. Pace. Phone 7537450.
N14C
GENERAL ELECTRIC TV.,
$25.00. Couch and chair, $15.00
SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back Two radios, one Philco cabinet
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp model and one small model.
753-5933.
..
TFC Portable sewing machine. Phone
753-2588.
N1OC
PIANO
TUNING-Repairrebuilding. Prompt expert service. 15 years experience. Rebuilt CREOSOTED POLES and penta
pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer, treated lumber. Also styrofoain
Murray, Kentucky. Phone 753- logs for dock flotation. Murray
Lumber Company, 104 Maple
8911.
November21C
Street.
N8C

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

TUXEDO RENTAL

* NEW SHIPMENT *
LEATHER KNIT
7 Colors To Choose From
-Water repellent
-Suitable for Coats-Skirts-Slacks-Mens wear
See Our Line Of Velvets & ('rushed Velvets

NESBITT FABRIC SHOP

STYLES-PANTS
-.•••

(including Flares and Regulars)

11 STYLES COATS
6 DIFFERENT COLOR SHIRTS
450 COATS IN STOCK

AUCTION SALES, Saturday,
November 11, 10:00 a.m. at Mrs.
4 Mlles South of Murray on Hwy. 641
Bill Bucy home. Follow signs
492-8 2 1 1
from Highway 121 below new
NOTICE
Concord at Mt. Carmel Church.
Mrs. Huey is moving into a trailer
LARGEST VARIETY of pistols 7 WEEK OLD weaning pigs, full
and will sell refrigerator, stove,
If You
in Kentucky. No increase in blooded Yorkshire stock, $20.00
wood heater, bedroom suite,
prices. Country Boy Stores, each. Phone 753-3068 after 4:00
breakfast set, kitchen cabinet,
NIOC
Army Surplus, 9 miles from p.m.
oak bedstead, chifferobe, battery
Hopkinsville,
Junction
Kentucky
Phone.radio, chairs and rockers, lawn
117 and 164. Open Sunday until 8'x27' TRAILER frame with new
set, picture window table, other
4:00p.m.
N1OC tongue in groove decking, dual
tables, wash and dinner kettles,
axles and electric brakes.
Before 5:00 p.m.
lantern, brass knob harness, cot,
Reasonable. Phone 436-2145. NIOC
Or
feather beds, wheelbarrow, all
USED BALDWIN Spinet piano.
horse drawn farming equipUsed Baldwin organ. Used CARPORT SALE, Friday and
'PIANO TUNING. Registered
ment, hand tools, "quilting
Craftsman P.T.G. Phone JeLry LOFTY pile, free front soil is the Baldwin grand piano. Conardix, Saturday only. Smith Corona
frames, glassware, miscellanBetween 6:00 p.m. Cain collect) Paducah 554carpet cleaned with Blue Lustre. Piano Company, across from office typewriter, 11" Admiral
eous old homstead items, jugs
Rent electric shampooer $1. Big Post Office, Paris, Tenn.
For Any Occasion
N1OC portable. TV, 10'x7' metal
7:00 p.m. In The 4636.
Decemberl2C
and etc.
building, homemade camper,
K, Belaire Shopping Center.N11C
Evening
At 2:00 another sale at 427
Complete Accessories
BAI,DWIN PIANOS and organs. small trailer for garden tractor,
GENERAL HOUSE wiring. BELTONE FACTORY fresh
If you know your route
South EIth Street, at Bill Cain
Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo fiberglass topper for long wheel
Installation or rework. No job too hearing aid batteries for all make
boy's number, please call
- One Hour Service home. Will sellriewPerfection oil
Piano Company, across from base truck, small camping bottle
him first. -if you get no
bittsc too spall.40.11for gairria_te_b•Aring aids_ Wallis
stove, used 2- Weeks, kitthen
.
Drugs. N8C Post Office, Paris, Tenn. . 1$10C gas stove, with regulator and gas
436-2159, Jim.
results then can John
Novernbtf 271"
cabinets, refrigerator, chifPhone 753-3242 214 Na 15th Street
piimp.,,C6..ssette. tape player,
Pasco , Jr. at the above
ferobe, dining table, odd chairs,
, with rack to
SLEEPING . PBOBLEM? WOODEN CAMPER for 8 bed transistor car radioFOREIGN FEMALE lady needs
number during the hours
2 size bed, buffet, old
spool bed,
Restless? Get Snoozer Tablets for pickup, $50.00. Potty chair, play in or out of car, several car
job. Phone 767-4744.
N9C a safe
listed
pie safe or 2, quilt box, red and
night's sleep. Only 98 cents spring And frame rocking horse, radios, brand new air cooled 5 THREE BEDROOM brick house, EXTRA NICE trailer on large
green glassware, other old
Holland Drug Store, 109 South $7.00. car seat, $5.00. Phone 753- H.P. motor, army blankets and newly decorated. Storage space, lot, 12'x60', with side extension.
space for washer and dryer. Water furnished. Phone 753pieces, old dolls, picture frames
4th.
NBC 4783.
'SMALL WORLD ELECTRONICS
NIOC other items too numerous to
vases, figurines, radio, record WEIGHT WATCHERS: Walk
NBC
mention. All items sold on make $125.00 per month. Phone 436- 0197.
307 N. 4th 753-60V1
N14C
players, what nots. Any amount Right In-What Have You Got To
RADIO,
offer basis. Phone 436-2145 for 5580.
1970
500.
KAWASAKI
Phone
753APPLIANCE
of old pieces bought at other Lose? Class every -Monday at
SMALLTELEVISION'
UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom
NIOC
8550.
TFC 18' TURBOCRAFT jet boat and directions.
SALES 8. SERVICE
auctions. Army saddle. Above 7:30 p.m., Murray Gleason Hall, t SPECIALIZING
trailer. Been used 20 hours.
IN CB 8 CAR
NEW THREE bedroom brick house, electric heat, hook up for
sales will be under shelter •
401 N. 12th.
,
M=
,
..........,....w.........A NICE FOX Trotting mare, gentle Original
112
1TC 01+2
price $6800.00. Will sell REGISTERED BLACK angus apartment, carpet, central heat washer and dryer. One child
to ride, 3 years old. Phone days for price. Phone 436-2427. NI4C bull, 2'2 years old. Phone 492accepted. Phone 753-7486, or see
and air, range, disposal, washer
Another strictly antique sale,
753-7100
or
after
at
6:00
1616 Loch Lomond,
p.m.
753NBC
N1OC
8484.
TAYLOR
SEED Co. is open for
and dryer hook up, large lot.
Saturday, November 18, 10-00
NBC
custom cleaning of Lespedeza 8257.
$150.00. Phone 753-7550.
TFC
a.m. Union Hall, Calvert City,
THREE ROOM furnished house
MODEL
seed. P.O. Box 657. Phone 753FOUR
Spanish DISCONTINUED
PIECE
Ky, Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Colson
AKC REGISTERED golden Mediterranean bedroom suite, Singer Zig Zag sewing machine in
5742.
N8C
12'x50' TRAILER,electric heat, 3 on Old Benton Road. Electric
will sell several suits of walnut
retriever, 3 years old, female, with queen size bed, mattress and walnut console.
Specially miles from Murray. Phone 753- heat, air conditioned, antenna,
furniture and marble top pieces
reduced.to $78.88. Only I left to 7856 or 753-6231.
couple
Single or Married
I AM now available for leaf spayed. Obedience trained. springs included. Phone 753NIOC garage. .Married
from their home. ( replaced by
preferred. No pets. Phone 753raking. Phone Rube Nichols, 753- Excellent for farm family. Phone 9280.
N14C sell. See at Murray Sewing
some special pieces bought
MALES
753-4907.
NBC
Center, Belaire Shopping CenNBC
8630.
FURNISHED THREE bedroom 6632.
N1ONC
recently, plus hundreds of pieces
16-24
YRS.
N1OC home, 10 miles South of Murray.
ter.
of best furniture and glassware
NEW
144 Piece set of bronKELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
* LOW RATES
references. Phone THREE BEDROOM house.
Roll top desk, pie safe, corner
zeware. Purchased in Thailand. 197,2 WINCHESTER two bedroom Must furnish
Control,
phone
753-3914,
100
South
1-901-247-5353 for Couple preferred. Nice neigh- •
Tenn,,
Puryear,
cupboard, clocks, phone, cast
(Budget Terms)
Teakwood handles and case. mobile home, 1'2 baths, raised
13th
Street,
"Every
day
you
appointment.
N14P borhood. No pets. Phone 753iron, organ, dinner bells, wash
Phone 753-1568.
N1OC kitchen. Take over payments,
6388.
ior Furtherinformation delay lets bugs have their
TFC
stand, china cabinet and any
About
Our
collect Roy Taylor
Phone
$107.62.
way."
TFC
arnqpnl of items. Will have seais
ONE UNREGISTERED half 502-838-6635.
CALL 753-1 222
N21C BEAUTIFUL APARTMENT, HORSE TRAILERS for rent and
and eats. Come early'. Look thiS
Aluminum Plates Arabian mare, for pleasure or
unfurnished. 2 bedrooms, living sale at 641 Super Shell, Murray,
good list over. No bids rejected.
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
brood. One,saddle horse brood ONE YEAR old 12.x60 rihobile room, kitchen, utility, bath. Kentucky. Phone Max at 753Everything sells. Not responsible
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
mare. One 2 year old saddle horse home. Completely set up, un- Carpeted, air-cols:Mate& dish- 9131..
1TC
for accidents.
each
pony. Phone 753-2672 after 6:00 derpenned and with central air. washer, refrigerator, stove.
AUTOS FOR SALE
Thanksgiving
special.,
p.m., ask for Marie.
NIOC On one acre of land with new garbage disposal. Phone 753-4974 FURNISHED TRAILER or 2
505 Maw
November 23, 24, and 25, 10:00
The
Ledger
garage. About six notes east of or 753-3865.
NBC bedroom apartment, one mile
&
Times
1967
VOLKSWAGEN
Bug.
a.m., under big tent, 18th and
MATCHING HOTPOINT washer Murray. ee Louis Owens or
east of Murray on Hwy.
Private
owner.
Top
running
Broadway, Mayfield, Ky. Each
and dryer, living room suite. All call 436-2401. 103 N. 4th Street
N1OP
Phone 753-9957.
condition. Interior and body like
N14C
day, will sell some of the best
in
Our "Speed Feedin"
good condition. Phone Stan
FURNISHED THREE bedroom
new. Have need for a larger car.
Murray,
Ky.
furniture. One . or two china
Cafeteria line
Usher 489-2588.
NIOC HALF COLLIE-half German home. 10 miles South of Murray. EXTRA NICE four bedroom
Phone 753-8892 after 5:00 p.m.,
cabinets, 2 or 3 clocks, gun, few
Phone 753-1916
Feeds you fine
Shepherd, 6 weeks old, Phone Call Puryear, 1-901-247-5353 for house. Carpeted, gas heat, large
ask for Ken.
N1OP
hundred pieces of the best glass
In a lot less time.
NIOC appointment. Must furnish rooms ,and plenty of storage.
1969 FORTY-TWO foot house Mayfiek1247-2636.
and china and items on request it
REDUCE' SAFE and fast with
references.
N8P Phone 753-5074.
1962
BUICK
Special,
TFC
6
cylinder,
boat,
twin
185
h.p.
engine,
6.5
KW
TRIANGLE INN
'possible,such as organ and single
GoBese Tablets and E-Vap power
USED TRAILERS, electric
straight
shift,
runs.
$125.00
or
plant Heat and air, depth
pieces we can't sell each day.
-water pills" Holland Drug
motors, refrigerators, washing
TWO BEDROOM trailer. 10'x42',
finder and other extras. Winter
'Reason for sale, the large home CARPET SALE, all of Novem- best offer. Phone 753-5750. N10C Store, 109
South 4th.
NBC price $16,000. Phone 753-3648 or machine, electric roaster, pedal 'iWO BEDROOM furnished or extra nice. Near University.
and storage places is sold and ber. Hughes Paint Store, 401
sewing machine, chain hoist, unfurnished apartment, central Phone 753-3895 or
753-6202.
753-3482. N10C
N13C
Must va.-ate. This is a 10 year Maple Street, Murray.
electric drills, and saws, electric heat and air. Good location
N16C 1969 CHEVROLET Impala
'collection never offered for sale
concrete drill, all types of Available October I. Phone 753- FURNISHED
Custom Coupe,two door hardtop, 10 GALLON and 5 gallon
APARTMENT.
by Mrs. Tucker and her shop is
white with blue top. Power aquarium, with stand. Fully
electric switch boxes. You name 4331.
TFC two bedrooms, living room and
Tossed Combinat.on
not included in this sale. I have
NBC
it, we might have it. Shown after
steering and brakes, air con- equipped. Phone 753-8260.
alad with -rho.ce of
kitchen newly painted and carnever seen such a sale, no junk,
h me made
dressings,
ditioning, AM-FM factory stereo.
4:30 p.m. each evening, Dill
FURNISHED APARTMENT, peted. Inquire at Kelly's Pest
Baked Potato or French
no buy bidding. Prices given at
Phone 753-7242.
N9P CUTE,CURLY and loveable AKElectric located Murray Drive In wall to wall carpeting, heat,
Fr,es
air Control, . located 100 South 13th
intervals during the three day
$1.79 Mon
Tues., Wed
Theatre Entrance.
N9C. conditioned utilities furnished Street.
old.
weeks
Poodle
puppies,
C
7
NIOC
sale and Saturday night, if not
TRIANGLE INN
One block from'
-'University
sold before.
1967 BUICK RIVIERA Grand Phone 753-5984 or see at 1408
CRAIG FLOOR mount stereo campus.
N9P
Couples only, no pets. THREE BEDROOM house.
Douglas Shoemaker, Associate
Sport, -all power, gold with black Poplar.
RCA HOME entertainment tape player,2 Craig speakers and May be seen at 1641 Miller. TFC Double carport, electric heat,
Auction
Shoemaker
andvinyl top. Phone 753-8455 or 753center, includes color TN., 5 tapes. One month old. Priced
and fireplace. In Blood River
Livestock Company, in charge of
6881.
NBC
FOR RENT OR LEASE
SET OF chrome reverse wheels stereo, FM-AM radio, 8 track reasonable. Phone 753-8934 after
area. Phone 436-2427.
NBC
above sales. A special invitation
N13C EXTRA NICE trailer, carpeted,
tape player, in walnut Italian 4:00p.m.
to attend these sales.
N1OC
1967
KARMAN
GHIA with caps and chrome lug nuts for
color TV,air conditioned, electric HOUSE TRAILER on Ky. lake.
S.RACIOVIS
12'x70'
three Volkswagen, $400.00. Phone 436- a Chevrolet. Phone 753-7785. NBC Provincial, $350.00. Phone 753NIOC MAGNAVOX SOLID state AM- beat. $100.00' per month, deposit Two bedroom with electric heat.
5762.
bedroom, 1,, bath trailer on 2322.
NBC
FM radio-record player complex required. Phone 753-7358.
TFC 60's12'. $60.00 a month. Phone
) FOR SALE OR RENT
private lots. Available after
piece
THREE
ANTIQUE
with Pioneer speakers. Phone
v136-2427.
DecEmber 25. $130.00 plus
NBC
THREE MILK goats. Phone 753- bedroom
- TWO BEDROOM furnishedIncludes
suit.
NBC
N9P wash stand, dresser-both marble 7584455.
FURNISHED HOUSE for college
mobile home, large. $69.00 per utilities. Approxithatery Di miles 1964 CHEVROLET Impala SS 321 7948.
girls, one block from University. PRIVATE 8'x50', two bedroom month, or sell for $1895.00. Phone east of Murray. Phone 753-5514 automatic. Two new tires. Extops, beautiful carved bed. Ex- TWO
HOUSE trailer axles and
FULL SIZE brass bed. Phone 753- cellent condition. Phone 753-8'182
7A5r3.4
.ai9
lIb
tle November 1. Phone 'trailer, $4f1.00 per month. Phone
'7'63-8333 after 5:00 p.m., or 753- after 3:30 p.m. or 753-0464 after cellent condition. Phone153NIOC,
NSF after 3:00 for appointment. NlIC wheels and tires. Phone 753N1ONC 8058.
TFC 482595.
7671 anytime.
NBC 9:00 a.m.for appointment. N9P 2956.
4418.
NBC

753-8126
HM Southwest of
ontact B. H. Giles,
.Ky.
NI1C

Miss Your Paper

SHORES lots 242,
ted across street
t. One side of 243
government high
hone 436-2322. N10C

753-1916

I

-shop

753-7278

; four bedroom
large den, large
large utility rpoin,
ets, dishwasher.
tsal. Close to Carter
Schools. Priced to
avaSlable_ta righte 753-1822 days, or
TFC
TELY 154 acres
n, Tenn. Priced at
If interested call
N8P
house with bath, on
lot near Olive in
ounty. Phone Fairor 354-8294. N9C
BOARD of health
ailer park. Two miles
Murray. Good inat $13,000. Phone 753202.
Isil4C

AUTO
INSURANCE

NT TO BUY
BUY used trumpet
2 after 5:00p.m. NS

CALL

0 BUY small used
h Phone 753-3992 after
N9C

Doug Willoughby
Insurance

BUY good used house
or 10' by 30' or 35'. All
hone 436-2167 after 4:00
N9P
BUY old furniture.
, or anything of value
November21C
2135.

?Nu* Clocks
v and sell old clocks,
, works and parts.
150 in stock. We
clocks. J & B Music
. 753-7575.
BUY good used maple
e bed, night stand, chest
k. Phone 753-7546. NIOP
0 BUY rails to build rail
Would take used rails.
Itarles Ryan 753NIOC

HELP WANTED

WANTED
aRILL COOK
ly In Person to
ECIAN STEAK HOUSE

110-111.4•••-4•411.0411•11110.118.11110-%

-- NO WAITING -Take Home Immediately
ALSO BOOTS & SHOES IN STOCK
the
college

25e

IL
a.
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Five Dead, Six Missing
In Ship-Bridge Collision
BRUNSWICK, Ga. (AP) George Kutchar,a 19-year-old
An estimated 10-12 vehicles shrimp boat worker, was
plunged 80 feet into the deep among those called out for reswaters of the Brunswick River cue duty.
after a loaded freighter sliced
Suddenly, he said, "we saw
into a drawbridge. At least five several people floating in the
persons died and six are miss- water. We pulled up those we
ing.
could. I pulled up this woman
Two children were among the
- her face was down - and
dead, another was missing.
when I got her in the boat ...
The refrigerator ship African it was my grandmother!
Neptune missed the raised
"I didn't even know she was
drawspan of the mile-long Sid- there."
ney Lamer bridge Tuesday
But that was only the first
night as it headed out of port
shock for Kutchar. He later
on a swift outbound tide.
The crash downed two spans learned that his grandmother
on the south end of the graceful - Mrs. Delia Johns of Way.16-year-old bridge and badly cross - had been in an audamaged the prow of the tomobile loaded with other relatives.
freighter.
Shown here are just a few of the many items to be sold at the bazaar of the Creative Arts DepartHe identified the body of a 2The ship's crew apparently
ment of the Murray Woman's Club to be held at Littleton's on Thursday and Friday, November 9, and
nephew, Arthur Johns.
year-old
tried to avert the collision by
10, during the regular store hours. Funds from the sale of the special items created by members of
dropping anchor, but the an- An uncle, Kelly Johns of Waythe department will be used for the scholarship awards given each year by the department to
chor did not hold. A crew mem- cross, was missing along with
deserving students interested in the creative arts.
ber later told the U.S. Coast 3-year-old Kelly Jr.
Guard there was a steering
failure as the 572-foot ship
ounty Vote... (Captinued from Page 1)
headed through the drawspan.
Roscoe Tanner, drawspan opKatterjohn 114: Muhlenberg:' vived Nixon's sweep with inerator, said the freighter
Stubblefield 4,595, Banken, creased ranks stands ready to
missed by several hundred
challenge many of the Presi3,738, Katterjotui 12.
yards and "went
plumb
dent's programs as it .has over
through" the bridge's south
the four years of his first term.
...By CARL P. LEUBSDORF
side.
WASHINGTON ( AP) - The
Mrs. Josie Darnell of
Though Nixon's victory was
AP Political Writer
"It was pitch black," said D. Democrats increased their maMayfield
Route
Seven,
Cold'President Nixon has soared never in doubt from the first
J. Moore, a'mechanical mainte-- jority of the-nation's governorhis greatest
to
personal trickle of Votes early Tuesday water community, succumbed nance engineer.
ships by one, but lost Missouri
Tuesday
at
10:20
p.m.
at
the
evening, the quick Democratic
tritinattb,-but his. laneslide
Darkness hampered initial to a Republican for 'the first
election confronts him with at capture of-a iCentricky-. Senate Murray-Calloway County rescue efforts,
but helicopters time. since 1940 and saw a
least two more years of divided seat held by a retiring Republi- Hospital. She was 91 years of and divers
were
called into
Democratic Rockefeller go
age.
government as Democrats kept can showed that split tickets
The deceased was a member help local rescue units. Offi- down to defeat.
firmly in command of Con- had been cast in many states.
cials said 10 or 11 cars and one
John D. Rockefeller IV, nephThough Nixon's coattails of the Coldwatr Church of
gress.
trailer-tractor-rig went into the ew of New York's Republican
Christ.
Her
husband,
G.T.
Nixon swept the nation from clearly helped some Republiriver.
governor and son-in-law of Ilcoast to coast Tuesday in one cans, Democratic challengers Darnell, died in 1948. Born
linois' Republican senator, lost
January
23,
1881,
in
Calloway
withstood
the
GOP.presidential
of history's most massive victo Gov. Arch Moore in West
tories. He captured 49 of the 50 tide to knock off at least four County, she was the daughter of
Virginia. Moore was one of sevstates and approached the high- veteran Republican senators-- the late Bryant Jones and
en governors to win re-election.
Jones.
Margaret
Doran
Gordon
Allott
of Colorado, Jack
est popular-vote percentage of
Two didn't make it.
Survivors
are
three
Miller of Iowa, J. Caleb Boggs
any American president.
One of those who lost was IlThe President's 521-17 elec- of Delaware and the venerable daughters, Mrs. Ola Brown of
linois'
Republican Gov. Richard
Mayfield
Route
Seven,
Mrs.
Ola
Margaret
Chase Smith of
toral-vote majority over DemoB. Ogilvie, who stayed neckcratic challenger George Maine, beaten at age 74, by Smith and Mrs. Estelle Bazzell,
and-neck with Democrat Daniel
McGovern rivaled Franklin D. Democratic Rep. William Hath- both of Farmington Route One;
Walker through the early hours
seven
sons,
Tommie,
Herman,
away.
Roosevelt's 1936 victory of 523
BRUNSWICK, Ga. (AP) - today, long after it was known
In the House, meanwhile, the Hess and Stanley Darnell, all of
to 8. McGovern won only MasThe following is a list of dead, President Nixon had carried
sachusetts and the District of Republican gain in the early- Farmington Route One, Cody injured and missing
in the ship- every state but Massachusetts
Darnell
,of
Mayfield
Route
morning
hours stood at a mere
Columbia in his party's worst
bridge collision Tuesday night.
and the District of Columbia.
nine seats, far short of the 41- Seven, James Herbert Darnell
presidential showing.
Treated at Glynn-Brunswick
Walker finally won by a slim
of
I,eavittsburg
,
Ohio,
ark,
seat
pickup
needed
to
give
the
And Nixon's 61 per cent of
Memorial Hospital and re- edge.
Homer
Darnell
of
Lincoln
GOP
control.
the vote was close to the preleased:
The other losing incumbent
Democrats were or‘their way Park, Mich.; two sisters, Mrs.
vious record, the 61.1 per cent
Doris Smith, Brunswick, Ga.; was Delaware's Republican
attained by Democrat Lyndon to a possible increase in their Susie Marine of Fern Terrace William Smith,
Brunswick, Ga. Gov. Russell W. Peterson, who
margin of governorships, which Lodge and Mrs. Gracie Jordon
B. Johnson eight years ago.
Admitted
to
Glynn-Brunswi
ck lost to a conservative Demoof
Farmington
Route One.
But DAnocrats, ousting four stood at 30 to 20 before the
crat, Sherman W. Tribbitt.
Mrs. Darnell is also survived Memorial Hospital:
veteran Republican senators. election.
Brenda Whalen, 23, Erlanger,
Vermont's and North Caby
twenty-one
grandchildren
;
But
a potential Democratic
actually gained two seats for a
Ky.; Mrs. Lynne : Rooks, 24, roina's to state Office_ also
probable 57-43 margin in the star fell in West Virginia where forty-one great grandchildren; Brooksville,
Fla.; Betty Johns changed parties---Vermont gonew Congress. They lost only a Republican Gov. Arch A. Moore sixteen great great grand- r age unavailable),
Waycross, ing Democrat, North Carolina
children.
Jr.
won
re-election over John
handful of House seats and
Funeral services will be held Ga.; Karen White, 26, Florence, Republican.
gained a net of one governor- D. "Jay" Rockefeller IV.
Ky.; Mrs. Mary Donal, 21, RosTexas' governorship was still
IP state after state, Nixon Thursday at 1:30 p.m. at the
ship when Daniel Walker finallyn Pa.; Albert Donal, 36, Ros- in doubt, although Democrat
Coldwater
Church
of
piled.
Christ
up overwhelming majorwith
ly edged GOP incumbent Richlyn Pa.; Bunny Vison, 41, Sa- Dolph Briscoe held a commandities. Few were even close, Bro. John Hoover and Bro.
ard Ogilvie in Illinois.
vannah, Ga.
ing lead over Republican Henry
Ralph
Reaves
officiating.
Rhode
Island,
which
swamped
-This is a personal triumph
Dead:
Grover. If Briscoe's margin
Interment
will
be
in the
for Mr. Nixon-and not a party Nixon 2 to 1 in 1968, gave him a
James Robinson, 58, Jackson- holds, the Democrats would be
triumph," said Republican Na- 24,000-vote lead this time. Coldwater Cemetery with the ville,
Fla.; Mrs. Bunny Vinson, in 31 governors mansions, the
tional Chairman Robert J. McGovern's South Dakota gave arrangements by the Blalock- age
unavailable), Savannah, Republicans in 19. Ten DemoColeman
Funeral
Home
where
Nixon 55 per cent of the vote.
Dole.
Ga.; Arthur Jones, 2, Waycross cratic governorships and 8 ReIn the big industrial states of friends may call.
With 88 per cent of the naGa.; Mrs. Delia Johns, ( Age
publican were involved in
tion's precincts counted, the the Northeast and Midwest,
unknown),,Waycross, Ga.; Vin- Tuesday's election.
McGovern's main hopes for an
popular vote stood:
son child first name and age
Republicans retained the top
Nixon 41,537,296, or 61 per upset and his favorite camunavaliable.
office in Indiana; Iowa,
state
paign
area
in
his
200,000-mile
cent.
(Continued from Page 1)
Missing:
New Hampshire, Washington
McGovern 25,506,308, or 38 presidential journey, Nixon the past two
Charles Rooks, Brooksville, and West Virginia.
years. a Assistant
piled up massive majorities.
per cent.
Innkeeper.
Fla; Kelly Johns, Waycross,
Arkansas Gov. Dale Bumpers
Pennsylvania,
which supThough totals were inRussell received his Bachelor Ga; Kelly Johns, Jr., 3, Way- led Democrats by winning his
complete, the vote appeared to ported Hubert H. Humphrey in of Arts degree
from Murray cross, Ga.; Dr. Pinkham (first
re-election contest with about
have fallen well short of the 80 1968, went to Nixon by more State University
in 1970, where name and age unavilable). One 80 per cent of the vote. Another
million to 85 million predicted than 800,000 votes, while New he
served as Student Govern- unidentified male and one un- Democrat, George Docking, alfor the first presidential elec- York, in which the President ment President
and member of identified female.
ready the longest occupant of
tion open to 18-year-olds. A pro- had twice been defeated, fell to the Board
of Regents. Presently
Kansas` -governor's mansion,
him
by
more
than one million he is
jection by the National Broadcompleting requirements
Won a fourth two-year term.
casting Co. put it at barely one votes.
for the Master of Arts degree in
_
Walker, Illinois' new govermillion more than the 73 milAnd Nixon beeline-The-first Journalisnr. He holds the rank
beat a candidate endorsed
nor,
lion who voted in 1968.
Republican ever to sweep the of Second Lieutenant in the
by Chicago Mayor Richard Da(ConUnued from Page 1)
As mounting returns pro- once solidly Democratic South.
United States Army Reserve.
ley in the primary and walked
claimed he had won overTo fulfill the standards President Harold Hurt to assist 1,197 miles through the state
Massive
defections
in
normalwhelmingly what both conrequired by Holiday Inns, Inc., with the project: Special Ac- clad in denims and a red farmtenders had termed "the con- ly Democratic areas combined
with
heavier-than-usual
major- Mr. Russell plans to attend a tivities, A.W. Simmons, Jr., er's neckerchief. Ogilvie pushed
test of the century,- Nixon told
ities
in
strongholds
GOP
to
give three week Innkeepers Training chairman; Prizes, Tommy a state income tax through in
the nation by television from
Alexander,
chairman; 1969 but said he thought the voprogram in January at Holiday
Nixon
often
totals
beyond
those
his White House office that now
publicity,
Marshall
P. Jones, ters had forgiven him.
Inn
University
in
Memphis.
captured
by
the late Dwight D.
"it is time to get on with the
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. chairman; Glenn Wooden,
Eisenhower
Walker criticized Ogilvie's
in
1952
and
1956.
great tasks that lie before us."
Eugene Russell of Murray, merchants liaison committee; "political hypocrisy in saying
Then, he drove with Mrs.
And the President proclaimed Route 5.
Macon Blankenship, auction 'we didn't need a state
income
Nixon to a downtown Washing- at his victory celebration that
committee; Ed Chrisman, tax and then putting one
ton hotel. Joined by victorious -we have accomplished what
concessions; and Steve Yar- through the legislature," while
Republican running-mate Spiro seemed to be impossible. We
brough, cleanup.
Ogilvie said voters understood
T. Agnew, he appeared before not only won a majority of the
need for the tax.
the
The
finance
committee
is
a crowd chanting the Republi: votes of Americans but we won
Democrats also retained govcomposed of President Hurt,
can campaign slogan of "four a majority of the votes of
Federal State Market News
Secretary Ted Billington, and ernorships of Montana, North
more
years" to express young Americans."
Service November 8, 1972
Dakota, Rhode Island, South
Treasurer Carnie Hendon.
"thanks for making our last
The influx of 18-year-old vo- Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Dakota and Utah.
campaign the very best one of ters- had seemed to Democratic Market Report Includes 9
The Rotary Club is working
With his victory in Missouri,
all."
strategists last summer as a Buying Stations
closely with " Murray civic Christopher (Kit) Bond, 33McGovern, who maintained chief reason for optimism after Receipts: Act. 953 Est. 850
business
and year-old state auditor, becomes
to the last that Tuesday's re- McGovern put together an en- Barrows and Gilts 50 cents high leaders,
professional men, and the the youngest governor in the
sults would prove wrong the thusiastic, youth-oriented or- Sows steady
pollsters who predicted he ganization to stun the political US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 27.75-28.25 Chamber of Commerce to make country. His campaign against
the Christmas Community former FBI man, Edward L.
faced massive rejection, wired professionals and caPtured his US 1-3 200-250 lbs., 27.25-27.75
Auction a noteworthy event, Dowd, 54, centered on the
Nixon his support for efforts to party's presidential nomination. US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 26.75-27.25
Many additional activities are theme that it was a time for a
"lead us to a time of peace
But Hubert Humphrey's pri- US- 3-4 260-280 lbs., 26.25-26.75 in the current planning or change. .
abroad and justice at home."
Sows
completion stage including a
mary campaign :attack on
In Delaware, state house miBut the South Dakota senator MeGovern's views, particularly US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 23.00-23.50 parade, drawings for a color nority leader Sherman W.
US
1-3
350-360 lbs., 22.00-23.00 television set and other
told his supporters in Sioux a later-discarded plan to re.prizes, Tribitt ousted incumbent Gov.
Falls, from where his 22-month place welfare with $1,000 grants US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 21.50-22.00 and a concession area which Russell W. Peterson, who went
Boars mostly 20.00 to 21.50
quest for the poiesidericy began, f :everyone, took their, toll.
would offer popcorn, snacks, through a tough and divisive
and soft drinks. Certain to be Republican primary campaign.
that "we danot rally to polices
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Agr*tv carried the brunt of
we deplore," adding "so let us
And a former Vermont state
Mrs. Revel Haneline is a popular is a booth organized
the GOP campaign. And with
and staffed by wives of Rotary house minority leader, Thomas
play the role of the loyal oppoTuesday's victory,, the vice patient in Room 336 at the
members which will offer a P. Salmon, 40, defeated a forsition."
president is considered the ear- Western Baptist Hospital,
That opposition is likely to ly front-runner for the 1976 Re- Paducah. Persons may send her wide assortment of home baked mer majority leader, Republicenter in the Senate where the publican presidential nomi- cards to her room at the bread& and pastries, canned can Luther F. Hackett. The
goods, and bazaar items.
governorship had been held by
l)emocratic majority that sur- nation
hospital.

C

Death Claims
Mrs. Darnell
At Hospital
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This painting of a 1912 Cadillac is one of many by E.R. McIntosh which will be on exhibit at the
Murray Art Guild on Friday,Saturday and Sunday from one to four p.m.

Democrats Increase Majority Of State Governor's Tuesday

List Of Dead
From Shipwreck
Is Compiled

Holiday Inn...

Auction . . .

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Sectior
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a Republican, Deane C. .Davis
who retired after serving two
two-year terms.
James Holshouser, for-Frier
Republican state chairman in
North Carolina, defeated Hargrove "Skipper" Bowles, a
lionaire businessman. The governorship had been held by
Democrat Robert Scott, who
was ineligible to succeed himself.
Arkansas' Bumpers, who won
his first term two years ago
over Republican Winthrop
Rockefeller, piled up a 2-1 margin over Len E. Blaylock, a former state welfare commissioner who had been a key man in
the Rockefeller administration.
Some other races:
Indiana-Republican Otis R.
Bowen,a physician, a legislator
16 years and speaker of the
state House since 1967, quashed
the comeback bid of former
governor Democrat Matthew E.
Welsh, 60, who served from 1961
to 1965.
Iowa-Republican Gov. Robert Ray, 42, won his third twoyear term, defeating former
state treasurer Paul Franzenburg.
Kansas-Democrat 7Docking, son of a former governor, divorced himself from the
McGovern campaign and ran
on his record against Morris
Kay, an insurance executive.
Montana-IA. Gov. Thomas
Judge, a Democrat who had
served in the state legislature,
based his winning campaign on
the record of incumbent Gov.
Forrest H: Anderson, who did
not seek re-election. He defeated Republican state representative Ed Smith, a wealthy
wheat rancher.
New Hampshire-Republican
Meldrim Thomson, 60, defeated
two other opponents in his third
race. He defeated Democrat
Roger Crowley and Independent Malcolm McLane,
the mayor of Concord.
North Dakota-Rep. Arthur
A. Link, a Democrat, kept intact his record of never having
lost an election in defeating Lt.
Gov. Richard F. Larsen.
Rhode Island-Democrat

Seen & Heard

•

•
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(Continued from Page 11
they destroyed our Navy at
Pearl Harbor, the U.S. would
become demoralized and fall
easy prey to them. Of course,
the opposite happened.
Khrushev had his eyes opened
when he visited America and in
turn became more cautious with us which resulted in his being
deposed. We have often thought
that the greatest danger
America faced, as far as other
nations are concerned, was that
they would under estimate our
spirit, our productive power and
our cohesiveness in times of
trouble.
We believe one reason Mr.
Nunn lost his race is that he
campaigned poorly. He did not
even come to Calloway County
until the week before the
election. This business of being
swept in on the coatatails of ,a
presidential candidate is a lot of
hooiy.
Mr. Huddleston was a fine
candidate and should do a good
job.
Congratulations too to Frank
Albert, who won handily.

Philip W. Noel, who put on an
expensive Media campaign,
handed Republican Herbert
one his second defeat.
beSim
DeSimone lost in 1970 to incumbent Caw. Frank Licht, who
-did-not-seek-re-elac.tion_
_
South Dakota-Sen. George
McGovern did not carry his
home state, but Democratic
Gov. Richard F. Kneip won reelection. His Republican opponent, C,arveth Thompson, attacked Kneip for asking the
last two legislative sessions for
a state personal and corporate
income tax.
Utah-Democrat Calvin L.
Hampton became Utah's first
three-term governor with his
victory over Nicholas Strike.
Washington-Gov. Daniel J.
Evans won a third four-year
term-something he had denied
his Democratic opponent, Albert D. Rosellini, in the 1964
race.

Art Guild Will
Show Exhibit By
E. R. McIntosh
The Murray Art Guild is
opening its home on. North 6th
Street, November 10..11;a/4.12; --from one to four p.m. for a
special art exhibit by E.R.
McIntosh.,
McIntosh, known foe-tris ----favorite subjects of antique cars
and wildlife, became interested
in art as early as the fourth
grade when he was encouraged
by his teacher. After high
school, he attended Murray
State University and later
studied
mechanical
and
engineering drawing. His
paintings have been described
as very realistic and brightly
colored as his painting of the
1912 Cadillac.
McIntosh became interested
in painting the Cadillac as he
watched it being restored by a
friend for over a period of seven
years. The car belongs to Ralph
Minton of Benton. Prints of the
car will be available for the
public at the guild.
McIntosh is a resident of
Marshall County.and- is employed by the Kentucky State
Police. He is also a member of
the Marshall County Art Guild
and he-plans to-beat the Murray- -.. -Guild on Friday and Saturday
afternoon.
The Guild members will have
several new paintings on exhibit
and they would also like to
remind the public that parking
is available behind the guild.

Funeral Services
Being Held Today
For Miss Williams
Mrs. Carlos Owens
Funeral services for Miss
Mary L. Williams will be held
today at two p.m. at the chapel
of the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home with Rev. Morrison
Galloway officiating.
Active pallbearers will be Ila
Douglass, Norman Klapp, Will
Mrs. Carlos Owens will be H. Whitnell, Pete Farley, Perry
speaking at the Pnryear Baptist Hendon, and W.C. Elkins.
Interment will be in the
Church on Sunday morning,
November 12. Brother and Mrs. Murray Cemetery with the
Owens are Southern Baptist arrangements by the J.H.
missionaries, stationed in Churchill Funeral Home.
Moshi, Tanzania.
Miss Williams, age 81, a
They were appointed by the resident of 715 Poplar Street,
Foreign Mission Board in 1957. • died Tuesday at 4:30 a.m. at the
They have three daughters.
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital. She is survived by one
Brother Owens is missionary
brother, George Williams. Born
advisor to Baptist churches.
November 11, 1890, in Murray,
and preaching points in the area-Sfie was the daughter of the late
and is helping to establish other
Marshall Williams and Love
churches and preaching points.
Suzanna Whitnell Williams.
As a part of their Christian
The deceased was the third
witness, they have been holding
oldest member in year's
mobile nursing clinics. Mrs.
membership of the First United
Owens, a registered nurse,
Methodist Church. St4, was a
dispenses medicine, and
charter member and first
Brother Owens preaches,
president of the Murray
counsels with the patients, and
Business and Professional
gives other assistance as
Women's Club. Miss Williams
needed.
was also a member of the
Mrs. Owens, from Dunedin, Mattie Bell Hays Circle of the
Florida, received a diploma First United Methodist Church,
from Mather School of Nursing DAR chapter, UDC Chapter.
at Southern Baptist Hospital, Homemakers Club, and Murray.
New Orleans, La., the Bachelor Rose and Garden Club. She was
of Science Degree in nursing a retired employee of the Health
education from Florida State and Highway Departments of
University. , Tallahassee, and the state of Kentucky.
the Master of Religion degree
from Carver School of Missions
SHRINE BREAKFAST
and
Social
work
from
The Murray-Calloway County
Louisville, Kentucky.
Shrine Club will have its
Puryear Baptist church
monthly fellowship family
extends a cordial invitation for
breakfast at the Holiday Inn on •
anyone to worship with them on
Sunday, November 12, at nine
this day. Norman Culpepper is
a.m. All Shriners and their
pastor.
families are urged to attend.

Mrs. Carlos Owens
To Speak Sunday
At PuryearChurch
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Government Dollar Sale
Evokes Much Criticism
by Laurence M Hursh, M.D.
Consultant, National Dairy Council

NUTRITION — RANDOM THOUGHTS
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Lighter thoughts attract me meals and nutritionists would say
these days — as fall slips away, "okay." Probably the worst patwith winter to come. And not all tern for one to adopt is no breakof nutrition demands heavy dis- fast, little lunch and then a big
cussion anyway. So, here are four dinner. That should be discourbriefer ideas, rather than having aged because the body needs its
this column deal entirely with one
nutrients all the time, not just in
subject.
big deliveries made once a day.
My first "lighter thought" may Some families eliminate monotbe stimulated by the beautiful ony by varying the size of meals —
colors nature offers this time of such as a heavier weekend lunch,
year. Has it occurred to you that then a light dinner or supper.
color coordination, or color conThe other thoughts I have tosiderations, can be involved in
day concern the ladies in particchoosing foods wisely'
ular The first is, surveys indicate
that women are less likely than
Color In Planning Meals
men to get the nutrients they
Some nutritionists suggest color
as an approach to planning meals need
Figure-Conscious!
of adequate nutrition. The idea is
Mothers, for example, may be
to combine the reds of meats, the
figure-conscious and eating too
whites of milk and cream, or the
little or preoccupied with feeding
golds of cheese with the greens
their families to the exclusion of
and yellows of vegetables and the
eating proper meals themselves.
whites and browns of cereals and
For their own sakes, and as
bread.
an example for their children,
Proper selection of foods from
mothers should eat adequate, senthe four food groups should help
sible meals.
you satisfy your daily nutrient
Finally — did you know your
needs and at the same time provide the color and variety so imhair can be noticeably affected by
your nutrition? Human hair can
portant to appetizing meals.
What if you don't like •three -change in color and texture in
meals a day?
'protein-calorie malnutrition. This
has been found in countries where
This is a hassle in many famistarvation and famine are comlies. There certainly need be no
mon. Brittleness and sparseness,
set rule isi your family. Provided
loss of color and of natural earl
the mechanics of varying the
have been evident and frequent
number of meals can be worked
enough to be used in diagnosing
out. What I mean is, one member
protein deficiency.
may prefer to eat 5 or 6 smaller

BAPTISTS HONOR LILLY:George Lilly, tight professor of industrial education at Murray State
University, recently was presented with a plaque by the congregation of the First Baptist Church in
appreciation for his 22 months of service as moderator of the church during the interim pastor period.
Making the presentation of behalf of the congregation was the pastor. the Rev. Richard Walker. A
native of Henderson. Lilly has been a member of the church for 25 years

Farm Bureau Convention
To Be Held In Lexington
LOUISVILLE, Ky.—
Kentucky Farm Bureau's 1973
policies will be decided by
voting delegates attending the
53rd annual state Farm Bureau
convention at Lexington's
Phoenix Hotel, Nov. 16-19.
Highlighting the affair will be
an address by KFB President
Louis F. lson on Friday, Nov.
17, and a similar appearance by
American
Farm
Bureau
Federation President William
J. Kuhfuss on Saturday.
The four-day agenda also
includes the naming of Kentucky
,Farm Bureau's Outstanding N.
Folm-g Farmer of
1972,
two
awarding
distinguished service awards,
the annual state Queen and Mr.
Teenage Farm Bureau contest,
election of state officers and
directors and a full slate of FB
women's acitivties.
Voting delegates representing
the 120 county Farm Bureaus in
Kentucky will establish the
organization's policies on state
issues during a convention
business session Friday afternoon.
The delegates will have the
job of welding county Farm
Bureau recommendations on
key issues into a platform for
Kentucky Farm Bureau's 1973
programs. Included in that
platform will be guidance for
Farm Bureau's legislative
activities during the year.
Major topics to be considered
by the delgates include taxes,
tobacco, the environment,
foreign trade, federal tfarm
programs, labor legiattirlrt and
use of chemicals.
The convention will open
Thursday, Nov. 16, with
registration beginning at 10
a.rn.
Thursday afternoon will be
devoted to commodity conferences on tobacco, feed
grains, livestock, dairy and
crops. Also on tap are a meeting
of the state resolutions committee, women's caucuses,
women's business meeting and
a ladies' tea.
At 7 p.m. Thursday, there will
:be a Farm Bureau women's
dinner and Style Revue. The
style competition is designed to
recognize excellence in construction and modelIng of
garments.
In addition to President Ison's
address, Friday morning's
general session will feature the
annual report by Executive
Secretary John W. Koon, an
appearance by Dr. Charles
Barnhart, Dean of the U.K.
College of Agriculture and
Outstanding Young Farmer
Luncheon.
Friday afternoon's policy
consideration will be followed,
at 4:30 p.m. -by causes to
nominate state Farm Bureau
pirectors. That night the Queen
land Mr. Teenage Farm Bureau
contests will hold the spotlight.
The convention's fourth

Wit

general session Saturday
morning will include the
election of officers and directors, followed by the address by
AFBF President Kuhfuss at 11
a.m.
An awards program, during
which two distinguished service
citations and two communications awards will be
NEW EDUCATIONAL DIRECTOR: More than 250 people were on hand Sunday night at First
presented, is scheduled for 7:30 Baptist Church for a "Pounding Party" welcoming Tom Moody. right, to the church staff as
Saturday evening. The con- educational director. Moody, who served at the local church from 1960 to 1966 in the educational
vention will close Sunday directorship, returns after six years in a similar post at the Florissant Valley Baptist Church in St.
morning with a worship service Louis. Talking with Moody is Codie Caldwell. a member of the board of deacons at the church.
at 9 a.m.
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Murray

TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
Sale Starts Wednesday

Ends Saturday

GILLETTE
TECHMATIC

BUFFERIN PAIN
TABLETS

Adjustable
Super Stainless Steel
Pack of 10
edges

1) Super stainless

Reg.$1
1.89

steel edges

Reg.
s 1.75

09

with carrying, storage case,
4-speed, cool, medium, high.

Frost &
Sale 096 Tip Kit
POLI DENT

111111

effervescent

POLIDENT
powder

DENTURECLEANSER
TABLETS
Bottle of 40

Instant
porref,twv 001011
rill

t•est

'1.19

Sale

66

VICKS SINEX

NASAL SPRAY
with Vapor Medication
4-0z.

keg.
1.39

Sale

FLAIR

REG. 494
Ii

24 HOUR

EDGE

PERSONAL Ii
DEODORANT,2thour

PROTECTIVE
SHAVE
Reg.
1.19

6

$299

e go
OWN

"From The House of Style"
11 oz can
Sale

Reg.
1.49

69;

88;
.41.411:44
;

SHAMPOO I'M

69foo4

Helps Control Dandruff $

I

Tube-

61120

11 38

Lotion
JERGENS
-

HAND CREAM

•-

GUARANTEED
my ammo.,..

For Extra Dry Skin
51
/
4-oz. Jar

446

Reg.
SALE56
5 1.00

CnTAC
Sale

Sale

TEGRIN MEDICATED

Salel

REG. '5.95

Choice of regular, menthol,
lime. 61
/
4-oz. Can

1-oz. Tube

•

(Limit 4 Please)

4
/•
FRoST eiT1Pt

A kit containing everything you
need to frost or tip your hair.

Santa Clause was in have ample shopping days
Murray, Kentucky early left.
Wednesday at PEOPLES
BANK. He was helping to Santa
Clause
also
to
all
make sure
his wanted
remind
thoughtful helpers would everyone to start and
receive their PEOPLES complete
their
1973
BANK 1972 Christmas PEOPLES
BANK
Club checks by Thursday, Christmas Club for a
November 9, so they would merrier 1973 Christmas

Reg. 52.59-6.6-oz. $

86

Sale
Reg. '1.59

4L-

maitoos

Economy Size
4-oz. Tube

Smooth tough nylon point, stays firm, stays sharp.
Choice of 12 colors.

Clairol

Santa Clause Visits
Peoples Bank Today

Reg. 13.24-5-oz.

PaperMate

HAIR DRYER

The government he said
should be ruled by the same
standards as anyone else trying
to sell to the public.

TOOTHPASTE
The Toothpaste for Sensitive Teeth

99;

General Electric HAT BOX
Vid4-11D-- 1.

—Unique opportunity to own
a rare Collector's item. "How
rare; they're trying to sell
three million of them."

For prompt. temporary relief of pain and itching
due to painful hemorrhoids, minor burns. Reg. 4135

SENSODYNE

Sale

or gifts. "They pay no interest
or dividends. And you'd have to
pay for insurance on them."
--The value of these coins is
high and demand is great.
"Who said the value is high?
Who said demand is great?"

Advertisement

ra.ar roc

_sENsoo\NE

Bottle of 100

RAZOR BAND

other dealers are irritated, he
said. "The government is not
an investment adviser."
Some underwriters who decline to become involved by
name scorn what they feel is
an abundance of romance versus facts. "How would you like
to have stock sold this way"
said Fisher running his finger
over certain phrases:
—Collector's item. "Who said
so?" he questioned.
—Mined from the Comstock
Lode. "Prove it."
—Excellent for investments

NUPERCAINAL
OINTMENT

STOP, SHOP,
AND
SAVE

Open 9 a.m. to 5 p.m

By JOHN CUNNIFF
AP Business Analyst
NEW YORK API — The
manner in which the government is promoting a planned
sale of three million silver dollars from the defunct Carson
City, Nev., mint soon may lead
to a showdown with coin dealers and, perhaps, investment
bankers.
Nobody's reaching for the
guns as they used to in the
1880s when the dollars were
minted. But tempers are flaring and some critics think the
marshal, so to speak, should
step in.
That would be William Casey,
chairman of the Securities and
Exchange Commission, which
is empowered to regulate investments and their promotion.
The offender, the critics claim,
is the General Services Annnistration.
The GSA, say both coin and
stock dealers is using huckster
tactics that, if used by a private promoter, would cause the
SEC to issue a cease and desist
elder.
"What they're saying - mad
never be put into a prospectus," said Milton Fisher, an
investment hanker
In seeking to sell the uncirculated coins for a minimum
of $30 each, the GSA has issued
a flier bearing the headling,
"The Great Silver Sale," beneath which is a statement
from President Nixon about
these "most valued reminders."
In smaller type are such
statements as: "Excellent for
investments or gifts. They are
sound investments."
Said Joel Coen, a coin dealer.
"I ran a coin ad in the newspaper and used the word 'investment' and the SEC jumped
all over me. They told me to
cease and desist, and I did, of
course."
Now, he said, "Lo and behold
comes the government iself
using the word." He and many

COLD CAPSULES

Capsule every 12 hours for common colds and
hay fever. Pack of 10

Reg.
1.69

1 CAPSULE
EVERY
12 HOURS

CONTAC

Sale

79;

ALKA-SELTZER PLUS
cftZe

COLD TABLETS
Relieves congestion. headache. and
feverish feelimg.---

Box of 20 Tablets

Reg. '1.09

Sale
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Highway Department Is Ready For Winter

Your Individual Horoscope ,E;f
z ie
Frances Drake

FOR THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 1972

OPP'

•

By SFC JERRY WORK

Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
A personal matter may need
some extra attention now.
However, do not neglect job or
business interests. It may be a
crowded day, but you can
handle it.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) tlia‘
Avoid a tendency toward
vehemence, emotional outbursts generally. Be steadfast
where you know you should,
keen to hear all views: There
may be some gems among them
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21 )
A good period for expansion.
Gains indicated through new
projects as well as in
established enterprises. Be
decisive. Shun uncertainty.
CANCER
I June 22 to July Mt
A favorable trend here
steadies your resoluteness and
self-reliance. There's no need
for recklessness. but DO go
forward tayour )(coal ingenious
and courageous manner.
LEO
( July 24 to Aug.23'
Confidential _findings_ should
be carefully guarded. Ti
down your usual volubility.
Stress discretion and foresight.
VIRGO
WP
t Aug. 24 to Sept_ M
Especially favored now:
Scientific interests, research,
legal and educational matters.
But DO investigate all
situations carefully. Take
nothing for granted.
LIBRA
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 231
Good stellar influences. Put
your artistry and keen powers
of observation to work, but
impulsive
make
DON'T
decisions. Look for some good
news — possibly of a romantic
nature — in the p.m.
SCORPIO
I Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) In'eV
Strongly auspicious influences should lend fresh vigor
and zest to your activities now.
Capitalize on
your
inventiveness.
-SAGLITARIUS_.
3its#
g
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Your individualistic touch, a
special word at the right
moment could mean the difference between a so-so day and
a top-flight one. Many opportunities for advancement
indicated.

eyikA

your way into the famed U.S.
WHAT YOU BUY
Army Band, the U.S. Army
IS WHAT YOU GET
To make Army life even more Field Band or U.S. Military
attractive to young people, the Academy Band, give us a buzz,
Army now offers a "buyer at 247-4525. For those
inprotection plan- for all new terested, you might also like to
enlistees. Briefly, it is a con- know that the Army provides
tract guaranteeing new soldiers everything you need—from
the enlistment options they instrument, if necessary, to
valve oil. New musicians get
want when they enlist.
When young men and women their initial schooling at the
join the Army, they co-sign a Army music school in Virginia
small wallet-size contract card where they can expect private
which lists the options they and group instruction, theory,
were promised by their local harmony and everything else
recruiter. On the other side is they might require to become
the address of the Army's Chief first-class musicians in Today's
of Personnel Operations at the Army.
Pentagon. If there is any conU.S. Army Need
fusion or error in a young
Players of Woodwind
soldier's guaranteed assignInstruments
ment after basic training that
The following types of
isn't corrected by his com- musicians are critically needed
mander, he contacts the Pen- by Army bands: French hortagon. In Today's Modern nists, Oboists, Bassoonists,
Volunteer
It's Clarinetists, Flutists.
Army,
For more information contact
satisfaction guaranteed!
Midwives For ANC
your Army representative
A program designed to Sergant Jerry Work at the
relieve the doctor shortage has- mayfiem_ chopping Pia
QC
been introduced by the Army call 247-4525 ( collect'.
Nurse Corps. By 1974, midwives, or more accurately,
nurse clinicians will be
delivering many of the babies
born in Army hospitals. The
Army is already exploring
accredited
programs
in
civilians schools which will
offer instruction in midwivery
to nurse clinicians. After they
By Wendell P. Butler
receive their academic cerCommissioner of Agriculture
tification, the Army will train
Burley tobacco growers are
them clinically in Army being asked this year.
to confacilities to be fully qualified as tinue supporting the
special
midwives. They will perform "check-off" for the
burley
nearly all deliveries in the promotion program.
Army except the complicated
Burley growers have concases requiring an abstetrician. tributed to
promotional or
Fort Eustis Soldiers
special funds in the past-one
Back at Williamsburg
operated by the Burley Tobacco
A few columns ago we Growers
Cooperative
mentioned how the soldiers at Association and
another one
Port Eustis,
Virginia helped sponsored by the Council
For
build a much needed athletic- Burley Tobacco. These
two
playground
complex
in groups have voted to combine
Williamsburg. Well, soldiers their efforts so
that only.
from the Ilth Tranportation contribution will be
solicited.
Battalion of the 7th TranThis year farmers are asked
sportation Group from the to contribute
$2. This amount
Eastern State Mental Hospital would be
deducted by the
there. The Volunteers donate warehouse at the time
the
one off-duty day a week in tobacco is sold--the
same
service to the hospital and work method used before,
only this
mainly
with
adolescent year there wull be one
deducpatients.
tion. The deduction will be
As aides, the young soldiers automatic and
farmers will be
work on a one-to-one basis with asked to sign
a card giving their
patients in the recreation and approval for
the money to be
physical training department of retained in the
promotion fund.
the hospital. They assist in Of course, if the
farmer does not
volleyball, basketball and wish to assist in
the promotion
badminton, plus swimming, of his product, then he an
fishing and crabbing on the request a refund.
York River.
Under the plan in effect this
SO YOU WANT
year, farmers will only be
To Lead A Band
paying fifty cents more than
If you want to lead one or play before, as-one
of the check-offs
in one, the Army is looking for was fifty cents
and the other one
qualified young musicians to dollar-or $1.50
for the two.
take advantage of its
BandI don't think any burley
sman Enlistment Option. The grower needs
to be reminded of
Army is interested in young the criticism
which tobacco has
men or women proficient on one received in
recent years. The
more instruments but is !Council For
Burley Tobacco
particularly interested in wants to tell
the other side of the
talented French _hornists and story-to speak
up for the burley
woodwind players.
farmer. Too, they want to
If you're interested in joining
promote and develop more
one of the over 60 Army bands
foreign markets for burley
and maybe eventually working
tobacco.

Burley Growers
To Be Asked To
Give To Fund

TUESDAY
5 air ..nIr =irgers
for $1.00

WEDNESDAY
4 Cheeseburger,
for $1.00

"when it snows, it pours."
The Department of Highways
has 700 salt spreaders and 700
snow plows of various types, all
of which must be checked for
proper condition and operation.
One method of checking
hydraulic equipment, like salt
spreaders, is to drop a block of
wood in the mechanism.
The piece of wood simulates a
hard cake of salt or other
obstruction; it will reveal any
hydraulic leaks on the machine
and show whether or not the
working
mechanism
is
properly.
The district seminars covered
A "salt expert" was on hand
all aspects of winterizing at each of the training sessions
highways. to give information on efficient
equipment and
Much of the discussion, application of its melting
demonstration, and training properties. District personnel
centered around the use of salt were told that salt should be
to control ice and snow on the applied at a rate of no more
highways. Ecological and than 600 pounds per two-lane
economic considerations had to mile. That rate insures against
be discussed along with the environmental damage and
mechanics of making sure that makes the most use of the least

in good shape at the beginning
of the season to winter well.
The plants, which process
bitumen used in patching and
building the highways, don't
usually remain open through
the cold months. The department must project the amount
likely to be needed and have it
available through the winter to
be used in patching new breaks
in the roads. In effect, they
must know the total cubic
footage of the potholes that
might appear between fall and
spring.

wale° MAN

SAYS:

sitop
OTASCO t

AND

sawsNow

IN

HAND WARMER

64-182-6.-8;184-6.-8,185-6.4 •

STANDARD LOAD SHELLS
12 gauge. 64-163-6,-K

Sale
Price

C.I.L 12,16 or 20
Gauge
DOVE & QUAIL
HELD LOAD

Chrome case. Burns 12 to 18
hours with one filling. 61.7%

SHELL
VEST

Box of
25

with Game Bag
344

GU
CLEANING KIT

SPRINGFIELD PUMP
Model 67

shotguns, rifles
or pistols. In storage
( ase. 64-357

Choose 12, 20 or .410 gaugg pump. Shoots
23
/
4"Or 3" magnum shills. 64-320-1, 322-1, 324-2
Springfield Pump with Adjustable Choke. ta-32()-•

86.67

1304 W. Main St
Murray, Ky.

6 p.m. — To Closing
People On The Go

Go Burger Chef

By Nevyle Shacke
UK College of Ag
LEXINGTON,
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Easy Terms

TOYLAND SPECIALS!
HORSMAN,..

NATURE'S WINDOW
Complete Planting and Growing Set.
See Life Happen!
As seen on
TV '

FOOTBALL

4:

aisy

499
-Mama- voice. Soft loam

'REPEATER
RIFLE

I

Roots
sproufl
Leaves
grow in
invisible
soil!

arms &- legs. Moving eyes.
long, rooted hair, plaid
slacks And fringed poncho.

350 SHOT

sm,mitri le:et ac lion cocks
gun instantls Ideal for
Annoy; the young .nurtsmati

Si
C78
E78
F78
G78
H78
178
178

Includes :1 packs of set-d to plant .
grow, lertili/e and then transplant into Hensel' pot. -2.egs

EASY
TERMS

$6 Value

SAFT81

$7.50 Value

C-Aig
4c°
DON'T
DUMP THE DAISY
For 2 or 4 Players

Burger Chef

Peanut butter on the trigger
of a mousetrap is said to work
very wellasbait.

SHOTGUN SHELLS

One Dollar
OFFER GOOD ONLY AT

amount of salt. They were also
told how to apply salt to the
crown of the road and allow the
greatest coverage per pound of
salt.
The department uses cinders
and sand wherever possible,
since they are cheapter and
easier to handle.
There were "live demonstrations" on the maintenance,
calibration, and mounting of the
spreaders.
Winterization of Highway
Department's other vehicles
was covered as well. Its many
trucks, plows and other pieces
of equipment use more than
15,000 gallons of anti-freeze
annually.
The seminars also included
management
training,
presentations
on
winter
maintenance of bridges, and
winter patching of highways.

WHILE SELECTIONS ARE COMPLETE • USE LAYAWAY!

AQUARIUS
"JR. GRID"
'Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
With N Fl.
Make allowances for the
shield. s3.111.1
errors of others to insure easier
cooperation from co-workers,
associates, family. Don't let I Soo our complete line of Football
Iquipment at Low Pritos.
impatience get the better of
you.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Mixed planetary influences.
You may be uncertain as to how
to proceed at times. But take
time to think things out. Haste
or impulsiveness could further
complicate situations.

AT

BURGER
CHEF

During September and October, the department conducted winter maintenance
training sessions at each of
Kentucky's
12
highway
districts, but the process of
winterization began months
ago with the drawing up of
snow-removal priority maps,
emergency
plans,
and
acquisition of equipment to
cover the new highways opened
this year in the state.
The state's highways must be
in the best shape possible at the
start of the winter season. Hard
freezes account for most of the
potholes that appear in your
path and a highways needs to be

wOUR

CAPRICORN
IDec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Day should be generally good
but, without personal initiative,
you could bog down. The
Capricornian sometimes needs
a -push" from others to really
get going. But don't count on
that now.

BUCK NIGHT
MONDAY
2 Big Shefs
for $1.00

YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed
with a lively
imagination, a fine intellect,
extraordinary will power and
tremendous potentials for
success. As with many others of
the Scorpio-born, you are a
natural leader and often chafe
under orders. Try to curb this
trait since you MUST realize
that there are many stepping
stones before you reach the top
— and many others on the steps
immediately above you. You
WILL reach the top in time
since your ambition and
determination are relentless.
You could especially succeed in
business or finance; in
literature, science or the law —
as your leanings and education
dictate. Birthdate of: Mark
Akenside, poet, philosopher.

The Kentucky Department of
Highways has to start early to
get ready for winter. Preparing
for the season of chestnuts
roasting on an open fire and
Jack Frost nipping at your
roads is just about a year-round
job.

NovemV
Breath'

Sale Price
An easy game illhe mai;
hies would stay where
they're put. If they don't.'
the daisy- will dump.
Take and put cards phis

RUFFNTUFF

WRECKER
WITH

TWIN

BOOMS

tal %%lib ser-thuit %%is)
(11,55% Ii!)
1)onte light
Non•triat cirri) tread iitc.

6 95
Value

9-4
"
'
2.
Mal tiles.

$7.25 Value

Lever operated IN
dump action

1 4:;00.;.1.
C•fil,? V*

HYDRAULIC DUMPER

753-8391

RUFF-N-TUFF

(
" "1"." ti4

I)"
I 'id hats.

6th &

See-thru
W,ndows
IP9—A

•
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November 'Holding Its
Breath' For The Winter
By Nevyle Shackelford
UK College of Agriculture
LEXINGTON,
Ky.November, which Henry David
Thoreau called the "twilight
month" and the early Saxons,
the "wind month", is a time
when all nature seems to be
holding its breath in anticipation of the arrival of
turbulent winter.
Harvesting season is over,
crops are secure in the barn,
fruits from the orchard are
packed away, and most farm
and garden activities are at a
standstill. This is the month in
which country people once
yearned for the snows to come
so they might feel the fatness
and comfort of their long
preparation for winter.
But if time hangs heavy after
a busy summer, there are still
some things that can be done
with profit in November. Late
falling leaves can be raked from
the lawn and composted before
they freeze. Turnips can be
pulled and holed up in the
garden or stored in boxes of
sand. If stored by the latter
manner, they should be kept in
a room that will maintain a
temperature of between 33 and
40 degrees. Also it is well to
bring in some garden soil for
potting plants and sowing seeds
later in the winter.
In dahlia tubers haven't
already been dug up and stored,
this will be about the last
chance to complete the job. Do
not, however, pull them up by
the stems. Instead, dig the
tubers with a hoe or potato fork.
If dahlia stems are broken off
too near the roots, the tubers
will not sprout and grow when
planted next spring.
Then if there are young fruit
trees around the place, it is also
a good idea to wrap the trunks
with burlap or wire mesh. This
will prevent them from being
girdled by hungry rabbits that
depend upon young tree bark
for food during the time of deep
winter snows. Since field mice
are not above digging down and
gnawing bark from the roots of
your fruit trees, it will be well,
while wrapping the trunks, to
rake away any mulch that may
be around them. Mice lave to
burrow down in soil made Utter
by layers of mulch.

The slowdown in November is
a good time to round up lawn
and garden tools and equipment
and move them into a shelter
where they will be handy come
springtime. If any of the
equipment, especially lawn
mowers and rototillers, needs
repairing, now is the best time
to do it or have it done. Later in
the winter it may be too cold to
work
outside
on
this
machinery; early in the spring,
times may be too busy. Get this
job done now.
There are other things that
can be done around the place,
but after a busy spring, summer,early fall getting ready for
winter, the month shouldn't be
devoted entirely to work. While
November has also been
referred to as the "melancholy
month," it is not without attractions. Many find the hazy
mystical days of Indian Summer the most delightful season
of the year. The advice is that
when these halcyon days appear, drop-everything, get out,
and enjoy them.

Helpful
card tips
NECL NoRK (1. PII Helpful hints to remember
when sending Christmas cards:
-Address envelopes legibly
and don't forget zip codes.
-Put a return address on
the envelope in case imit is
missent or the addressee has
moved,
-Include your last name on
the card. The receiver may
know several "Janes" and
"J(es."
-Sign cards personally
unless you are sending so many
the task would be onerous.
Some persons still resent
printing names.
-Include at least a brief
note to friends you seldom see.
-Mail early. The Post
Office recommends surface
mailings by Dec. 15 and air
mailings by Dec: 20 in the
United States. Use airmail for
sending cards abroad but no
later than Dec. 16.
-There is an advantage and
a disadvantage in sending cards
in unsealed envelopes with an
8-cent stamp. You can send two
ounce: cards linstead of one
ounce), but your card will go
third class.

How to
build a
Yule tree
NEW YORK (UPI) Miniature table-top trees made
of real fir boughs are expensive
when purchased at a florist,
running about $50. You can
make your own with about Slit
worth of raw materials and a
few hours labor.
Obtain two green styrofoam
bricks and fasten them together
lengthwise with a florist's stick.
Place the bricks vertically in a
bowl, preferably of a dark
color, so that they form the
trunk of a miniature tree. The
top end of the top brick will
have to be pared down at the
corners. Secure the styroloarn
trunk to the bowl with green
florists's tape.
Buy several large bundles of
blue spruce boughs tor Douglas
fir if you can't get spruce,. Clip
foot-long sections for the longer
boughs of the little tree and clip
shorter and shorter sections as
YOU work your way up from the
bottom to the top. Each section
must be sharpened at the end
so the miniature bow can be
stuck securely into the
styrofoam trunk. The lower
bows should touch the table
top.
When the tree is built up, fill
in any open spots with bits and
pieces of greenery so the
styrofoam is invisible. Decorate
the finished tree with miniature
balls, beads, or whatever suits
your fancy. Small candy canes
are particularly effective.
Keep water in the bowl at all
times so the styrofoarn can
conduct water to the boughs.
The miniature tree should last
two weeks before the needles_
begin to drop.

Problem Child Comes Home

skin He stated later that his
parents were always "pettin'
around on Timmy and Sissy."
The boy's delinquency patcommitted a minor theft, then performed a much-needed
By Helen Price Stacy
began walking up a rough creek service in the rugged country. tern began in 1971 with petty
Special Writer
larceny. A short time later, he
FRANKFORT, Ky.-Sandy bed.
Earlier, it served as a school,
Myers (not his real name) was
Sandy's steps became slower bringing enlightenment to local was picked up for curfew
violations. He was apprehended
born in a small Kentucky town, and slower, until at last he children.
for running away from home,
grew up in an out-of-state city, thought he heard a car stop on
But, now, as a place where
and later returned to his home the highway above the creek. slow-learning, delinquent boys then for shoplifting. The pattern
state only to become, according He told the other boy he was can get another opportunity in continued and he began taking
to some, the meanest boy on the going for a ride back to the life, the center may be serving money from parking meters,
then from cars.
block.
center.
in its most important capacity.
Sandy's parents worried
It seemed that every time the
"I'm tired of running all the
How man places are there in
about
the boy because they
boy's hand moved, it returned time," he said.
Kentucky, or in the nation,
to his pocket with something
Sandy's is only one of many where a boy can, in a sense, fall loved him. His mother cried at
that rightfully belonged to success stories encountered by from grace time and time again each offense and the father
another. Sandy's father ad- workers of the state Depart- and still be considered worthy whipped, thinking that was the
solution.
ministered
almost daily ment of Child Welfare.
of redemption?
Then,
consultant
a
spankings. After being spanked,
When Child Welfare ComSandy's case was a puzzle. He
Sandy often ran away from missioner Evans D. Tracy was well cared for by his psychiatrists told the parents he
home.
heard about Sandy's decision, mother and father. While not a believed Sandy would benefit by
The boy was assigned to the he was especially proud, for wealthy one, his home was a six-month stay at the Frenchburg Center.
Frenchburg Boy's Center in Tracy was present five years comfortable.
Menifee County, but his ago when the keys to the center
Even after arriving at the
He has a sister and brothers,
troubles continued. Sandy found were turned over to the and, if there was a reason center, Sandy continued to run
it difficult to settle down and department.
behind his constant in- away and get into trouble. But it
soon he was stealing and runThe Menifee County center corrigibility, it likely was was decided that he would
ning away again.
has served in many varied ways jealousy.
remain at the center until "he
The last time he ran away throughout its history. For
Sandy has a big nose and learns to care and respect
from the center, Sandy went several years it was the Jane freckles, while his brothers and himself as will as others."
with two other boys. They Cook Memorial Hospital and sister have dark curls and olive
If you should go looking for

Newspapers are better read
in such places as ProvidencePawtucket, R.I.; Peoria, Ill.,
and Cedar Rapids, Iowa, than
in large metropolitan areas,
according to a report by
Pulse, Inc.
According to the survey 98.6
per cent of the men, 89.6 per
cent of the women and 85.5 per
cent of the teen-agers in Providence read the daily paper
but in Chicago only 73.4 per
cent of the men, 69.4 per cent
of women and 49.8 per cent of
teen-agers read the press regularly.
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BRUNSWICK

\-1 \

BELTED
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WIDE 78-SERIES

WILLIAM PENN
William Penn, founder of
Pennsylvania, was born an "
Oct. 14, 1644.

WHITEWALL
High tensile cord belts firm tread for
ultra mileage. Scientifically designed
tread for positive action traction

(
1 ,t

BRUNSWICK-'

ri:11

4-PLY

/ / / i
i / /

99
Roots
sprout!
leaves
grow in
invisible
soil!
, •(1 to plant.
lien trans- 2.15s

SAF

All White Wall

All Prices Include Federal & State Taxes
* INSTALLED and -BALANCED FREE!! *
Sizes

Regular Saving Price

C78x14
'29.00E78x14
'30.00
'30.50
F78x14
G78x14 & 15 -------92.50
H78x14 & 15 -----'37.00
37.50
178x15
- 40.00 L78x15

Sole Price
through Nov. 10th

-$25.00
'26.00
$27.00
'28.00

30.50
'32.00
SNOW TIRES AT EQUAL SAVINGS!!
SMALL - BIG LETTERS

25 Value

99
Lever operated.'
dump Galan

Hove the comfort of Nylon cord construction, plus the safety of extra width
and deeper tread

(Premium Quality - Best Tire
Manufactured by Dean)

All Prices Exchange
Remember . . .
All Prices Include State & Federal Taxes

1 /

SQ 78-4 Belted
Polyester cord body for a smooth ride Twin layered tubeless
liner for protection against Patsy,.

GUARANTEE
• Gooreolord moon 1. tool Iwo* end *lull to 4* 5., el tits. sn000l noel On.. NO, •• out,
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Woo repot 4 It. toporr o churn, enty lot Asa utooll "rt. •• pr... Jon of Oar
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•00000000g Hoout or. out lot r sprolosl Romeo a nomete I trm4 vw, eel nut poly,
.t drop, no ton. rot.", ex• On tot dolly onroons pus no

•

TIRE SIZE

Al! prices pltin
F.E.T.hr. off car

WIbE PQ-78

F.E.T. I i.Elt
S0-79-4 I P0-711

PRICE

/

t(
C

36-MONTH GUARAtia
E78 x14

24.88

2.34

2.24

F-78 x 14

26.88

2.52

2.39

G-78 x 14

28.88

2.69

2.56

G-78 x15

30.88

2.78

2.63

li-78 x 15

32.88

3.01

2.81

Extra width & deeper tread means more rubber on the rood
more safety, plus -right now traction and skid resisIonco.

FREE

MOUNTING • ROTATION
UNDER CAR INSPECTION

QUALITY AUTOMOTIVE PARTS & INSTALLATION
E-Z
RIDE

•LIFETIME
GUARANTEE

SHOCKS

hs511141 smissipiErnt
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SHOCK
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149
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ISOM tors

Qualify
BONDED
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Not ford Pat-U5,

SO 67
411- 53

Ail oiler Altrellort
1. 145 (wa ten

6"

977

11"

1449

woes

Set of 8 for 4 wheels

511050,

mote cars

1: 2'.4 I ;II

feree

SATTIRY GUARANTEE
FREE REPtACEMENT ..trbtro 90
days ,1 d•tos...• Atte, 90
days, toblecossoo .41 ba
based on long* of 0WIMP,.1
,
p
chorg.ng only for ,
he away

INSTALLATION 510 per set, most cars

t,tollr tar GETUP and Gt.)
.11110114 LonglIfe quality and teroice
luitoor hoot 31 other it pet of factor
frrsh !Amebic batteries,

(;Ike

5-11/9-3

6th & Main Streets

Phone 753-4862

QtAS-t0

Mon-Sat.
Sundays I-5-31

Open 9-8

12-Volt
Group 24
Battery

Longue STIIONHOX

•achang•

. rniure. brabirig arrea:
lllll
cirptli.

WE CAN NT PRACTICALLY ALL ANERECAN WADE CARS

42-Month
Guarantee

BRAKE SHOES

SALE PRICE - INSTALLED
Not Own

EASY
TERMS

3
!
9

HEAVY DUTY
GOLDEN ULTRA SHOCKS
lot aunt tars 611
124441.1 1170./

WE GUARANTEE YOU NEED NEVER BUY
ANOTHER MUFFLER AS LONG AS
YOU OWN YOUR CAR

* INSTALLED and BALANCED FREE!! *

Cain Gulf Service

/ / •/
/

WHITEWALL

i

FIBERGLAS BELTED

r ear TIRES

NYLON

WIDE 78-SERIESM

/ / i

ing Set.

50 Value

South African Airways recently gave permission for a
couple to be married during a
special 747 flight over the city
of Blonfontein. But legalities
interferred and the couple
was married on the ground.

Plus 2.24 or 2 34 F E.T
and old tire ia66 car

on DEAN

IDEAL

NO WEDDING ALOFT

Newspapers are better
read in small towns

°Biggest Sale Ever!!

A

Jack Lewis, director of
Residential Services in the
Child Welfare Department,
credited the letters, visits and
individual and group conseling
with the change in Sandy's
behavior.

GRE
AT
2
OTASCO
TIRES
Q4
ott,cub/
A

presents .. .

C
P

Sandy at the center these days,
you won't find him. He went
home in October and, according
to latest department reports, is
preparing to enroll in a school:Z
re-entry program. He also is
looking for a part-time job.
I;
"Some boys at the center "never have a visitor from
home," said Frenchburg
superintendent Robert Gaily.
"But Sandy's parents wrote
regularly and came to see
him."

AlmliwommAir

Cain Gulf Service

OW
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Bel-Air Shopping Center

753-8391 -

1/SE OUR EASY
CREDIT OR
9ANKAMER1CARD

THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Cotton and cotton blends
A large selection to
choose from.

Regular '8.99
544

YOUR CHOICE OF.. .

VAN WYCK MIXER
or
Can Opener

BOOT SHOE
Bold new design
in far out colors.

The doll your little girl will love! She talks
on her own phone. Has an extra phone

Soft, lovely style in
Steel combine, die cast zinc tractor
for the, play farmer!

100% modacrylic dynel.
Several shades.

Reg. '5.91

YAHTZEE & AGGRAVATION
TWO GREAT GAMES!

ammom"'"umc

Use in car or at home.
Vinyl covered, foam filled
seat and back.

EMBER 8, 1972

ple,E FIVE
THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

,4111111111MINONINIIM,
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OPEN 9-9 MON.-SAT.

ROSES

1-6 P.M. SUNDAY
Prices In This Ad
Good Thru Sunday,
Nov. 12

In Murray

3 DECKER

BATHROOM
SPACE
SAVER

POLE LAMPS
by

Fulton
3 Styles for Your Selection

Metal

Regular 55.44

your

•3 Shelves

BANKAMERICARD

•Cabinet with

welcome

FOOD
CARRIER
$344

Sliding Doors

Walnut

•Fits Ceilings to
8 Ft.

FLOOR LAMP

Reg. '10.97

Ideal for bedroom
or den. No mar top

Amber Green

$888

Ruby

with white shade.

ER
or

Opener
•White

HOOVER
SLIM LINE
VACUUM

Reg. '24.88
COMPLE TE *ITN
TAIISCOPING NAND
I. TOOLS

Reg. '24.94

414.Namr,
welcome

41

$ 794

EXTRA TOOLS
STORE INSIDE

,1
1.;Jf

CARPET

t..!.f,

•Gold

60-75-100 W Long-Life

$

'2988

Dan River - Floral print

EARLY AMERICAN
GALAXY

OLYESTER DOUBLE KNIT

50% Cotton - 50% Polyester

PITCHER
& BOWL

ELECTRIC HEATER
Reg.
$984
10.97

Full-Reg. 53.94

Antique Look

2

37'

Walnut Finish Crib
Solid Foot &
Headboard
Vinyl Covered
Mattress &
Bumper Pad

Reg.
'34.94

2594

9;

INCH
BLACK & DECKER
))

LAWN &
GARDEN CART

Reg. 99,

LAWN
RAKE

SCREWDRIVER or
TOOL SET

66;

RUBBERMAID

MUFFLER
Assorted sizes

CAR MAT

to tit most cars.

Req. '7.99

PRE-MIXED

Reg.

$292

WINDSHIELD
WASHER
SOLVENT

88
MEN'S

RAIN SUIT
Jacket and Pants
Heavy Vinyl

•Cotton Duck
•Rubberized Game
Pocket

DECOYS,
DOUBLE-MANTLE

LANTERN
by A.F.C.

Box of 6

188
1 ,...

Reg.
14.88

Gives 100 Feet of Light

GUN CASE

Sizes S-M-L

Reg. '4.97,

$994

2488

$644

SHELL VEST
children.

Regular '39.94

Reg. '9.97

MEN'S

Safe and convenient
for training young

The best of everything to enjoy
the world of fish!

Heavy Duty

** VARIABLE
DRILL

ABY SAFE .. .

car or at home.

$276

10 Gallon Aquarium with Hinged Hood

Reg.
16.99

'3.93

SEAT

-

LIVING WORLD AQUARIUM

for9

ABY CR1 & MATTRESS

..1•1111,

$444

100% Cotton-Asstd. Colors

Reg.

'Cosi.-Rot.in*2.44,

Twin -Reg. '2.94

96

Regular '6.96

KITCHEN TOWELS

zi;

Flat and Fitted - Full and Twin

Blue-Green-White

at and back.

1 288

64c. SHEETS & PILLOWCASES

Reg.

vered, foam filled

484

Reg.
$T6.88

6 to Package

/
LIGHTNVEIGHT
6 COMPACT

Reg. 93'

Room Sife— MixfIVI

MARVEL

LIGHT BULBS

•Avocado

STAPLER

INDOOR-OUTDOOR

$ 1776

Ruccro Alt srtti.
coNsmuctioft

Cleaner

SWINGLINE

BANKAMERICA()

$344
Sizes S-M-L

Reg. '2.97

$ 1 77

Reg. '13.94

$994

Padded cotton.
Fits most guns.

$284

Reg.
3.96

1
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'Convention Kentucky
Baptists Scheduled Wanderer turns U.S. exhibit chief
IN MONTREAL

The 135th annual meeting of
the Kentucky Baptist Convention, November 14-16, at the
Walnut Street Baptist Church,
Louisville, will provide the
arena for hundreds of Kentucky
Baptists from over 2200
cooperating Baptist churches
representing over 600,000
Kentucky Baptists.
Rev. Wayne Dehoney is
pastor of the host church; Rev.
Harold Wainscott, pastor of the
Third Baptist Church, Owensboro, will preside as president
of the convention and will
deliver the president's address
scheduled at 8:20 p.m.,
Tuesday, November 14.
Rev. T.L. McSwain, pastor of
the First Baptist Church, Richmond, will deliver the annual
convention sermon at the close
of the Tuesday afternoon
session.
Dramatic devotionals will
open each session of the convention. These will be presented
by such groups as The Wordmasters, Georgetown College, a
group from Oneida Baptist
Institute, Cumberland College,
Clear Creek Baptist School, and
Campbellsville College.
Out of state speakers participating in the three-day
program include an address by
Dr. Ray P. Rust, executive
assistant to the president, New
Orleans Baptist Theological
Seminary, New
Orleans,
Loin jana; Rev_ Richard
Hogue, evangelist and author
from Houston Texas; Rev. J.
Edward
Cunningham,
American Bible Society Atlanta
Georgia, June
Whitlow,
promotion division director,
Women's Missionary Union,
Birmingham, Ala..; Gene P.
Daniel, Annuity Board, Dallas,
Texas: Glenn I.. Archer,
Executive Director Americans
United for the Separation of
Church and State, Washington,
D.C.; Rev. Robert Capra,
Stewardship Commission,
Nashville, Tennessee; Dr. Jesse
C. Fletcher, director of mission
support, Foreign Mission
Board, Richmond, Va.; Rev.
Emmanuel L. McCall, associate
secretary, Home Mission
Board, Atlanta, Georgia.
On Tuesday night, there will
be a reception honoring Dr. and
Mrs.
Harold G. Sanders,

IT'S NECESSARY TO LOOK CLOSELY al viewer of huge statue of Uncle Sam could miss
the
point at this picture. Perched on an-Qui-sized shoe
is.. a
modern version of Alice in Wonderland. Look carefully,
Alice has a companion at the Danbury, Donn. fair.

For Any Gift Giving Occasion
Give The

LEDGER & TIMES
103 No. 4th St.

Phone 753-1916

An Appropriate Card Will Be Sent

10 A.111.
TO
2 P.M.
Clip
This
Ad

CLIP

Sorry,
No
Moil
Orders
•
Full
2-Year
Mfg.
Guarantee

Cash
Only

Al

By JACK WEBB
former executive secretary of
Copley News Service
the Kentucky Baptist Convention and Dr. and Mrs.
MONTREAL -- Chris ArFraklin
Owen,
present
nold spent 10 years thumbing
secretary of the Kentucky
his nose at the Establishment
Baptist Convention.
- and now he's director of the
The convention theme for
U.S. exhibition here.
this year will be Living the
really believe we have a
Spirit of Christ in "Faith and
fantastic country," said
Conquest." J. Chester Badgett, Arnold, running a slender
pastor of the Campbellsville
hand through his long brown
Baptist Church, Campbellsville, hair. Arnold, 28, is a tall, thin,
is chairman of the committee nervous man who seems conon order of business.
tinually on the edge of jumpPrior to the opening of the
ing up and running to appear
convention at 1:45 p.m. on a TV or radio show. He
November 14, the Religious does that frequently.
Montreal is the home of
Education meeting will be held
at Walnut Street on Monday, Expo, where tourists from
November 13, starting at 1:00 throughout the world can
p.m.; the Kentucky
Baptist come and see gold jewelry
Pastors' Conference will begin from Iran, carved ivory and
Monday evening at 6:45 at jade from China and the tech,
Walnut Street Baptist Church; nological achievements of the
and the Kentucky Baptist Music Soviet Union.
But in the U.S. pavilion at
Association will begin its
meeting Monday afterrvion at Expo you will see only a collection of 250 dolls, a light
2:00 p.m. at the
Piskland show,an Indian
silversmith, a
Baptist Church, Louisville.

30 s
$ a: Elsewhere
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INTRODUCING
CANDLE SHOP
Come in today
and visit our
candle shop.

Ice
Scrapers

Football

Assorted colors

Assorted Colors
$2 99 Elsewhere

'297
CIIITIFICATI

This is your opportunity to own a fantastic Creation tha
would cost $100 to $200 if set in Genuine Diamonds. °the
styks not shown. All Sales Final--No Phone or Mail Orders
fIlustrytinets shown for comparison,

Basketballs
33.99 Eliewisere

CIMMED
BEGLEY'S
VITAMIN

As a special
introductory offer
all candles are:

SD/K.1 en,. to 'tn-Cue
CI ifOT COIIMP,S one
/111,OWS
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297NAME
ADORES
PHONE
CITY

$193

AL

Head &
Shoulders
Shampoo
2/ oz
5115 Elsewhere
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12,200 people
fires last ye
en.

99 Elsewhere

Arvin

Bring this certificate and $5.7 lond receive
LADIES' Sterling Silver or 10-Kt. Gold Filled
Ring with a 1/2 Kt. Size IMITATION KIMBERLY DIAMOND REPRODUCTION. SPARKLING, FLASHING WITH RAINBOW FIRE!
—So Beautiful and Attractive
your friends will never know!
Millionaires, Socialites, Movie
Stars wear these and keep their
Genuine Diamonds in Safety
Vaults. Compare, see if you can
tell the difference!

$19

$12.95 Elsewhere

Panasonic
12" TV

Last

Christmas Gift Wrap

Avocado &
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Gols ond
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• Rugged 40,, %hotter.
Woof container 1001
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Compieselv auionsat,c
Coffee perks to flavor peak
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unt,lie,ed

MIRRO

Wh41.8 Cluantfites

Electric Blender

WIT°
9 Cup
Percolator

Nice 'n Easy

4 Hrs., Fri., Nov. 10
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Only!

IIIRTIfICATI

Brother
Professional
Hair Dryer

Hair Care Savings

• Electrically Timed
• Unbreakable Crystal
• Yellow Gold Finish

Shop Early for Xmas

•socredeale eccutecv
Y•ler iNaterkima

•2

Lay Away For Christmas

Ne,er before has such a or, price brought such high
Littailt. and so ...mart a ..,atch.
earl —supply limited. Nom MI can 0..n a fine timepiece uith presion accu•
rat, and longtime quail!, crafi,mimihip at a lou price.
LIMIT 6 each Coupon

Western Auto
Store
405 Maple; On the Square-Murray

•12 Jewel Swiss movement Is shock
reeratent
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Quantity Rights Reserved
Prices Good thru 11113/72
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SPECIAL OFFER

For style, Beauty and Appearance

• Shock Resistant
• Dust Resistant
• Anti-Magnetic
• Easy to Read Dial
• Small Second Hand •
All Sales Final

10oz

$119 Elsewhere
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LIFETIME UNBREAKABLE MAINSPRING
Calendar
Watches
Also
Available

Family Size
Si 09 Elsewhere

II

$ 88

GRAF ZEPPELIN
On Oct. 11, 1928, the dirigible Graf Zeppelin left Friedrichshafen, Germany, for
Lakehurst, N.J.

_
Bayer
Aspirin

Ultra Brite
Toothpaste

band New • Pie-iiiion-Maikr• Genuine Imported Men's Swiss

Compare with any
Wrist Watch
Selling at S29.95

"Those two Puerto Rican
immigrants took their time to
tell me about our country."
Arnold, the reformed antiEstablishment man, admits
that many people do not understand the U.S. exhibition
he has helped create in Montreal.
The aim of the exhibition,

he said, is to let people get a
feel for what the United States
is all about.
"All of our former exhibitions were full of rockets and
guns and big machines,"
Arnold said. "But this exhibit
shows the past, where the
technology came from.
"Some people get it and
they really like it. Others
come through and get angry
and say they're going to write
their congressman."
Outside, hundreds of visitors were leaving the U.S. pavilion. Some of them were
frowning, but most had happy, amused or thoughtful expressions on their faces.
Perhaps Arnold, a man who
has learned to love America
and is now trying to show
what it means to him, is right.

109

4 Hours, Fri., Nov. 10
WATCHES
Complete with
Matching

roll them into a ball and throw
them away.
"I took off," Arnold said.
"I've been to 49 of the states.
I've worked on horse ranches
and in canneries, as a shortorder cook, and I've learned a
lot about our country.Arnold laughed.
"When I was in Alaska I
worked at a steel foundry.
One day I was mouthing off
about the U.S. flag and these
two Puerto Rican immigrants
grabbed me and held my
hands this far" - holding his
hands less than a half an inch
apart - "away from a 16-ton
press.

441

ultra brIte

Playtex Deodorant
Tampons

travel movie and photos of the
United States.
Which is just the way Arnold, the former hippie-type
wanderer, wants it.
"We don't have the space to
show America the way it really is," said Arnold. "We think
dolls represent culture - Indian dolls represent our history, more modern dolls represent the types of people who
made them."
Arnold was talking to a visitor in the lounge. Upstairs the
lights were dimming and the
heavy rock beat of "House of
the Rising Sun" was trembling through a room lit by
strobe lights and weird plastic
figures. Two hundred people
held their breaths as the
music thrummed through the
pavilion.
Downstairs Arnold shook
his head.
"It took me nine years to
finish college. As far as I was
concerned, you could take the
books and the professors and
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State Fire
Losses Equal
1971 Pace

Sebor Family Finds New Life

By Helen Price Stacy
Moving to Canada, they
WEST LIBERTY, Ky.—The continued their educations. Dr.
FRANKFORT, Ky.—More greatest day in the lives of Milos Sebor received an M.A. from
than $14 million went up in and Bozena Rutrle Sebor of Canadian University and still
smoke during the first six Richmond was June 19, 1962 another Ph. D in Anonths of 1972. That comes to when, in an open session of U.S. thropogeography. Mrs. Sebor
District Court in Nashville, they was graduated as a regiistered
ound $30,100 per day.
Accordingto figures compiled became naturalized citizens. nurse from French University
any things preceded and in Montrel.
y the state Fire Marshal's
They moved to Mobile, Ala.
Iice, losses due to fire in f6llowed that happy event,"
entucky will be about the said Dr. Milos Sebor, "including on prefential ,American visas.
Next, they lived in Baton
me this year as last. Total fire our finding Kentucky."
The Sebors are natives of Rouge, where Dr. Sebor taught
osses in the state for 1971 were
languages at the Institute of
ore than $21 million, and Old Czechoslovakia.
Dr. Sebor, professor of Coastal Studies at Louisiana
an Fire is still rolling along.
geography at Eastern Kentucky State University.
Fires were distribtuted University, has a professional
Dr. Sebor then became
oughout the state according and educational background
to professor of geography at
population. The figures range be envied. He received
his Tennessee Tech University.
om 464 fires in Jefferson doctorate of law at Charles
While the Sebors were in
unty, to no fires in Owsley University in Prague,
and Tennessee, their daughter
unty. In all, the figures show served 12 years as State At- Yana-de-Nepomuk was born.
ut 2130 fires during the first torney. in the Czechoslovakian
The family arrived
in
months of this year, bout 10 Department of the Interior. His Kentucky after a year at still
es per day.
father served as Chief Justice of another school, this time Weber
State College in Utah.
Three quarters of the fires, the country.
Dr. Sebor, who also is KenSince becoming Kentuckians,
the great majority of deaths
e to fires, occurred in homes. tucky Planner-In-Charge at the Sebors have been active in
Motor vehicles were the scene Eastern, was for several years all areas.
Bozena is a member of the
157 fires between January in charge of administrative
June. There were about 400 planning in his native country. Bluegrass Artist Association
hide fires last year, and the He also was chief of the Division and the Lexington Art League,
te seems headed for that of International Affairs of the and is a charter nwmber of the
Czechoslovakian
Criminal Cumberland Arts and Crafts
her again.
Society. She has had numerous
he major causes of fires Investigation Bureau.
Bozena Sebor, a registered art exhibits and her paintins are
re electric malfunctions, hot
ase and lightning. 'hose nurse, also is a well-known being shown at the Pulaski
ee causes accounted for artist and has exhibited in and County Public Library Nov. 5-9.
addition
- In
to
his
re than a third of the fires outside Kentucky.
"You
may lose your professorship at Eastern, Dr.
rted in Kentucky. Another
PIO resulted from unknown nationality in the Czech- Sebor serves as a research.
oslovakian
shatter
belt planning specialist for the
changing
Program
your Kentucky
as many fires occurred without
flframe buildings as in con- residence," she said. -But we Development Office.
elite and brick structures, but had to change residences many
loss figures are about the times as we experienced the
around $2.5 million each. political and social trends that
reflect the loves of • Centroe took the lives of more Europeans."
than women, 42 out of 71
"We were persecuted during
NEW YORK !UPI) — The
fatalities. Most victims the Nazi occupation,
but what printed Christmas greeting
either the elderly or the we didn't kiftow
was, the worst card was the inspiration of Sir
; only about 25 per cent of was to come
under the com- Henry Cole, first director of
who died in fires were munist regime,"
Dr. Sebor said. London's Victoria and Albert
een the ages of 20 and 60. After World
War II, he helped Museum. He found the custom
of writing Christmas notes to
12,200 people who died in save valuable
U.S. papers from friends burdensome.
fires last year, 3000 were communist
hands and par1843, Sir
In
Henry
en
ticipated in an investigation of commissioned painter John
state Fire Marshal's an assassination attempt Callcott Horsley to design a
continually inspects new against three cabinet members card bearing a typical English
ction in the state for of his country. When the wassail scene and the message,
"A Merry Christmas and a
nce with fire prevention communists took over in 1948, Happy
New Year To Nou.- He
rds in methods and Dr. Sebor was arrested.
sent out a thousand and was
Is used for construction.
Mrs. Sebor was director of criticized by some of his(*Os
inspects all boilers, nursing at Charles University for being impersonal. But the
ma
LP gas installations, until suspended by the com- idea caught on quickly in
schoi •(-,, hospitals, and nursing munists in 1948. In May of that England.
Louis
a German
borneyear, she and her husband immigrantPrang,
printer in Boston,
escaped to Paris. There, Dr. began producing deluxe
They suggest that homes
Sebor became first reporting Christmas cards for the British
shoidd be checked by their
economist of the Lutetia Press market in the 1870s and
owners for unsafe conditions
Corps. Bozena became a nurse _ introduced a line of cards tor
and practices. Some of the in the American hospital
at the American public in 1875.
ihijor causes of household fires Neuilly.
These were superbly printed in
as many as 20 subtle colors and
are overloaded electric circuits,
Continuing on the road to often featured scenes framed t)
pritended stoves or other apfreedom and peace of mind, garlands of flowers.
pliances, aerosol cans with
Prang abandoned the card
they devoted time -to-it tranflammable contents, and
slation of the System Grandjean publishing business in the
smoking in bed.
1890's when cheap. imitathe
to Slavic languages.
imports flooded the market.
His finest cards sold for the
equivalent of $3.50 in today's
currency.
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Re-Discover Kentucky . . .

Yana is a student at Madison
Central High School in Richmond.
-Yana has been able to exchange her ideas with young
Czechs," said Mrs. Sebor, who,
with her daughter, made a
recent visit to Czechoslovakia.
"Thought the contrast in
countries is unmistakable insofar as freedom and individual
assertion are concerned, it
would be a serious mistake to
say all people under communism are either hungry or
unhappy."
prnounced
Dr. Sebor
Shebbor )is now writing a series
of stories for a novel to be
titled "Povidky no okraji dneStories on the Margin of the
Day 1. The book is to be
published by the Christian
Academy in Rome.
The Sebors are delighted with
their home in Kentucky, their
work and with life in the
commonwealth. They have
been made to feel that this is
their land and here they continue to progress in their
various fields.
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THE GRACEFUL SEA CARRIER Off on her maiden voyage is the Cunnard Ambassador,
which is undergoing a
shakedown cruise At that, she is under charter by a British firm of car distributors - possibly the first time a maiden
voyage has been chartered. Anyway, she's Cunnard's newest in an era which has seen much of the Atlantic passenger
trade taken over by airlines. The Cunnard liner is classed at 15,000 tons.

OTASCO

Sir Henry
and Christmas

TRADE-IN YOUR OLD STOVE ON A NEW MODERN RANGE!
See our selection that offers these modern conveniences. * OVENS THAT CLEAN THEMSELVES
* OVENS THAT START and STOP AUTOMATICALLY * INFINITE HEAT CONTROL * SNAP-OUT
ELEMENTS * TIMED APPLIANCE OUTLET

IPww FAMOUS
ELKTRIC RANGE

TRAIN WITH US!!

z

Jumbo
apping
aper

84

E Isevy here

1UCING

LKINS

NSTITUTE
Classes starting now for ...
Pacho Announcing
Disc Jodey
Newscasting
Sportscasting
F.C.C. Licensing
Writs or

phone
ome in today
nd visit our
andle shop.
As a special
ntroduc tory offer
II candles are:

297-5396

tolephoole

CAPSULES

ACTION*
IPSULES
,

for forth*. Information.

2106-A 8th AVE. SOUTH
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE

ADDRESS
PHONE
STATE

big banquet are oven' Lift-up, no drip recessed top with snap-in surface
unit elements. Chrome burner bowls. Infinite heat controls Slant front
control console. Removable oven door for easy cleaning. Waist high broiler

Jet landing, takeoff
proves messy business
In one landing and takeoff,
a jet produces as much soot as
2,500 cars produce all day. It
also gives off carbon monoxide, aldehydes, hydrocarbons
and nitrogen oxides.
According to Raymond
Filippini of Newark College of
Engineering, the total emissions from jet aircraft can be
expected to increase because
of more flights and the use of
more powerful engines.
TREE TALK
The forest products industry owns 13 per cent of the nation's commercial timberlands —67 million acres —yet
supplies over one-third of the
nation's softwood sawtimber
harvest.

NAME _

CITY

Me.
ALL

•••

JP"
-4
•

CONTINUOUS
CLEAN/NCOVEN
1.1NER
O:Ly$17
I
4WITH

FREE LOCAL DELIVERY • FREE NORMAL INSTALLATION
•

BANQUET
SIZE
OVEN

* SPECIAL *
ALL DAY THURSDAY

**I

(Murray Only)

IR 0

C10113tEr.

ELECTRIC
RANGE

$109 Reg. Box $109
$1.35 Value
111

E

Deluxe

ION

199

ELECTRIC
RANGE

WITH

3 Pieces

WITH
TRADE

TRADE

Chicken, Potatoes with Gravy,
Cole Slaw, Rolls

Automatic clock controlIrd
oven, I -hour rimer, appliance outlet. Waist high
broiler. Roll-out storage
drawer Infinite heat controls. ST.254

COLONEL SANDERS RECIPE

•

Never dem\ OW oven again
It cleans itself while cooking
Fluorescent lighted back panel
Automatic clock controlled
oven. Timer, appliance outlet
Infinite heat coadisala.Roll-oui
storage drawer Available in
- white, avocado or harvest gold

calor. •'-ii, 2. 1

12tft & Sycamore

Phone 753-7101

Oklahoma
TIRE &SUPPLY

0pe n 941 Mn

Sund4i 1

IT--5Floyfyi-rryttrr

USE OUR EASv
CNEDIT oa
fixtnn
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Northside
Shopping
Center
10th &
Chestnut

Nixot

Southside
Shopping
Center
12th &
Story

JIM ADAMS
FOOD MKTS.
PORK ROAST 531b.
Round 98! PORKSLSTABEABACKSONI-1b6941.69b-;
T
u
r
keys43!
Steaks
HOT DOGS
294
CE
IkisfiTEAKs
8911b
FRYERS
25'b
HOMINY
B
e
a
Purex
n
s
1 0;
49 JIM ADAMS I.G.A.
Fresh Boston Butt

U.S. Choice

Armour Star
Hen

By FRANK CORN
Associated Press V
KEY BISCAYNE, F
— President Nixon's
mestic-policy aide sa)
is "very turned on
reorganizing the fed.
reaucracy. But he pred
will find economic issui
on the front burner."
John D. Ehrlichms
flew here with his boss
er Nixon aides W
night for what was des
a discussion of an effo
government to work
ficiently and more effe
said in an interview
dent is getting deeply
in federal manageme
lems.
Nixon announced

14-16 Lb. Avg.

Fresh

Country Style Sliced
Arrowhead

12-oz.

pk&

The Prim
Source of
In Murray
Calloway

FAMILY PAK

BUSH WHITE

MEMBER OF ASSOC
& UNITED PRESS

Bush Great Northern or Pinto

Seen&
Aroun

No. 300 Can

DETERGENT

Giant Size

STORE POLICY

Red Cross

Spaghetti

No. $5.00 Forced Purchases

1
1

•Presto Pop

1

58c

3-1b. Can

291

(Popcorn)

1 0;

Garden Crest Hamburger Sliced

Pickles

32-oz Jar

Del Monte

Pineapple Juice

46 a Can

I

47C
394

69'

4-Roll Pkg,

39t

COUNTRY PATTIE

OLEO
8 oz.

Kotex

12's

Dishwasher

All

No. 1 Can

10'

2-11). 4-oz. Box

79"

8-0z Can

9;
39t

Towels
Big Roll

/
151
2-oz. Can

Another is
planted next
from our gra
Louisville
Holly is abou
we planted
base. It has
four times as
put it out. W
old rotted
hopes that it
winter. We
we can try.

33

Star-Kist

Tuna

Cake
Mixes

Oct
29t

61
/
2-oz. Can

12-oz. Can

43'

In the ya
evening, a
Flicker, A
and a Squirr
Sunflower

59;

We keep
and rake up
yard, but fo
forget it, or
to dow w
putting it
rains over
have broug
down.

GERBER

29'

Continu

The
Jackson
Partly
warthir t
Increasi
mer toni
showers
tonight
cloudy
High in
Winds,
per hour
Outl
-I ng
tempera
Probe
precipi
cent tod
60 per

Texas

BABY FOOD- 911-- BANANAS 9!
4,
,o

Cooked

COCONUTS 19
ORANGES 39!

RIPE YELLOW

Northside Store Open 24 Hours,
. Sunday
Southside 5tore Open 8-10

Chili

Betty Crocker

I.G.A.

I.G.A.

Armour's

Prem

Sauce

No. 303 Can

20-oz. Loaf

Kraut

with BEANS

TOMATO

Fruit
Cocktail 27'
BREAD •
25'

19;

Bush Chopped

I I.G.A.

Del Monte

No. 303 Can

One of the
suprises we've ha
is the Flowering
got back in the sp
as its name im
cabbage. It d
spectacular, bu
growing and kee
a cabbage. We
attacks by little
.that seemed to
losing the botto
process, but th
growing. The ste
feet long now
twisted. We su
stob for awhile
got stronger. It
against a small
the colder weat
gain new vital
are green, cab
red streaks nex
reckon it will
and look like a
freezes.

Family Scott

Tissue

(All Flavors)

3-oz. Box

PEPSI
16-0z. - 8-Bottli Carton

, "He who will no
bigot; he who can
and, he who dar
slave"...Lord Byr

Corn

No Stamps it No Games
No Coupons

°z Box

"No one is use
world who lighte
of it to anyone else
Dickens.

Del Monte

Just Low Prices!!

Richtex

Murr

No. 300 Can

)
/
1
4

Very Impressive Prices For
Very Important People, Our Customers
•

